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Representation learning lies at the core of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Natural Language Processing (NLP). Most recent research has focused on
develop representations at the word level. In particular, the representation of
words in a vector space has been viewed as one of the most important successes
of lexical semantics and NLP in recent years. The generalization power and
flexibility of these representations have enabled their integration into a wide
variety of text-based applications, where they have proved extremely beneficial.
However, these representations are hampered by an important limitation, as
they are unable to model different meanings of the same word.
In order to deal with this issue, in this thesis we analyze and develop flexible
semantic representations of meanings, i.e. senses, concepts and entities. This
finer distinction enables us to model semantic information at a deeper level,
which in turn is essential for dealing with ambiguity.
In addition, we view these (vector) representations as a connecting bridge
between lexical resources and textual data, encoding knowledge from both
sources. We argue that these sense-level representations, similarly to the
importance of word embeddings, constitute a first step for seamlessly integrating
explicit knowledge into NLP applications, while focusing on the deeper sense
level. Its use does not only aim at solving the inherent lexical ambiguity of
language, but also represents a first step to the integration of background
knowledge into NLP applications. Multilinguality is another key feature of
these representations, as we explore the construction language-independent
and multilingual techniques that can be applied to arbitrary languages, and
also across languages.
We propose simple unsupervised and supervised frameworks which make use
of these vector representations for word sense disambiguation, a key application
in natural language understanding, and other downstream applications such as
text categorization and sentiment analysis. Given the nature of the vectors, we
also investigate their effectiveness for improving and enriching knowledge bases,
by reducing the sense granularity of their sense inventories and extending them
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Effectively representing meaning is a key challenge in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). In particular, the understanding of lexical
items lies at the core of how humans process and generate language. Therefore, this
is a crucial aspect in AI and NLP on their common overarching goal of enabling
machines to understand language. Research on semantically representing lexical
items dates back to the early days of NLP (Firth, 1957; Salton et al., 1975) and has
agglutinated a large body of work since then. In fact, most current approaches are
still based on the principles of Harris (1954), which called for an interpretation of
the context in order to understand the meaning of words.
The most prominent research on this area of semantics nowadays is based on
Vector Space Models (Turney and Pantel, 2010, VSM). In particular, research has
in the main focused on representing words as points in a vector space. Recently,
advances based on neural networks (i.e. word embeddings) have increased the
popularity of this mainstream technique by successfully embedding words into low-
dimensional vector spaces (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al., 2014). Word
embeddings have been successfully integrated into different neural architectures to
provide a generalization boost on many applications such as machine translation
(Zou et al., 2013), syntactic parsing (Weiss et al., 2015), and Question Answering
(Bordes et al., 2014), to name a few.
However, word embeddings are hampered by an important limitation, as they
conflate the different meanings of the same word into a single vector representation.
In other words, they do not handle language lexical ambiguity. This is one of the
main reasons why we propose to go beyond the word level by modeling senses instead
of words. In fact, the waves of the word embedding tsunami have also lapped on the
shores of sense representation, as several techniques for extending word embedding
models to cluster contexts and induce senses from text corpora have been proposed
(Huang et al., 2012; Neelakantan et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2014; Li and Jurafsky,
2015; Vu and Parker, 2016; Qiu et al., 2016). These techniques are usually referred
to as unsupervised sense representations. While these unsupervised models are
characterized by their adaptability to different domains, their induced senses are
in the main hardly interpretable (Panchenko et al., 2017) and not easy to map to
lexical resources, which limits their application.
In this thesis we explore the use of knowledge resources for an effective rep-
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resentation of lexical items going beyond the word level. Because they represent
the lowest linguistic level, word senses play a vital role in natural language under-
standing. Effective representations of word senses have been proved to be directly
useful in tasks such as Word Sense Disambiguation (Chen et al., 2014; Rothe and
Schütze, 2015), semantic similarity (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Turney and Pan-
tel, 2010; Pilehvar and Navigli, 2015), coarsening of sense inventories (Snow et al.,
2007; Pilehvar et al., 2013), alignment of lexical resources (Niemann and Gurevych,
2011; Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012; Pilehvar and Navigli, 2014a), lexical substitution
(McCarthy and Navigli, 2009; Cocos et al., 2017a), and semantic priming (Neely
et al., 1989). In particular, in this thesis we study the complementarities of both
encyclopedic and lexicographic resources, putting forward various techniques for
building flexible semantic representations for word senses, concepts and entities.
This knowledge transferring has additional advantages that we also investigate in
our work, with a marked emphasis in multilinguality. Acting as a bridge between the
knowledge encoded in lexical resources and NLP applications, these knowledge-based
representations pave the way for new lines of applied research.
Finally, we show how these representations can be easily integrated into diverse
applications, from word sense disambiguation to downstream NLP tasks such as
text categorization and sentiment analysis. Additionally, we propose frameworks
for leveraging these sense representations in applications aiming at improving the
quality of current knowledge resources (sense clustering, domain labeling, hypernym
discovery and collocation discovery), establishing an interesting interplay between
lexical resources and NLP applications. For these applications we provide their
background and position our methods with respect to the state of the art, which
makes each of these sections self-sufficient as they provide interesting insights on their
own. The versatility, flexibility and applicability of our proposed knowledge-based
representations is largely proved throughout an extensive list of experiments.
1.1 Motivation
With the help of an example news article from the BBC, shown in Figure 1.1, we
highlight some of the potential deficiencies of word-based NLP models which can be
directly or indirectly solved by modeling senses:
Ambiguity. Language is inherently ambiguous. For instance, Mercedes, race,
Hamilton and Formula can refer to different entities or meanings. Current neural
models have managed to successfully represent complex semantic associations by
effectively analyzing large amounts of data. However, the word-level functionality
of these systems is still a barrier to achieve a deep natural language understanding.
This is one of the main deficiencies of word-bases models. Since in our pipeline
we model senses instead of words, our proposal is particularly tailored towards
addressing this issue.
Multiword expressions. MultiWord Expressions (MWE) are lexical units made
up of two or more words which are idiosyncratic in nature (Sag et al., 2002), e.g,
Lewis Hamilton, Nico Rosberg and Formula 1. Most existing word-based models
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Figure 1.1. Excerpt of a news article from the BBC.
ignore the interdependency between MWE’s subunits and treat them as individual
units. Handling MWE has been a long-standing problem in NLP and has recently
received a considerable amount of interest (Tsvetkov and Wintner, 2014; Salehi et al.,
2015). Our pipeline facilitates this goal thanks to the modeling of lexical items as
represented in a given sense inventory, including instances consisting of multiple
tokens.
Co-reference. Co-reference resolution of concepts and entities is not explicitly
tackled by our approach. However, thanks to the fact that words that refer to
the same meaning in context, e.g., Formula 1 -F1 or German Grand Prix-German
GP-Hockenheim, are all disambiguated to the same concept, the co-reference issue is
also partly addressed by explicitly modeling sense-level information.
Out-Of-Vocabulary words. Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words are a recurring
problem when using word-based models. As word vector representations are utilized
in a wide variety of problems and domains, it is not rare to encounter these OOV
words in practice (e.g. domain-specific words like F1 or Rosberg). However, many
OOV words are already represented in high-coverage lexical resources (see Section
2). Therefore, the use of these knowledge resources (e.g. WordNet, Wikipedia) for
learning semantic representations could partially solve this problem. As we also
argue throughout the thesis, a shared vector space of both words and senses would
further contribute to expand this coverage, exploiting the best of both worlds.
1.2 Objectives
The main goal of this thesis is to advance the research in the lexical semantics field,
and in general, on natural language processing. The concrete objectives of this thesis
are listed below:
• Deal with language ambiguity through three inter-connected paths: (1) de-
veloping semantic representations at the sense, concept and entity levels; (2)
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improving word sense disambiguation; and (3) enriching knowledge resources.
• Investigate the use of knowledge resources for the development of semantic
representations and their integration into NLP applications.
• Explore the complementarities of using both encyclopedic and lexicographic
resources.
• Investigate the potential of concept and entity representations in multilingual
and cross-lingual environments.
• Develop benchmarks for evaluating word and sense vector representations
intrinsically and extrinsically.
• Study the integration of sense representations into NLP applications, in par-
ticular word sense disambiguation, knowledge base enrichment and text classi-
fication.
1.3 Contributions and outline
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. We first present an overview of
the main knowledge resources utilized in this thesis in Chapter 2.
Then, we move on to the first part of the thesis on semantic representation
learning. In Chapter 3 we present an overview of the related work on semantic
representations, both at the word level and with a special focus on the works dealing
with representations at the sense level. In the subsequent chapters we present two
complementary models for learning semantic representations, Nasari and SW2V:
• In Chapter 4 we present Nasari (a Novel Approach to a Semantically-
Aware Representation of Items), which is one of the main contributions of
this thesis. Nasari is based on the seamless integration of the encyclopedic
and lexicographic resources presented in Chapter 2. We provide different
types of semantic vector representation for concept and entities, going beyond
the shallower word level. In addition to aiming at solving the ambiguity
issue of word representations, Nasari provides three additional key features:
(1) multilinguality, as the approach exploits at best the language diversity
of Wikipedia and BabelNet, (2) high-coverage of both concepts and named
entities as both WordNet and more importantly the full Wikipedia are covered,
and (3) flexibility, as we put forward various vector representations which are
easy to integrate into different applications as presented in the second part of
the thesis.
• In Chapter 5 we present SW2V (Senses and Words To Vectors), a flexible
architecture for jointly learning word and sense embeddings on a single joint
training phase. SW2V is complementary to Nasari as they learn from different
signals. While Nasari provides representations for concept and entities from
knowledge bases, SW2V learn word and sense embeddings directly from text
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corpora. The main feature of SW2V lies on its flexibility and adaptability, as
it can learn representations given any text corpora and semantic network.
The second part of the thesis focuses on the applications of these flexible
semantic representations of senses, concepts and entities. We present the individual
applications from Chapter 6 to 8:
• Word Sense Disambiguation (Chapter 6). Word Sense Disambiguation is a
long-standing task in Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language Processing.
In this chapter we present a knowledge-based approach for word and named
entity disambiguation. The approach heavily relies on Nasari and, despite
its simplicity, achieves results in line with the state of the art for several
languages and resources, while showing interesting complementarities with
supervised systems. Additionally, we show how Nasari can be leveraged for a
high-confidence disambiguation of concepts and entities in multiple languages
by leveraging comparable corpora. Thank to this approach we released two
sense-annotated multilingual corpora: a large corpus of textual definitions and
the Europarl parallel corpus.
• Knowledge-based Enrichment (Chapter 7). One of the advantages of exploit-
ing knowledge-based sense vector representations is their ability to encode
relevant semantic properties from lexical items in knowledge resources. This,
coupled with their sense-based nature, enable them to accurately incorporate
different sources of information stored on their vector representations. Being
represented in a mathematical vector space, they can be effectively leveraged
for improving and enriching knowledge resources. In particular, in this chapter
we present four applications within this broad area: sense clustering, domain
labeling, hypernym discovery and collocation discovery.
• Downstream NLP applications (Chapter 8). In this Chapter we present
a simple approach to integrate senses into neural network architectures for
downstream applications (Pilehvar et al., 2017). The integration is based
on a pre-WSD step along with the use of pre-trained knowledge-based sense
representations from WordNet and Wikipedia (Nasari). The evaluation is
focused on two text classification tasks (i.e. topic categorization and sentiment
analysis) and shows the potential of moving from the standard word-level to
the sense-level on downstream applications. Our analysis also highlights the
main advantages of this sense-based pipeline (and also its current weaknesses).
Finally, we present the conclusions and future work in Chapter 9.
1.4 Publications
A wide portion of the content of this thesis has already been published in relevant
peer-reviewed conferences and journals from Natural Language Processing and
Artificial Intelligence. The content of some of these publications represent the core
of this thesis and their insights are included at great extent in some chapters or
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sections. We present the list of all the publications contributing to the overall thesis
below:1
• Jose Camacho-Collados, Mohammad Taher Pilehvar and Roberto Navigli. 2016.
Nasari: Integrating explicit knowledge and corpus statistics for a multilingual
representation of concepts and entities. Artificial Intelligence Journal, 240, pp.
36-64. Chapter 4.
• Massimiliano Mancini*, Jose Camacho-Collados*, Ignacio Iacobacci and Roberto
Navigli. Embedding Words and Senses Together via Joint Knowledge-Enhanced
Training. Proceedings of CoNLL, Vancouver, Canada, pp. 100-111. Chapter
5.
• Mohammad Taher Pilehvar, Jose Camacho-Collados, Roberto Navigli and
Nigel Collier. 2017. Towards a Seamless Integration of Word Senses into
Downstream NLP Applications. Proceedings of ACL, Vancouver, Canada, pp.
1857-1869. Chapter 8.
• Jose Camacho-Collados, Claudio Delli Bovi, Alessandro Raganato and Roberto
Navigli. 2017. SenseDefs: A Multilingual Corpus of Sense-annotated Textual
Definitions. Language Resources and Evaluation Journal, accepted. Section
6.3.
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In this thesis we investigate how to integrate knowledge from lexical resources
for representing senses, concepts and entities and use them as a bridge on NLP
applications. In this chapter we describe the main knowledge resources utilized in
our work.
Knowledge resources can be split into two main groups: expert made and
collaboratively constructed. Expert or manually constructed resources feature
highly-accurate encoding of concepts and semantic relationships between them but,
with a few exceptions, are usually limited in their lexical coverage, and are typically
focused on a specific language only. On the other hand, collaboratively-constructed
resources encode a different source of information, e.g. extracted from large amounts
of textual data. For this reason they tend to be less accurate but provide a different
set of features such as a higher coverage and multilinguality. Likewise, knowledge
resources can encode different kind of knowledge, i.e. lexicographic or encyclopedic.
Each type has its own advantages and limitations. Some of these resources, i.e.
WordNet (Section 2.1) or BabelNet (Section 2.3) which are used in this work, are
structured as graphs, with nodes denoting concepts and edges representing relations
between concepts. Resources containing a diverse set of relations are known as
knowledge bases.
In our work we attempt to take the best of all these types of resource by
combining their most prominent features. In particular, we make use of an expert-
made lexicographic resource, i.e. WordNet (Section 2.1), and a collaboratively-
constructed encyclopedic resource, i.e. Wikipedia (Section 2.2). In order to combine
the knowledge from these two resources, we make use of BabelNet (Section 2.3) as a
bridge. We additionally present other lexical resources used in this thesis in Section
2.4 and some common notions and nomenclature from these knowledge resources in
Section 2.5.
2.1 WordNet
A prominent example of expert-made resource is WordNet (Miller et al., 1990;
Miller, 1995), a semantic network whose basic units are synsets. A synset represents
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a concept which may be expressed through nouns, verbs, adjectives or adverbs
and is composed of one or more lexicalizations (i.e., synonyms that are used to
express it). For example, the synset of the middle of the day concept consists of six
lexicalizations: noon, twelve noon, high noon, midday, noonday, noontide. Synsets
may also be seen as nodes in a semantic network. These nodes are connected to each
other by means of lexical or semantic relations (hypernymy, meronymy, etc.). These
relations are seen as the edges in the WordNet semantic network. Despite being
one of the largest and most complete manually-made lexical resources, WordNet
still lacks coverage of lemmas and senses from domain specific lexicons (e.g., law
or medicine), named entities, slang usages, or those for technology that came into
existence only recently. In our experiments we used WordNet 3.0, which covers more
than 117K unique nouns in about 80K synsets.
2.2 Wikipedia
Wikipedia is one of the the most prominent examples of collaboratively-constructed
resources. It provides features such as multilinguality (Wikipedia covers more
than 250 languages), wide coverage, encyclopedic information and up-to-dateness.
As of September 2015, Wikipedia provided more than 100K articles in over fifty
languages. This coverage is steadily increasing. For instance, the English Wikipedia
alone receives 750 new articles per day. Each of these articles provides, for its
corresponding concept, a great deal of information in the form of textual information,
tables, infoboxes, and various relations (such as redirections, disambiguations, and
categories). These features have persuaded many researchers over the past years to
exploit the large amounts of semi-structured knowledge available in such collaborative
resources for different NLP applications (Cucerzan, 2007; Gabrilovich and Markovitch,
2007; Wu and Weld, 2010; Hovy et al., 2013; Wu and Giles, 2015; Søgaard et al.,
2015). In this work we utilized the Wikipedia dump from November 2014 in multiple
languages.
2.3 BabelNet
The types of knowledge available in the expert-based and collaboratively-constructed
resources make them complementary. This has motivated researchers to com-
bine various lexical resources across the two categories (Niemann and Gurevych,
2011; Pilehvar and Navigli, 2014a). A prominent example is BabelNet (Nav-
igli and Ponzetto, 2012), which provides a mapping of WordNet to a number of
collaboratively-constructed resources, including Wikipedia. The structure of Ba-
belNet1 is similar to that of WordNet. Synsets are the main linguistic units and
are connected to other semantically related synsets, whose lexicalizations are mul-
tilingual in this case. For instance, the synset corresponding to United States is
represented with a set of multilingual lexicalizations including United_StatesEN ,
United_States_of_AmericaEN , AmericaEN , U.S.EN , and U.S.A.EN in English,
Estados_UnidosES, Estados_Unidos_de_AméricaES, EEUUES, E.E.U.U.ES, and
1http://babelnet.org/
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EE. UU.ES in Spanish, and Stati_Uniti_d’AmericaIT , Stati_UnitiIT , AmericaIT ,
and U.S.A.IT in Italian. The relations between synsets are come from WordNet
(hypernyms, hyponyms, etc.), plus new semantic relations coming from other re-
sources such as Wikipedia hyperlinks and Wikidata relations (e.g. Madrid capital of
Spain). BabelNet is the largest multilingual semantic network available, containing
13,789,332 synsets (6,418,418 concepts and 7,370,914 named entities) and 354,538,633
relations for 271 languages2. For the English language, BabelNet contains 4,403,148
synsets with at least one Wikipedia page associated and 117,653 synsets with one
WordNet synset associated, from which 99,705 synsets are composed of both a
Wikipedia page and a WordNet synset.
2.4 Other resources
Wikidata3 (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014) is a document-oriented semantic database
operated by the Wikimedia Foundation with the goal of providing a common source
of data that can be used by other Wikimedia projects (e.g. Wikipedia). It is designed
as a document-oriented semantic database based on items, each representing a con-
cept or an entity and associated with a unique identifier. Knowledge is encoded with
statements in the form of property-value pairs, among which definitions (descriptions)
are also included. Wikidata is also integrated into BabelNet, containing over 8 mil-
lion definitions4. In this thesis we use Wikidata both for obtaining term-hypernym
pairs (Section 7.3) and as a repository of definitions (Section 6.3.2).
Beyond these resources, we also use two collaborative multilingual dictionar-
ies (i.e. Wiktionary and OmegaWiki) as an additional repository of definitions.
Wiktionary5 is a Wikimedia project designed to represent lexicographic knowl-
edge that would not be well suited for an encyclopedia (e.g. verbal and adverbial
senses). It is available for over 500 languages typically with a very high coverage,
including domain-specific terms and descriptions that are not found in WordNet.
Similar to Wiktionary, OmegaWiki6 is a large multilingual dictionary based on a
relational database, designed with the aim of unifying the various language-specific
Wiktionaries into a unified lexical repository.
2.5 Nomenclature
In this thesis we mainly follow the same nomenclature of WordNet and BabelNet.
In these resources a synset refer to an specific meaning as defined on the knowledge
resource (e.g. the concept of middle of the day mentioned above) which may have
more than one or more words as its associated lexicalizations (e.g. noon, twelve
noon, high noon, midday, noonday, noontide for the concept of middle of the day).
Synsets may be concepts (e.g. middle of the day) or entities (e.g. Microsoft). In
2The statistics are taken from the BabelNet 3.0 release, which is the version used in our
experiments. More statistics can be found at http://babelnet.org/stats
3https://www.wikidata.org
4Given its strictly computational nature, it often provides minimal definition phrases containing
only the superclass of the definiendum.
5https://www.wiktionary.org
6http://www.omegawiki.org
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general, when we refer to a synset and if it is not explicitly mentioned, we refer
to both concepts and entities. Sense may refer to the general term including all
representations going beyond the word level, or explicitly to a word associated with
a specific meaning (e.g. noon with its meaning middle of the day)7, irrespective
of whether the meaning belongs to a pre-defined sense inventory or not. Following
previous works (Navigli, 2009), we use the following notation for senses: wordpn is
the nth sense of word with part of speech p.





In this initial part of the thesis we focus on the semantic representation of
word senses, concepts and entities. We investigate and propose theoretical
frameworks for learning these fine-grained semantic representations. In partic-
ular, we concentrate on the research area making use of knowledge resources
for enhancing representation learning. This first block is structured as follows.
First, we provide a comprehensive overview on previous work on word
and sense representations (Chapter 3). We begin this background chapter by
presenting and describing some fundamental theories of word-level represen-
tation learning. Then, inspired by these grounding works, we present more
recent related works on the semantic representation of lexical items of a finer
granularity, i.e., senses.
Following this background chapter we move on to explain our work on
sense representation learning. We present two theoretical models for learning
sense representations: Nasari (Chapter 4), a purely knowledge-based method
which exploits the complementarities of various knowledge resources and text
corpora; and SW2V (Chapter 5), a method for jointly training word and
sense embeddings from text corpora exploiting semantic networks. These
two methods, exploiting distinct signals, learn different kinds of semantic
representation, providing advantages and disadvantages depending on their
application8.
8In the second part of this thesis we will present a set of relevant applications for which these




From Word to Sense
Representations: Background
In this chapter we present an overview of related approaches on semantic repre-
sentation learning. In Section 3.1 we describe mainstream techniques for word
representation learning, while in Section 3.2 we briefly review the recent literature
on the representation of word senses, which is the main topic of this thesis.1
3.1 Word Representations
Word representation learning constitutes one of the main research topics in semantics
since the origin of NLP. The most prominent methods are in the main based on
the Vector Space Model (VSM), which is in turn supported by research in human
cognition (Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Gärdenfors, 2004). The earliest use of this
model considered a document as a vector whose dimensions were the vocabulary
(Salton et al., 1975). Weights of individual dimensions were initially based on its
corresponding word’s frequencies within the document. Different weights have also
been explored, but mainly based on frequencies or normalized frequencies (Salton and
McGill, 1983). This methodology has been successfully refined and applied in many
NLP applications such as information retrieval (Lee et al., 1997) text classification
(Soucy and Mineau, 2005), or sentiment analysis (Turney, 2002), to name a few.
Turney and Pantel (2010) provides a comprehensive overview of VSM and their
applications.
This document-based VSM has also been extended to other lexical items like
words. On this case a word is represented as a point in the vector space. A word-
based vector is traditionally constructed based on the normalized frequencies of the
co-occurring words within a corpus (Lund and Burgess, 1996), trailing the initial
theories of Harris (1954). These models have also proved effective in NLP tasks such
as information extraction (Laender et al., 2002), semantic role labeling (Erk, 2007),
word similarity (Radinsky et al., 2011), WSD (Navigli, 2009) or spelling correction
(Jones and Martin, 1997), inter alia.
1For a complementary overview on this topic we recommend our ACL 2016 tutorial on “Semantic
Representations of Word Senses and Concepts" (Camacho-Collados et al., 2016b).
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One of the main drawbacks of these approaches is the high dimensionality of the
produced vectors. Since the dimensions correspond to words in the vocabulary, this
number could easily add to the hundreds of thousands or even millions, depending on
the underlying corpus. The most recurrent approaches for dimensionality reduction
make use of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and are known as Latent
Semantic Analysis (Hofmann, 2001; Landauer and Dooley, 2002, LSA)
A more recent trend exploit neural network architectures to embed words into
low-dimensional vectors. These models are commonly known as word embeddings.
The earliest attempts of this kind were built upon the probabilistic feedforward
neural network language model Bengio et al. (2003). This approach was popularized
through Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a), proposing a simplified architecture and
showed some interesting semantic properties of the output vectors (Mikolov et al.,
2013d). Another prominent word embedding architecture is GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014), combining global matrix factorization and local context window methods
through a bilinear regression model. Word embeddings have been shown to provide
a valuable prior knowledge which have been proved decisive for achieving state-
of-the-art performance in many NLP tasks when integrated into a neural network
architecture (Zou et al., 2013; Kim, 2014; Bordes et al., 2014; Weiss et al., 2015).
However, word representations fail to capture the meaning of the various senses
of the same word (Yaghoobzadeh and Schütze, 2016). In the following section
we present approaches attempting to overcome this limitation by modeling senses
instead of words.
3.2 Sense Representations
While most research studies in semantic representation have so far concentrated on the
representation of words, few studies have focused on the representation of word senses
or concepts. This is partly due to the so-called knowledge acquisition bottleneck
that arises because the application of distributional word modeling techniques at
the sense level would require the availability of high-coverage sense-annotated data.
However, word representations are known to suffer from some issues which dampen
their suitability for tasks that require accurate representations of meaning. The
most important drawback with word representations lies in their inability to model
polysemy and homonymy, as they conflate different meanings that a word can have
into a single representation (Tversky and Gati, 1982; Reisinger and Mooney, 2010).
For instance, a word representation for the word bank does not distinguish between
its financial institution and river bank meanings (the noun bank has ten senses
according to WordNet 3.0). Approaches which leverage semantic lexicons to improve
word representations (Yu and Dredze, 2014; Faruqui et al., 2015; Goikoetxea et al.,
2015; Speer and Lowry-Duda, 2017; Mrkšic et al., 2017) also suffer from the same
drawback, as their target modeling units are still potentially-ambiguous words.
Because they represent the lowest linguistic level, word senses and concepts play a
crucial role in natural language understanding. Meanings of a word are identified and
separately modeled, the resulting representations are ideal for performing an accurate
semantic processing. In addition, the fine-grained representation of word senses
can be directly extended to higher linguistic levels (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006),
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which makes them particularly interesting. These features have recently attracted
the attention of different research studies. Most of these techniques view sense
representation as a specific type of word representation and try to adapt the existing
distributional word modeling techniques to the sense level, usually through clustering
the contexts in which a word appears (Schütze, 1998; Reisinger and Mooney, 2010;
Huang et al., 2012). The main fundamental assumption of these works is that the
intended meaning of a word mainly depends on its context and hence one can obtain
sense-specific contexts for a given word sense by clustering the contexts in which the
word appears in a given text corpus. Various clustering-based techniques usually
differ in their clustering procedure and how this is combined with the representation
technique. For instance, while some approaches rely on monolingual corpora only
(Neelakantan et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2014; Li and Jurafsky, 2015; Vu and Parker,
2016; Qiu et al., 2016), other works rely on bilingual or multilingual corpora for
building their sense vector representations (Guo et al., 2014; Ettinger et al., 2016;
Šuster et al., 2016; Upadhyay et al., 2017). However, all these models are often
limited to representing only those senses that are covered in the underlying corpus.
Moreover, the sense representations obtained using these methods are generally not
interpretable (Panchenko et al., 2017) and usually not linked to any sense inventory.
Therefore such linking has to be carried out, either manually, or with the help of
sense-annotated data if the representations are to be used for direct applications
such as Word Sense Disambiguation.
Most sense modeling techniques have based their representation on the knowledge
derived from resources such as WordNet. Earlier techniques exploit the information
provided in WordNet, such as the synonymous words in a synset, for the repre-
sentation of word senses (Mihalcea and Moldovan, 1999; Agirre and de Lacalle,
2004). More recent approaches usually adapt distributional models to the sense
level on the basis of lexico-semantic knowledge derived from lexical resources such
as Wikipedia (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007; Mihalcea, 2007), WordNet (Chen
et al., 2014; Jauhar et al., 2015; Rothe and Schütze, 2015) or other language-specific
semantic networks (Johansson and Pina, 2015). WordNet can be also viewed as
a semantic network where its individual synsets are represented on the basis of
graph-based algorithms (Pilehvar et al., 2013; Pilehvar and Collier, 2016). Word
Sense Disambiguation of large amounts of textual data has also been explored as a
means of obtaining high-coverage annotated data for learning sense representations
based on neural networks (Iacobacci et al., 2015), representations referred to as sense
embeddings. Chen et al. (2014), which uses WordNet as main knowledge source,
also relies on WSD for obtaining their sense representations. However, these two
approaches are hampered by their inherently imperfect WSD systems.
Additionally, these techniques are often limited to the reduced coverage of
WordNet and to the English language only. In contrast, our proposed methods
(see Chapter 4) provide a multilingual representation of word senses on the basis
of the complementary knowledge of two different resources, enabling a significantly
higher coverage of specific domains and named entities. In addition, the synset
representations proposed are inherently multilingual, which open up new possibilities
for their application in multilingual and cross-lingual applications.
Moreover, the representation of words and senses in the same vector space has
been proved key for applying these knowledge-based sense vector representations in
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downstream applications, particularly for their integration into neural architectures
(Pilehvar et al., 2017) via word and sense embeddings. In the literature, various
different methods have attempted to build a shared space of word and sense vectors.
Chen et al. (2014) proposed a model for obtaining both word and sense embeddings
based on a first training step of conventional word embeddings, a second disam-
biguation step based on sense definitions, and a final training phase which uses the
disambiguated text as input. Likewise, Rothe and Schütze (2015) aimed at building
a shared space of word and sense embeddings based on two steps: a first training
step of only word embeddings and a second training step to produce sense and
synset embeddings. These two approaches require multiple steps of training and
make use of a relatively small resource like WordNet, which limits their coverage
and applicability. Wang et al. (2014) and Fang et al. (2016) increased the coverage
of these WordNet-based approaches by exploiting larger resources like Wikipedia,
proposing a model to align vector spaces of words and entities from knowledge bases.
However, these approaches are restricted to nominal instances only (i.e. Wikipedia
pages or entities). In contrast, we propose a model (see Chapter 5) which learns
both words and sense embeddings from a single joint training phase, producing a






In this chapter we describe the methodology for constructing semantic representations
of concepts and entities. Our approach, referred to as Nasari (Novel Approach to
a Semantically-Aware Representation of Items), exploits the structural knowledge
derived from semantic networks, along with distributional statistics from text corpora,
to produce effective representations of individual word senses or concepts. Our
method provides two main advantages in comparison to previous VSM techniques:
(1) it is multilingual, as it can be directly applied for the representation of concepts
in dozens of languages; and (2) each vector represents a concept, irrespective of its
language, in a unified semantic space having words or concepts as its dimensions,
permitting direct comparison of different representations across languages and hence
enabling cross-lingual applications.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. First, in Section 4.1, we
describe our methodology to convert text into lexical, embedded and unified vectors.
The process to obtain vector representations for synset vectors by leveraging the
knowledge resources described in Chapter 2 is presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3
we perform an intrinsic evaluation of these vectors. We analyze the performance of
different components of our model in Section 4.4. Finally, we provide the concluding
remarks in Section 4.5.
4.1 Representing texts as vectors
One of the contributions of this chapter is the framework we are proposing for
transforming texts into three different kinds of vector: lexical, embedded and unified.
Our lexical vectors follow the conventional approach for representing a linguistic
item in a semantic space with words1 as its dimensions (Pantel and Lin, 2002). The
weights in these vectors are usually computed on the basis of raw term frequencies
(tf ) or normalized frequencies, such as tf-idf Jones (1972). Instead, we use lexical
1Short noun phrases and multiword expressions are also considered in our work.
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specificity for the computation of the weights in our lexical vectors. Having a solid
statistical basis, lexical specificity provides several advantages over the previously
mentioned measures (see Section 4.4 for a comparison between lexical specificity and
tf-idf ). In what follows in this section we first explain lexical specificity and propose
an efficient way for its fast computation (Section 4.1.1). We then provide more
details of our three types of vector, i.e., lexical (Section 4.1.2), embedded (Section
4.1.3) and unified (Section 4.1.4).
4.1.1 Lexical specificity
Lexical specificity (Lafon, 1980) is a statistical measure based on the hypergeometric
distribution2. The measure has been widely used in different NLP applications
including term extraction (Drouin, 2003), textual data analysis (Lebart et al., 1998)
and domain-based term disambiguation (Camacho-Collados et al., 2014; Billami
et al., 2014), but it has rarely been used to measure weights in a vector space model.
Lexical specificity essentially computes the set of most representative words for a
given text based on the hypergeometric distribution. In our setting, we are interested
in representing a given text, hereafter referred to as the sub-corpus SC, through a
vector comprising the weighted set of its most relevant words or concepts. In order
to compute lexical specificity, we need a reference corpus RC which should be a
superset of SC. Lexical specificity computes the weights for each word by contrasting
the frequencies of that word across SC and RC.
Following the notation of Camacho-Collados et al. (2015c), let T and t be the
respective total number of content words in RC and SC, while F and f denote the
frequency of a given word w in RC and SC, respectively. Our goal is to compute
a weight quantifying the association strength of w with our text SC. We compute
the probability of a word w having a frequency equal to or higher than f in our
sub-corpus SC using a hypergeometric distribution which takes as its parameters the
frequency of w in the reference corpus RC, i.e., F, and the sizes of RC and SC, i.e.,
T and t, respectively. A word w with a high probability is one with a high occurrence
chance across arbitrary subsets of RC of size t. Hence, the representative words of a
given sub-corpus will be those with low probabilities since these specific words are
the most suitable ones for distinguishing the sub-corpus from the reference corpus.
As a result, the computed probability is inversely proportional to the relevance of
the word w to SC. In order to make the relation directly proportional, thus making
the weights more interpretable, we apply the − log10 operation to the computed
probabilities as has been customary in the literature (Drouin, 2003; Heiden et al.,
2010). This logarithmic operation also speeds up the calculations (more details in the
following section). Morover, using log10, instead of for instance the natural logarithm,
has the added benefit of leading to an easy calculation of the prior probability. For
example, if an item has a lexical specificity of 5.0, it means that the probability of
2“The hypergeometric distribution is a discrete probability distribution that describes the
probability of k successes in n draws, without replacement, from a finite population of size N that
contains exactly K successes, wherein each draw is either a success or a failure. In statistics, the
hypergeometric test uses the hypergeometric distribution to calculate the statistical significance
of having drawn a specific k successes (out of n total draws) from the aforementioned population”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypergeometric_distribution).
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observing that item in SC is 10−5 = 0.00005. Therefore, the lexical specificity of w
in SC is given by the following expression:
spec(T, t, F, f) = − log10 P (X ≥ f) (4.1)
where X represents a random variable following a hypergeometric distribution with
parameters F , t and T and P (X ≥ f) is defined as follows:
P (X ≥ f) =
F∑
i=f
P (X = i) (4.2)
where P (X = i) represents the probability of a given word to appear exactly i times
in the subcorpus SC according to the hypergeometric distribution of parameters F ,
t and T . In the following we propose an efficient implementation of Equation 4.2.
Efficient implementation of lexical specificity
According to Equation 4.2, the computation of the hypergeometric distribution
involves summing (F − f) + 1 addends, each of which is calculated as follows3:







) = F !(T − F )!t!(T − t)!
T !i!(F − i)!(t− i)!(T − F − t+ i)! (4.3)
Given that the summation range of Equation 4.2 is generally directly proportional
to the size of the corpus, the computation of lexical specificity can be quite expensive
on large corpora wherein the value of F tends to be very high. Lafon (1980) proposed
a method to reduce the computation cost of Equation 4.2. According to this method,
one can first calculate P (X = i) only for the smallest i (i.e., f) and then calculate
the rest of probabilities, i.e., P (X = f + 1), ..., P (X = F ), using the following
property of the hypergeometric distribution:
P (X = i+ 1) = P (X = i)(F − i)(t− i)(i+ 1)(T − F − t+ i+ 1) (4.4)
Lafon (1980) also suggested using the well-known Stirling formula for the com-
putation of the factorial components in Equation 4.3. According to the Stirling
formula, the logarithm of a factorial can be approximated as follows:
logn! = n logn− n+ 12 log (2pin) (4.5)
Thanks to the application of the Stirling formula we can transform Equation
4.3 into a summation. Despite these improvements in the calculation of lexical
specificity, there remain issues when the above computation is to be applied to a
large reference corpus. One of the main problems is the multiplication of potentially
very small quantities. Specifically, a 64-bit binary floating-point number, which is
the one typically used in current computers, has an approximate range from 10−308
through 10+308. During the computation of lexical specificity on large corpora, the
lower bound can be reached several times. Our solution to solve this problem (which
3In the cases where i > t, which may occur if F > t, the probability P (X = i) is equal to 0.
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Figure 4.1. Hypergeometric distribution for the word mathematics in an arbitraty sub-
corpus (SC) of size 100,000 in Wikipedia.
even optimizes the calculations) is obtained via the next two equations. Firstly, we
rewrite Equation 4.4 by extracting the common factor P (X = f):
P (X ≥ f) =
F∑
i=f




where af = 1 and ai = ai−1 (F−i)(t−i)(i+1)(T−F−t+i+1) ,∀i = f + 1, ..., F .
Now we only need to apply the logarithm to both sides of the equation in order
to transform the previous multiplication into an addition and thus avoid small values.
In this way we also avoid unnecessary exponentials in the calculations of P (X = f):






Therefore, according to Equation 4.1 and by applying a change of logarithm
base, we can compute lexical specificity given the four parameters T , t, F , and f as
follows:






where k is the natural logarithm of 10 (i.e., loge 10).
For computational feasibility, the ∑Fi=f ai sum is usually not computed until
F . Instead, a stopping criterion is introduced into the loop. Since the probability
mass in the tail of the hypergeometric distribution is in most cases mathematically
insignificant with respect the final cumulative probability distribution, the stop-
ping criterion is usually satisfied well before reaching to the final F value, which
considerably reduces the computation time.
As an example we show in Figure 4.1 the estimated probability distribution
for the word mathematics in an arbitrary sub-corpus SC of 100,000 content words
from Wikipedia. If the word mathematics occurs more than twenty times in SC, the
word is considered to be very specific to the given subcorpus, since, as we can see
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from Figure 4.1, most of the probability mass in the hypergeometric distribution
is concentrated in the left part of the distribution range. The distribution range
extends until 70,029, which is the number of occurrences of the word mathematics
in the whole Wikipedia. However, the probability P (X = 45) is already as small
as 10−20 and rapidly gets much smaller. This illustrates the point made above, in
which the right tail of the probability mass is generally insignificant to values close
to the expected value, and adding a stopping condition might make the calculations
much faster, while not having any noticeable effect to the final specificity score.
The next three sections provide more details on our three types of vector and on
how we leverage lexical specificity for their construction.
4.1.2 Lexical vector representation
So far we have explained how lexical specificity can be used to determine the relevance
of words for a given text. In this section we explain how we leverage lexical specificity
in order to construct a lexical vector for a given text (i.e., SC). In this chapter
all the texts considered come from Wikipedia, thus we use the whole Wikipedia
as our reference corpus (RC). Our lexical vectors have individual words as their
dimensions, therefore, in our lexical semantic space, a text is represented on the
basis of its association with a set of lexical items, i.e., words. By contrasting the
term frequencies across SC and RC, we compute the lexical specificity of each term
for the given subcorpus.
Specifically, in order to compute our lexical vector ~vlex(SC), we simply iterate
over all the content words in our subcorpus SC (only words with a total frequency
greater than or equal to five in the whole Wikipedia are considered) and compute
lexical specificity for each of them. We then prune the resulting vectors by keeping
only those words that are relevant to the target text with a confidence of 99% or more
according to the hypergeometric distribution (P (X ≥ f) ≤ 0.01), as also performed
in earlier works (Billami et al., 2014; Camacho-Collados et al., 2015b). Words with
weights below the aforementioned threshold are considered as zero dimensions. The
vector truncation step helps reduce noise. Additionally, the truncation helps in
speeding up the computation of the vectors, as they will be sparse and therefore
computationally easier to work with.
In our setting we also consider multiword expressions when they appear as
lexicalizations of piped links4. Note that we apply lexical specificity to content
words (nouns, verbs and adjectives) after tokenization and lemmatization, but for
notational simplicity we will keep using the term “word” to refer to them.
4.1.3 Embedded vector representation
In recent years, semantic representation has experienced a resurgence of interest in the
use of neural network-based learning, a trend usually referred to as word embeddings.
4A piped link is a hyperlink which is found within the Wikipedia article that redirects the user
to another Wikipedia page. For example, the piped link [[dockside_crane|Crane_(machine)]] is
a hyperlink that appears as dockside_crane in the text, but links to the Wikipedia page titled
Crane_(machine). The Wikipedia article is therefore represented with a suitable lexicalization that
preserves the grammatical and syntactic structure, the contextual coherency and the flow of the
sentence.
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In addition to their fast processing of massive amounts of text, word embeddings
have proved to be reliable techniques for modeling the semantics of words on the
basis of their contexts. However, the application of these word-based techniques to
the representation of word senses is not trivial and is bound to the availability of
large amounts of sense-annotated data. There have been efforts aimed at learning
sense-specific embeddings without needing to resort to sense-annotated data, often
through clustering the contexts in which a word appears (Weston et al., 2013; Huang
et al., 2012; Neelakantan et al., 2014). However, the resulting representations are
usually not aligned to existing sense inventories.
We put forward an approach that allows us to plug in an arbitrary word embedding
representation with that of our lexical vector representations, providing three main
advantages: (1) benefiting from the word-based knowledge derived as a result of
learning from massive corpora for our sense-level representation; (2) reducing the
dimensionality of our lexical space to a fixed-size continuous space; and (3) providing
a shared semantic space between words and synsets (more details in Section 4.2),
hence enabling a direct comparison of words and synsets.
Our approach exploits the compositionality of word embeddings. According to
this property, a compositional phrase representation can be obtained by combining,
usually averaging, its constituents’ representations (Mikolov et al., 2013c). For
instance, the vector representation obtained by averaging the vectors of the words
Vietnam and capital is very close to the vector representation of the word Hanoi in
the semantic space of word embeddings. Our approach builds on this property and
plugs a trained word embedding-based representation into our lexical vectors.
Specifically, given an input text T and a space of word embeddings E, we first
calculate the lexical vector of T (i.e., ~vlex(T )) as explained in Section 4.1.2 and then












where E(w) is the embedding-based representation of the word w in E, and
rank(w,~vlex(T )) is the rank of the dimension corresponding to the word w in
the lexical vector ~vlex(T ), thus giving more importance to the higher weighted di-
mensions. In Section 4.4 we compare this harmonic average giving more importance
to higher weighted words over a simple average. One of the main advantages of this
representation combination technique is its flexibility, since any word embedding
space can be given as input. As we show in our experiments in Section 4.3, this
combination enables us to benefit from word-specific knowledge and improve it by
integrating it into our sense-specific representations.
4.1.4 Unified vector representation
We additionally propose a third representation, which we call unified, that, in
contrast to the lexical vector representation which has potentially ambiguous words
as individual dimensions, has unambiguous BabelNet synsets as its individual
dimensions. Algorithm 1 shows the construction process of a unified vector given the
sub-corpus SC. The algorithm first clusters together those words in SC that have a
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Algorithm 1 Unified Vector Construction
Input: A reference corpus RC and a sub-corpus SC
Output: the unified vector ~us where ~us(h) is the dimension corresponding to the synset h
1: T ← size(RC)
2: t← size(SC)
3: H ← ∅
4: for each lemma l ∈ SC
5: for each hypernym h of l in BabelNet
6: H ← H ∪ {h}
7: ~u← empty vector
8: for each h ∈ H
9: if ∃ l1, l2 ∈ SC: l1, l2 hyponyms of h and l1 6= l2 then
10: F ← 0
11: f ← 0
12: hyperpass ← False
13: for each lexicalization lex of h
14: F ← F + freq(lex,RC)
15: f ← f + freq(lex,SC)
16: spech ← specificity(T, t, freq(lex,RC), freq(lex,SC))
17: if spech ≥ specthres then
18: hyperpass ← True
19: if hyperpass then
20: for each hyponym hypo of h
21: for each lexicalization lex of hypo
22: F ← F + freq(lex,RC)
23: f ← f + freq(lex,SC)
24: ~u(h)← specificity(T, t, F, f)
25: return ~u
sense sharing the same hypernym (h in the algorithm) according to the WordNet
taxonomy integrated in BabelNet (lines 4-6).
On all hyponym clusters we impose the restriction that they should have at least
one lexicalization of the hypernym above the standard lexical specificity threshold
2 (lines 16-18). The reason why we include this in the unified representation is to
reduce some noise detected by applying our previously proposed unified algorithm
(Camacho-Collados et al., 2015c). Finally, if the cluster passes the threshold, the
specificity is computed for the set of all the hyponyms of h, even those which
do not occur in the sub-corpus SC (lines 20-24). As in Section 4.1.1, F and f
denote the frequencies in the reference corpus RC (Wikipedia) and the sub-corpus
SC, respectively. In this case, the frequencies correspond to the aggregation of
frequencies of h and all its hyponyms.
Our clustering of sibling words into a single cluster represented by their common
hypernym transforms a lexical space into a unified semantic space. This space
has multilingual synsets as dimensions, enabling their direct comparability across
languages. We evaluated this feature of the unified vectors on the task of cross-lingual
word similarity in Section 4.3.3. The clustering may also be viewed as an implicit
disambiguation of potentially ambiguous words, as they are disambiguated into their
intended sense represented by their hypernym, resulting in a more accurate semantic
representation.
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4.1.5 Vector comparison
As our vector comparison method for the lexical and unified vectors we use the
square-rooted Absolute Weighted Overlap (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015b,c), which
is based on the Weighted Overlap measure (Pilehvar et al., 2013). For notational
brevity, we will refer to the square-rooted Absolute Weighted Overlap as Weighted
Overlap (WO). WO compares two vectors on the basis of their overlapping dimensions,
which are harmonically weighted by their absolute rankings. For this measure the
vectors are viewed as semantic sets or ranked lists (Webber et al., 2010), as the
weights are only used to sort the elements within the vector and their actual values
are not used in the calculation. Formally, Weighted Overlap between two vectors ~v1
and ~v2 is defined as follows:
WO(~v1, ~v2) =
√√√√∑d∈O (rank(d, ~v1) + rank(d, ~v2))−1∑|O|
i=1(2i)−1
(4.10)
where O is the set of overlapping dimensions (i.e., concepts or words) between the
two vectors and rank(d, ~vi) is the rank of dimension d in the vector ~vi. Absolute
WO differs from the original WO, which takes into account the relative ranks of the
dimensions with respect to the overlapping dimensions, instead of considering all
the dimensions of the vector. Owing to the use of absolute ranks this measure gives
lower scores in comparison to the original WO. This is the reason behind the use
of the square-root operator, which smooths the distribution of values over the [0,1]
scale. This metric has been shown to suit specificity-based vectors more than the
conventional cosine distance (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015b).
In contrast, for comparing our embedded vector representations we use cosine,
which is the usual measure used in the literature to measure similarity in an
embedding space (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Chen et al., 2014; Li and Jurafsky, 2015).
The dimensions of the embedded representations are not interpretable and the
dimension values do not represent weights, thus rank-based WO is not applicable on
this setting.
4.2 From a synset to its vector representations
In Section 4.1 we proposed three vector representations of an arbitrary text or
subcorpus SC belonging to a larger collection. We now see how we leverage these
representations to obtain a semantic vector representation for concepts and named
entities. As knowledge base we use BabelNet5, a multilingual encyclopedic dictio-
nary which merges WordNet with other lexical and encyclopedic resources such as
Wikipedia and Wiktionary, thanks to its use of an automatic mapping algorithm
(Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012). We chose BabelNet due to its large coverage of named
entities and concepts in hundreds of languages. Moreover, concepts and named
entities are organized into a full-fledged taxonomy which integrates the WordNet
taxonomy, which is the one used in our experiments, and, from its latest versions,
the Wikipedia Bitaxonomy (Flati et al., 2014), WikiData, and is-a relations coming
from open information extraction techniques (Delli Bovi et al., 2015b). Our approach
5See Section 2 for more information about BabelNet.
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Figure 4.2. Our procedure for getting contextual information of the sample BabelNet
synset represented by its main sense reptile1n.
makes use of the full power of BabelNet, as it exploits the complementary information
of the distributional statistics in Wikipedia articles that are tied to the taxonomical
relations in BabelNet. The rest of this section is divided into two parts. We first
show how we collect contextual information for a given synset (Section 4.2.1) and
then explain how this contextual information is processed in order to obtain our
vector representations (Section 4.2.2).
4.2.1 Getting contextual information for a given synset
The goal of the first step is to create a subcorpus SCs for a given BabelNet synset
s. Let Ws be the set containing the Wikipedia page corresponding to the concept
s (wps henceforth) and all the related Wikipedia pages that have an outgoing link
to that page. Note that at this stage Ws might be empty if there is no Wikipedia
page corresponding to the BabelNet synset s. We further enrich Ws by adding
the corresponding Wikipedia pages of the hypernyms and hyponyms of s in the
taxonomy of BabelNet. Figure 4.2 illustrates our procedure for obtaining contextual
information. Let SCs be the set of content words occurring in the Wikipedia pages
of Ws after tokenization and lemmatization. The frequency of each content word w





where n is the number of Wikipedia pages in Ws, fi(w) is the frequency of w in the
Wikipedia page pi ∈ Ws (i=1,...,n), and λi is the weight assigned to the page pi to
denote its importance. In the following subsection we explain how we calculate the
weight λi for a given page pi.
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Weighting semantic relations
In this section we explain how we weight the BabelNet semantic relations (i.e.,
λi in Equation 4.11) between the target synset s and the i-th page in Ws. In
previous versions of Nasari (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015b,c) we were making
an assumption that all the Wikipedia pages in Ws were equally important (i.e.,
λi = 1, ∀i ≤ n). In this work we set more meaningful weights for these pages on the
basis of the source and type of semantic connection to the target synset s.
A Wikipedia page in Ws may come from three different sources (see Section
4.2.1): (1) the Wikipedia page corresponding to s (wps), (2) the related Wikipedia
pages that have an outgoing link to the page wps, and (3) the Wikipedia pages that
are connected to s through taxonomic relations in BabelNet, We compute and assign
a weight in the [0, 1] range for the pages of each type as follows:
1. The Wikipedia page corresponding to the BabelNet synset s (i.e.,
wps) is assigned the highest possible weight of 1.
2. The weights for the related Wikipedia pages that have an outgoing
link to wps are computed as follows. We first compute the lexical vectors of
these Wikipedia pages, as well as for wps. We then apply Weighted Overlap
(see Section 4.1.5) to calculate the similarity between the lexical vectors of
each of these pages and that of wps. These similarity scores denote the weight
of each related Wikipedia page. In order to reduce the high number of ingoing
links in some cases, and to improve the quality of these links, we prune the
ingoing links to include only the top 100 links on the basis of their similarity
scores and those whose similarity score is higher than 0.25.
3. Given there is a possibility that a particular synset does not have a Wikipedia
page associated with it, the Wikipedia pages coming from taxonomic relations
cannot be calculated as in the previous case. In this case, the Wikipedia
pages coming from taxonomic relations are given a fixed score of 0.85,
which was calculated as follows. We picked a set of 100 random taxonomic
relations and calculated the average similarity score among the 100 pairs by
using our previous Nasari system.
4.2.2 Transforming the contextual information into vector repre-
sentations
Once we have gathered a corpus SCs for a given BabelNet synset s and computed
the associated frequencies f(w) for each word w in SCs, we proceed to calculate the
lexical, embedded and unified vectors of s as explained in Sections 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and
4.1.4, respectively. In our experiments, we used the whole Wikipedia corpus as our
reference corpus RC (Wikipedia dump of December 2014)6. We computed Nasari
lexical and unified vectors for English, German, French, Italian, and Spanish. The
number of synset vectors for each of these languages is, respectively, 4.42M, 1.51M,
1.48M, 1.10M and 1.07M. On average, for the English language, the contextual
information of a synset is composed of a subcorpus SCs of 1561 words in total coming
6Each language uses the Wikipedia corpus in its respective language as reference corpus.
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Bank (financial institution) Bank (geography)
English French Spanish English French Spanish
bank banque banco river eau banco
banking bancaire bancario stream castor limnología
deposit crédit banca bank berge ecología
credit financier financiero riparian canal barrera
money postal préstamo creek barrage estuarios
loan client entidad flow zone isla
commercial_bank dépôt déposito water perchlorate interés
central_bank billet crédito watershed humide laguna
Table 4.1. Top-weighted dimensions from the lexical vectors of the financial and geograph-
ical senses of bank.
Bank (financial institution) Bank (geography)
English French Spanish English French Spanish
‡bank2n ‡banque1n ‡banco1n ?stream1n eau1n inclinación9n
reserve2n •fonds2n ?institución_fin...1n river1n eau15n lago1n
?financial_ins...1n dépôt9n depósito15n ‡body_of_water1n excrément1n ‡cuerpo_de_agua1n
deposit8n ◦emprunt2n †finanzas1n flow1n castor1n ?arroyo1n
banking2n paiement1n •dinero2n course2n ‡étendue_d’eau1n tierra11n
†finance1n argent2n ◦préstamo2n bank1n fourrure1n costa1n
Table 4.2. Top-weighted dimensions from the unified vectors of the financial and geograph-
ical senses of bank. We represent each synset by one of its word senses. Word senses
marked with the same symbol across languages correspond to the same BabelNet synset.
from 17 Wikipedia pages. For the embedded vectors, we took as word embeddings
the pre-trained word and phrase vectors from Word2Vec7. These vectors were trained
on a 100-billion English corpus from Google News and have 300 dimensions.
Lexical and unified synset vectors example. We show in Tables 4.1 and 4.2,
respectively, the top-weighted dimensions of the lexical and unified vector represen-
tations for the financial and geographical senses of the noun bank in three different
languages, i.e., English, French and Spanish.8 As can be seen, the two senses of
bank are clearly identified and distinguished from each other according to the top
dimensions of their vectors, irrespective of their language and type. Additionally,
note that the unified vectors are comparable across languages. We mark in Table 4.2,
across different languages, those word senses that correspond to the same BabelNet
synset. It can be seen from the Table that the unified vectors in different languages
share many of their top elements.
7The pre-trained Word2Vec word embeddings were downloaded at https://code.google.com/
p/Word2Vec/.
8In Table 4.2, financial_ins... refer to financial_institution and institución_fin... to institu-
ción_financiera.
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Bank (financial institution) Bank (geography) bank
Closest synsets Cosine Closest synsets Cosine Closest synsets Cosine
Deposit account 0.99 Stream bed 0.98 Bank (financial ins...) 0.86
Universal bank 0.99 Current (stream) 0.97 Universal bank 0.86
British banking 0.98 River engineering 0.97 British banking 0.86
German banking 0.98 Braided river 0.97 German banking 0.85
Commercial bank 0.98 Fluvial terrace 0.97 Branch (banking) 0.85
Banking in Israel 0.98 Bar (river morphology) 0.97 McFadden Act 0.85
Financial institution 0.98 River 0.97 Four Northern Banks 0.84
Community bank 0.97 Perennial stream 0.96 State bank 0.84
Table 4.3. Closest embedded vectors from the BabelNet synsets corresponding to the
financial and geographical senses of bank, and from the word bank.
Word and synset embeddings example. The dimensions are not interpretable
in the embedded vectors. Therefore, a better way to distinguish different senses
would be to show their closest elements in the space (using cosine as vector similarity
measure). Table 4.3 shows the eight closest synsets to the word bank, as well as
those closest to two specific senses of this word, i.e., the financial and geographical
senses (recall that in our embedded vector representation words and synsets share
the same space).9 In this case, both senses of bank are again clearly distinguished
by their closest BabelNet synsets in the space. Looking at the closest synsets to
the word bank we can see that most of these are rather similar to the financial
meaning of bank, with lower cosine values, though. This shows that the predominant
sense of the word bank in the Google News corpus (on which the word embeddings
are trained) is clearly its financial sense. We note that using our embedded vector
representation one can easily compute the predominance of the senses of a word by
directly comparing the representation of that word with those of its individual senses.
Our shared space also provides a suitable framework for studying the ambiguity of
words.
4.3 Intrinsic Evaluation: Semantic Similarity
Semantic similarity is the most popular benchmark for the intrinsic evaluation
of different semantic representation techniques. The task here is to measure the
semantic closeness of two linguistic items. The similarity of two items can be directly
computed by comparing their corresponding vector representations. As we mentioned
in Section 4.1.5, we opted for Weighted Overlap as our vector comparison method
for lexical and unified representations, and cosine for the embedded representations.
Note that by using our approach we obtain representations for individual BabelNet
synsets. Moreover, because BabelNet merges different resources, our representations
can be used to calculate the semantic similarity between any two semantic units
within and across different resources, for instance between two Wikipedia pages, two
WordNet synsets, or a Wikipedia page and a WordNet synset.
9In Table 4.3, Bank (financial ins...) refer to Bank (financial institution).
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We benchmark our semantic similarity procedure on the word similarity task.
Word similarity is a specific task from semantic similarity in which we measure how
semantically close two words are. In order to be able to compute the similarity
between words we first need to map the two words to their corresponding synsets.
However, this mapping is a straightforward process, thanks to the multilingual sense
inventory of BabelNet. As frequently done in this task, we measure the similarity
between two words w and w′ as the similarity between their closest senses (Resnik,




where Lw represents the set of synsets which contain w as one of its lexicalizations.
As vector comparison VC we use WO (see Section 4.1.5) to compare lexical and
unified representations, and cosine for the embedded representations.
Note that, thanks to our unified representation, w and w′ may belong to different
languages. Throughout this section on the tasks based on semantic similarity,
Nasarilexical and Nasariunified represent the systems based on the lexical and
unified vectors, respectively. We refer to the combination of both lexical and unified
vectors as Nasari. This combination is based on the average similarity scores given
by lexical and unified vectors for each sense pair. We also report results of our
Nasariembed vector representations which use the pre-trained Word2Vec vectors as
input. We performed experiments on monolingual word similarity for English and
other languages (presented in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, respectively) and cross-lingual
similarity (presented in Section 4.3.3). Additionally, we evaluate our embedded
representations in a cross-level semantic similarity task in Section 4.3.4.
4.3.1 Monolingual word similarity: English
Datasets The majority of benchmarks for word similarity are available only for
the English language. We compare our approach with other state-of-the-art word
similarity systems on standard English word similarity datasets. We chose the
standard MC-30 (Miller and Charles, 1991), WordSim-353 (Finkelstein et al., 2002),
and SimLex-999 (Hill et al., 2015) as evaluation benchmarks. MC-30 consists of
a subset of RG-65 (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965) which was re-annotated
following new similarity guidelines. WordSim-353 consists of 353 word pairs, including
both concepts and named entities. In the original WordSim-353 similarity conflated
relatedness in the same dataset. In order to avoid this conflation, Agirre et al. (2009a)
cleverly divided the dataset into two subsets: the first one concerned relatedness
while the second subset focused on similarity, the latter being the one used in our
experiments. We will refer to this similarity subset of 203 word pairs as WS-Sim
henceforth. Finally, we took the noun pairs from the SimLex-999 dataset as our
last evaluation benchmark. The complete SimLex-999 dataset is composed of 999
word pairs, 666 of which are noun pairs.
Comparison systems We selected state-of-the-art approaches which are avail-
able online as comparison systems. These systems can be split into two categories:
knowledge-based and corpus-based. As knowledge-based, we selected two approaches
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based on the WordNet semantic graph: (Pilehvar et al., 2013, ADW)10 and (Lin,
1998, Lin)11. Another knowledge-based approach is (Gabrilovich and Markovitch,
2007, ESA)12, which represents a word in a semantic space of Wikipedia articles. We
also compared our systems with four corpus-based approaches13. Firstly, we took the
pre-trained word embeddings of Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a)14, the same used
for our Nasariembed system (see Section 4.2.2). Then, we took the best predictive
and count-based models for semantic similarity released by Baroni et al. (2014)15.
The best predictive model is based on Word2Vec (Word2Vec* henceforth), while the
best count-based models (PMI-SVD*) are traditional co-occurrence vectors based
on Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) combined with a Singular Value Decompo-
sition (SVD) dimensionality reduction. Finally, we benchmarked our system against
two embedding-based sense representation approaches. The first approach, Chen
henceforth (Chen et al., 2014), leverages word embeddings, WordNet glosses and a
WSD system for creating sense embeddings16. The second one, called SensEmbed
(Iacobacci et al., 2015), uses BabelNet as the main knowledge source and also relies
on pre-disambiguated text by using a WSD system. We report the results of these
last two methods when using the same closest senses strategy used by our systems.
Results Table 4.4 shows Pearson and Spearman correlation performance of our
systems and all comparison systems on the three considered datasets17. Both lexical
and unified vectors, especially the lexical ones, prove to be quite robust across
datasets. The combination of both lexical and unified vectors does not show any
noticeable improvement over the lexical vectors single-handed. Our system gets
the highest average Pearson correlation among all systems, outperforming even the
embedding-based approaches which use one dataset (SensEmbed) or two datasets
(Word2Vec*) in order to tune their hyperparameters18. In terms of Spearman
correlation, our system based on the lexical vectors also achieves the highest average
performance among the systems which do not use any of the datasets for tuning
with a single point advantage over Word2Vec. Nasariembed also proves to be quite
competitive, outperforming all Word2Vec approaches in terms of Pearson correlation
and obtaining the best overall result on MC-30.
Lin, which does not perform particularly well on MC-30 and WS-Sim, surprisingly
obtains the best overall performance on the SimLex-999 dataset, which is largest
10ADW implementation available at https://github.com/pilehvar/ADW
11Results for Lin were obtained from the WS4J implementation available at https://code.
google.com/p/ws4j/
12ESA implementation available at DKProSimilarity package (Bär et al., 2013).
13All the corpus-based approaches mentioned in the evaluation use cosine as comparison measure.
14The pre-trained models are available at https://code.google.com/p/Word2Vec/. They were
trained on a Google News corpus of about 100 billion words.
15Both models were trained on a 2.8 billion-token corpus including the English Wikipedia. They
are available at clic.cimec.unitn.it/composes/semantic-vectors.html
16The sense representations were downloaded from http://pan.baidu.com/s/1eQcPK8i
17Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) is also reported for those datasets for which this information
is available. IAA is reported in terms of average pairwise Spearman correlation.
18Levy et al. (2015a) showed that with a fine tuning, Word2Vec can achieve a 0.79 Spearman
correlation performance on WS-Sim, higher than the 0.77 Spearman correlation reported by Baroni
et al. (2014) on that dataset.
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MC-30 WS-Sim SimLex-999 (nouns) Average
r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ
Nasari 0.89 0.78 0.74 0.72 0.50 0.49 0.71 0.67
Nasarilexical 0.88 0.81 0.74 0.73 0.51 0.49 0.71 0.68
Nasariunified 0.88 0.78 0.72 0.70 0.49 0.48 0.70 0.65
Nasariembed 0.91 0.83 0.68 0.68 0.48 0.46 0.69 0.66
ESA 0.59 0.65 0.45 0.53 0.16 0.23 0.40 0.47
Lin 0.76 0.72 0.66 0.62 0.58 0.58 0.67 0.64
ADW 0.79 0.83 0.63 0.67 0.44 0.45 0.62 0.65
Chen 0.82 0.82 0.63 0.64 0.48 0.44 0.64 0.63
Word2Vec 0.80 0.80 0.76 0.77 0.46 0.45 0.67 0.67
Word2Vec* 0.83‡ 0.83‡ 0.76‡ 0.78‡ 0.48 0.49 0.69 0.70
PMI-SVD* 0.76‡ 0.71‡ 0.68‡ 0.66‡ 0.40 0.40 0.61 0.59
SensEmbed 0.89 0.88 0.65 0.75 0.46† 0.47† 0.67 0.70
IAA - - - 0.61 - 0.61
Table 4.4. Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlations on RG-65, MC-30, WS-Sim and
SimLex-999 (noun instances) datasets. We show the best performance obtained by
Baroni et al. (2014) out of 48 configurations across different datasets including WS-Sim
and RG-65 (highlighted by ‡). We show the SenseEmbed configuration tuned on the
SimLex-999 dataset (highlighted by †). The inter-annotator agreement of the whole
WordSim-353 (highlighted with ) was reported to be 0.61, no inter-annotator agreement
has been reported for the WS-Sim subset.
considered dataset, consisting of 666 noun pairs. Our system gets the second best
overall performance on this dataset. A closer look at the output of the similarity
scores given by our system compared to the gold standard shows noticeable errors
when measuring the similarity between antonym pairs, which are heavily represented
in this dataset. These antonym pairs were given consistently low values across
the dataset, irrespective of the target words, whereas we argue that the similarity
scores ought to vary according to the particular semantics of the antonym pairs.
For instance, the pair day-night gets a score of 1.9 in the 0-10 scale, while our
system gets a much higher 8.0 score19. A similar phenomenon is found on the
sunset-sunrise pair. Nevertheless, in both cases the words in the pair belong to
coordinate synsets in WordNet. In fact, recent works have shown how significant
performance improvements can be obtained on this dataset by simply tweaking usual
word embedding approaches to handle antonymy (see Section 5.4.1 for more details).
This differs from the scores given in the WordSim-353 dataset, in which antonym
pairs were considered as similar (Hill et al., 2015). It is outside the scope of this
work to change this feature of our system in order to resolve its judgment differences
with respect to the human annotation of antonym pairs in the SimLex-999 dataset.
19All scores have been converted to the 0-10 scale for this example.
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4.3.2 Multilingual word similarity
Datasets We took the RG-65 dataset as evaluation benchmark. The language
of this dataset was originally English (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). It was
later translated into French (Joubarne and Inkpen, 2011), German (Gurevych, 2005)
and Spanish (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015a). We used the four versions of the
dataset for our experiments.
Comparison systems We benchmark our system against other multilingual word
similarity approaches. Wiki-wup (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007) and LSA-Wiki
(Granada et al., 2014) are systems which use Wikipedia as their main knowledge
resource. We also provide results for co-occurrence-based methods such as PMI and
SOC-PMI Joubarne and Inkpen (2011) and for newer word embedding techniques
(Mikolov et al., 2013a; Faruqui et al., 2015). For word embeddings we report results
for the Word2Vec model20 and for an approach retrofitting these Word2Vec vectors
into WordNet (Retrofitting) (Faruqui et al., 2015). For the Spanish language no
result was reported in Faruqui et al. (2015) for Word2Vec, so we trained Word2Vec
with the same hyperparameters of Word2Vec* Baroni et al. (2014) on the Spanish
Billion Words Corpus21 (Cardellino, 2016). We used these Spanish word embeddings
as input for our Nasariembed system in this language. Additionally, we report results
for pre-trained embeddings in all four languages (Al-Rfou et al., 2013, Polyglot)22.
These vectors have sixty-four dimensions and were trained on the Wikipedia corpus.
We also compare this system with our embedded representations of synsets by using
the polyglot word embeddings as input continuous representations (see Section 4.1.3).
We will refer to this latter method as Nasaripolyglot.
Results Table 4.5 shows Pearson and Spearman correlation performance of our
systems and all comparison systems on the RG-65 word similarity datasets for
English, French, German and Spanish23. Our system outperforms all multilingual
comparison systems in English, French and German in terms of both Pearson and
Spearman correlation. For the Spanish language our system surprisingly slightly
outperforms the human inter-annotator agreement (which was calculated in terms
of average pairwise Pearson correlation), hence demonstrating the competitiveness
of our approach in this language too.
The Polyglot-embed multilingual representations do not show a particular po-
tential for the task. The reason behind these results may be due, apart from
the inherent ambiguity of words, to their low dimensionality (64) and small vo-
cabulary (100K words). However, our embedded representation using these word
embeddings (Nasaripolyglot) hugely improves the original vectors (obtaining an
20For English, the pre-trained models of Word2Vec trained on a Google News corpus of 100 billion
words were considered for the evaluation. For French and German, a corpus of a 1 billion tokens
from Wikipedia was used for training.
21Downoloaded from http://crscardellino.me/SBWCE/
22The pre-trained polyglot word representations were downloaded from https://sites.google.
com/site/rmyeid/projects/polyglot.
23Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) is also reported for the languages for which this information
is available. IAA is reported in terms of average pairwise Pearson correlation.
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English r ρ French r ρ German r ρ Spanish r ρ
Nasari 0.81 0.78 Nasari 0.82 0.73 Nasari 0.69 0.65 Nasari 0.85 0.79
Nasarilexical 0.80 0.78 Nasarilexical 0.80 0.70 Nasarilexical 0.69 0.67 Nasarilexical 0.85 0.79
Nasariunified 0.80 0.76 Nasariunified 0.82 0.76 Nasariunified 0.71 0.68 Nasariunified 0.82 0.77
Nasariembed 0.82 0.80 – – – – – – Nasariembed 0.79 0.77
SOC-PMI 0.61 – SOC-PMI 0.19 – SOC-PMI 0.27 – – – –
PMI 0.41 – PMI 0.34 – PMI 0.40 – – – –
LSA-Wiki 0.65 0.69 LSA-Wiki 0.57 0.52 – – – – – –
Wiki-wup 0.59 – – – – Wiki-wup 0.65 – – – –
Word2Vec – 0.73 Word2Vec – 0.47 Word2Vec – 0.53 Word2Vec* 0.80 0.80
Retrofitting – 0.77 Retrofitting – 0.61 Retrofitting – 0.60 – – –
Nasaripolyglot 0.74 0.77 Nasaripolyglot 0.60 0.69 Nasaripolyglot 0.46 0.52 Nasaripolyglot 0.68 0.74
Polyglot 0.51 0.55 Polyglot 0.38 0.35 Polyglot 0.18 0.15 Polyglot 0.51 0.56
IAA 0.85 - IAA - - IAA 0.81 - IAA 0.83 -
Table 4.5. Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlation performance of different systems on
the English, French, German and Spanish RG-65 datasets. The inter-annotator of the
English RG-65 (highlighted with ) was calculated for a subset of fifteen annotators.
average twenty-three Pearson and twenty-eight Spearman correlation points improve-
ment). Nasaripolyglot, despite achieving lower results than our three representations,
achieves competitive results with respect to other comparison systems, with the added
benefit of being applicable to many languages (pre-trained polyglot embeddings are
available for more than a hundred languages).
4.3.3 Cross-lingual word similarity
Datasets We have used the RG-65 cross-lingual datasets released by Camacho-
Collados et al. (2015a) for English, French, German and Spanish. These datasets24
were automatically constructed by taking the manually-curated multilingual RG-65
datasets from the previous section as input. In total, we evaluated on six datasets
consisting of all the possible language pair combinations for the four languages. Each
dataset consists of a set cross-lingual word pairs, ranging from 95 to 125 pairs.
Comparison systems As cross-lingual comparison systems, we have included the
best results provided by the CL-MSR-2.0 system (Kennedy and Hirst, 2012). This
system applies PMI on an English-French parallel corpus obtained from WordNet.
Additionally, we provide results for some of the best performing systems in English
word similarity by using English as a pivot language25. Baseline pivot systems include
the WordNet-based systemADW (Pilehvar et al., 2013), the pre-trainedWord2Vec
word embeddings Mikolov et al. (2013a) and the top performing Word2Vec model in
similarity obtained by Baroni et al. (2014) (Word2Vec*), and the best count-based
model obtained by Baroni et al. (2014) (PMI-SVD*). See Section 4.3.1 for more
details on these comparison systems. We also report results for our system using
24The cross-lingual datasets are available at http://lcl.uniroma1.it/similarity-datasets/
25Non-English words are translated by using Google Translate.
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Measure EN-FR EN-DE EN-ES FR-DE FR-ES DE-ES Average
r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ
Nasariunified 0.84 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.84 0.82 0.75 0.70 0.86 0.78 0.81 0.80 0.82 0.78
CL-MSR-2.0 0.30 – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Nasaripivot 0.79 0.69 0.78 0.76 0.80 0.74 0.79 0.70 0.80 0.67 0.72 0.68 0.78 0.71
ADWpivot 0.80 0.82 0.73 0.82 0.78 0.84 0.72 0.77 0.81 0.81 0.68 0.72 0.75 0.80
Word2Vecpivot 0.77 0.82 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.76 0.64 0.63 0.71 0.74
Word2Vec*pivot 0.75 0.84 0.69 0.76 0.75 0.82 0.77 0.73 0.74 0.79 0.64 0.64 0.72 0.76
PMI-SVD*pivot 0.76 0.76 0.72 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.65 0.69 0.76 0.74 0.62 0.61 0.71 0.72
Table 4.6. Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlation performances of different similarity
measures on the six cross-lingual RG-65 datasets. Notation: English (EN), French (FR),
German (DE), Spanish (ES).
the combination of lexical and unified English Nasari vectors. We refer to all these
systems using English as pivot language as pivot.
Results Table 4.6 shows cross-lingual word similarity results according to Pearson
and Spearman correlation performance. In this section we only report results for
our unified vector representations, as their dimensions are BabelNet synsets, which
are multilingual and therefore may be used for direct cross-lingual comparison. Our
unified vector representations outperform all comparison systems (both types) in
terms of Pearson correlation performance except for the French-German pair, in
which our pivot system obtains the best result. It is interesting to note that our
English monolingual similarity proves to be the most robust across language pairs
among all pivot systems according to Pearson correlation measure, demonstrating
the reliability of our system also on a purely monolingual scheme. Pivot systems
prove to be competitive, outperforming the only cross-lingual baseline which does
not use a pivot language. In fact, despite obtaining relatively modest Pearson results,
ADW obtains the best results according to the Spearman correlation measure (our
unified vector representations obtain the second best result overall). In terms of the
harmonic mean of Pearson and Spearman, used as official measure in a previous
semantic similarity SemEval task (Jurgens et al., 2014) and in previous works (Hassan
and Mihalcea, 2011), our system outperforms ADW (second overall system) by three
points (0.80 to 0.77), demonstrating the effectiveness of our direct cross-lingual word
comparison with respect to the use of English as a pivot language.
4.3.4 Cross-level semantic similarity
Finally, we evaluated our embedded representations on the word to sense semantic
similarity task. Recall from Section 4.2.2 that our embedded vector representations
share the same space with word embeddings. Therefore, in order to calculate the
similarity between a word and a sense, we only have to compute the cosine similarity
between their respective vector representations.
Dataset As our benchmark we opted for the Word to Sense (word2sense) similarity
subtask of the SemEval-2014 Cross-Level Semantic Similarity (CLSS) task
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r ρ
Nasariembed 0.40 0.40
Meerkat Mafia 0.44 0.44
SemantiKLUE 0.39 0.39
SimCompass 0.31 0.33
Table 4.7. Pearson and Spearman correlation performance of different systems on the
word2sense test set of SemEval-2014 task on Cross-Level Semantic Similarity.
(Jurgens et al., 2014). The subtask provides 500 word-sense pairs for its test dataset.
Each pair is associated with a score denoting the semantic overlap between the two
items. From the dataset we took the subset in which the senses are noun instances26
(277 pairs). This dataset includes many words that are not usually integrated
in a knowledge source, such as slang words. Our embedded representations are
particularly suitable for this task as they can handle BabelNet Out-Of-Vocabulary
words thanks to the shared space of words and senses: if a word is not integrated
in BabelNet sense inventory, we simply use the word embedding sharing the same
surface form of the given sense.
Comparison systems Thirty-eight systems participated in the word2sense sub-
task. We compare the performance of our embedded representations with the three
best performing participating systems in this subtask. Meerkat Mafia (Kashyap
et al., 2014) is a system that relies on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and uses
external dictionaries to handle OOV words. SemantiKLUE (Proisl et al., 2014)
combines a set of different unsupervised and supervised techniques to measure seman-
tic similarity. The third system, the most similar to our system, is SimCompass
(Mihalcea and Wiebe, 2014), which relies on deep learning word embeddings and
uses WordNet as its only knowledge source.
Results Table 4.7 shows Pearson and Spearman correlation performance of the
Nasari system with embedded representations together with the three comparison
systems. Meerkat Mafia obtains the best overall performance on this dataset. Our
system is the second best system, outperforming the remaining 37 participating
systems of the SemEval task. Interestingly, Nasariembed provides a considerable
improvement over SimCompass (0.09 and 0.07 in terms of Pearson and Spearman
correlations, respectively), which is also based on word embeddings and uses Word-
Net as lexical resource.
26Note that our embedded representations can be used to measure the similarity between words
with any Part Of Speech tag.
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4.4 Analysis
In order to gain a better insight into the role some of the key components of our
system’s pipeline play in the overall performance, we carried out an ablation test.
In particular, we were interested in evaluating the impact and importance of the
following three components:
1. Lexical specificity. To check how lexical specificity (see Section 4.1.1) fares
against the standard tf-idf measure (Jones, 1972), we generated Nasari lexical
vectors in which weights were calculated using the conventional tf-idf. Given a
word w, we calculate TFidf(w) as follows:
TFidf(w) = f(w) log |D||{p ∈ D : w ∈ p}| (4.13)
where f(w) is the frequency of w in the subcorpus SCs representing the
contextual information of the synset s (see Section 4.2.1) and D is the set of
all pages in Wikipedia. We computed two sets of tf-idf -based lexical vectors.
The first version, called Nasari-TFidf, keeps all the dimensions in the vector.
For the second version, Nasari-TFidf-3000d, we follow Gong et al. (2014)
and prune the vector to its top 3000 non-zero dimensions. This pruning is
similar to the one performed automatically by lexical specificity, which reduces
the number of non-zero dimensions while retaining the interpretability of the
vector dimensions.
2. Weighted semantic relations. To assess the advantage we gain from in-
troducing weights to semantic relations (see Section 4.2.1), we computed a
version of our lexical vectors in which the semantic relations were uniformly
weighted (i.e., λi = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} in Equation 4.11), as was the case in our
earlier work Camacho-Collados et al. (2015c). We will refer to this version as
Nasari-unif.weight.
3. Combination strategy of embeddings. Finally, we carried out an analysis
to compare the harmonic combination of word embeddings (see Section 4.1.3)
against uniform combination (i.e., averaging). For this purpose, we computed
the embedding vector for a given synset as the centroid of all the embeddings
of the words present in its corresponding lexical vector. We will refer to this
variant as Nasari-av.embed in our tables.
These three components were analyzed intrinsically on the word similarity task.
The whole pipeline of Nasari was left unchanged for all variants, except for these
components mentioned above.
Table 4.8 shows the results of the ablation test on word similarity27. Our
default Nasarilexical system consistently outperforms all baselines in all datasets of
both tasks, demonstrating the reliability of the proposed lexical specificity and the
preweighting of the semantic relations. This result is especially meaningful taking
27In Camacho-Collados et al. (2016c) we performed an additional ablation test on the sense
clustering task, leading to similar conclusions.
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Word Similarity
MC-30 WS-Sim SimLex (nouns)
r ρ r ρ r ρ
Nasarilexical 0.88 0.81 0.74 0.73 0.51 0.49
Nasari-TFidf 0.84 0.77 0.71 0.71 0.46 0.46
Nasari-TFidf-3000d 0.85 0.79 0.72 0.72 0.48 0.47
Nasari-unif.weight 0.86 0.79 0.73 0.72 0.49 0.48
Nasariembed 0.91 0.83 0.68 0.68 0.48 0.46
Nasari-av.embed 0.81 0.75 0.58 0.63 0.40 0.41
Table 4.8. Ablation test. Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlations on RG-65, MC-30,
WS-Sim and SimLex-999 (noun instances) word similarity datasets.
into account that our default system is the one with the fewest non-zero dimensions
on average among the four evaluated approaches. In fact, the average number of
non-zero dimensions of our Nasarilexical vectors was 162, which is lower than the
280 non-zero dimensions of Nasari-unif.weight, 1033 of Nasari-TFidf-3000d28, and
1561 of Nasari-TFidf. This low average number of non-zero dimensions enables a
fast processing of the vectors, i.e., they are computationally faster to work with.
As far as the Nasariembed vectors are concerned, our default system consis-
tently obtained significantly better results when compared to the baseline (Nasari-
av.embed). In general, Nasari-av.embed produces consistently high similarity
values, even for non-similar pairs. This is due to the fact that words that are not
very relevant to the input synset (i.e., relatively low lexical specificity values) are
given the same weight as words that are clearly more relevant (i.e., high lexical
specificity values). This, in turn, is why a weighted average of the word embeddings
in the lexical vector leads to more accurate results than a simple average.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented Nasari, a novel technique for the representation
of concepts and named entities in arbitrary languages. Our approach combines
the structural knowledge from semantic networks with the statistical information
derived from text corpora for effective representation of millions of BabelNet synsets,
including WordNet nominal synsets and all Wikipedia pages. We evaluated our
representations intrinsically on the semantic similarity benchmark, reporting state-of-
the-art performance on several datasets across these tasks and in different languages.
Additionally, we also devised robust frameworks that enable direct application of our
representations into different tasks (presented in subsequent chapters), namely word
sense disambiguation (Chapter 6), sense clustering (Section 7.1), domain labeling
(Section 7.2) and text classification (Chapter 8).
28In Nasari-TFidf-3000d the maximum number of non-zero dimensions is set to 3000, but in
many cases the vector has actually a lower number of non-zero dimensions.
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Three type of sense representation were put forward: two explicit vector repre-
sentations (unified and lexical) in which vector dimensions are interpretable and a
latent embedding-based representation. Each representation has its own advantages
and disadvantages. In general, a combination of lexical and unified vectors led to the
most reliable results in the semantic similarity experiments (Sections 4.3). Among
the three representations, the lexical representation (i.e., Nasarilexical) obtained the
best performance in monolingual settings. However, although the lexical vectors
are sparse and computationally easy to work with in many applications, the dimen-
sionality is high as it is equal to the vocabulary size. In contrast, our embedded
representation (i.e., Nasariembed) has a fixed low number of latent dimensions. Ad-
ditionally, embedded synset vectors share the same space with the word embeddings
used as input. As regards our unified representation (i.e., Nasariunified), not only
does it provide an effective way for representing word senses in different languages,
but, thanks to its unified semantic space, it also enables a direct comparison of
different representations across languages. In addition to being multilingual, Nasari
improves over the existing techniques by providing a high coverage for millions of
concepts and named entities defined in the BabelNet sense inventory.
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Chapter 5
SW2V: Senses and Words to
Vectors
Recently, approaches based on neural networks which embed words into low-
dimensional vector spaces from text corpora (i.e. word embeddings) have become
increasingly popular (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al., 2014). Word embed-
dings have proved to be beneficial in many Natural Language Processing tasks, such
as Machine Translation (Zou et al., 2013), syntactic parsing (Weiss et al., 2015), and
Question Answering (Bordes et al., 2014), to name a few. Despite their success in
capturing semantic properties of words, these representations are generally hampered
by an important limitation: the inability to discriminate among different meanings
of the same word.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, previous works have addressed this limitation
by automatically inducing word senses from monolingual corpora (Schütze, 1998;
Reisinger and Mooney, 2010; Huang et al., 2012; Neelakantan et al., 2014; Tian et al.,
2014; Li and Jurafsky, 2015; Vu and Parker, 2016; Qiu et al., 2016), or bilingual
parallel data (Guo et al., 2014; Ettinger et al., 2016; Šuster et al., 2016). However,
these approaches learn solely on the basis of statistics extracted from text corpora
and do not exploit knowledge from semantic networks. Additionally, their induced
senses are neither readily interpretable (Panchenko et al., 2017) nor easily mappable
to lexical resources, which limits their application. Recent approaches have utilized
semantic networks to inject knowledge into existing word representations (Yu and
Dredze, 2014; Faruqui et al., 2015; Goikoetxea et al., 2015; Speer and Lowry-Duda,
2017; Mrkšic et al., 2017), but without solving the meaning conflation issue. In order
to obtain a representation for each sense of a word, a number of approaches have
leveraged lexical resources to learn sense embeddings as a result of post-processing
conventional word embeddings (Chen et al., 2014; Johansson and Pina, 2015; Jauhar
et al., 2015; Rothe and Schütze, 2015; Pilehvar and Collier, 2016).
Instead, we propose SW2V (Senses and Words to Vectors), a neural model
that exploits knowledge from both text corpora and semantic networks in order to
simultaneously learn embeddings for both words and senses. In contrast to Nasari
(Chapter 4), this model is not focused on learning only nominal senses (concepts
or entities), but also verbs, adjectives or adverbs. Moreover, our model provides
three additional key features: (1) both word and sense embeddings are represented
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in the same vector space, (2) it is flexible, as it can be applied to different predictive
models, and (3) it is scalable for very large semantic networks and text corpora.
5.1 Connecting words and senses in context
In order to jointly produce embeddings for words and senses, SW2V needs as input
a corpus where words are connected to senses1 in each given context. One option
for obtaining such connections could be to take a sense-annotated corpus as input.
However, manually annotating large amounts of data is extremely expensive and
therefore impractical in normal settings. Obtaining sense-annotated data from
current off-the-shelf disambiguation and entity linking systems is possible, but
generally suffers from two major problems. First, supervised systems are hampered
by the very same problem of needing large amounts of sense-annotated data. Second,
the relatively slow speed of current disambiguation systems, such as graph-based
approaches (Hoffart et al., 2012; Agirre et al., 2014; Moro et al., 2014), or word-expert
supervised systems (Zhong and Ng, 2010; Iacobacci et al., 2016; Melamud et al.,
2016), could become an obstacle when applied to large corpora.
This is the reason why we propose a simple yet effective unsupervised shallow
word-sense connectivity algorithm, which can be applied to virtually any given
semantic network and is linear on the corpus size. The main idea of the algorithm
is to exploit the connections of a semantic network by associating words with the
senses that are most connected within the sentence, according to the underlying
network.
Shallow word-sense connectivity algorithm. Formally, a corpus and a
semantic network are taken as input and a set of connected words and senses is
produced as output. We define a semantic network as a graph (S,E) where the set
S contains synsets (nodes) and E represents a set of semantically connected synset
pairs (edges). Algorithm 2 describes how to connect words and senses in a given
text (sentence or paragraph) T . First, we gather in a set ST all candidate synsets of
the words (including multiwords up to trigrams) in T (lines 1 to 3). Second, for each
candidate synset s we calculate the number of synsets which are connected with s
in the semantic network and are included in ST , excluding connections of synsets
which only appear as candidates of the same word (lines 5 to 10). Finally, each
word is associated with its top candidate synset(s) according to its/their number
of connections in context, provided that its/their number of connections exceeds
a threshold θ = |ST |+|T |2 δ (lines 11 to 17).2 This parameter aims to retain relevant
connectivity across senses, as only senses above the threshold will be connected to
words in the output corpus. θ is proportional to the reciprocal of a parameter δ,3
1In this work we focus on senses only, but other items connected to words may be used as well
(e.g. supersenses or images).
2As mentioned above, all unigrams, bigrams and trigrams present in the semantic network are
considered. In the case of overlapping instances, the selection of the final instance is performed in
this order: mention whose synset is more connected (i.e. n is higher), longer mention and from left
to right.
3Higher values of δ lead to higher recall, while lower values of δ increase precision but lower the
recall. We set the value of δ to 100, as it was shown to produce a fine balance between precision
and recall. This parameter may also be tuned on downstream tasks.
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Algorithm 2 Shallow word-sense connectivity
Input: Semantic network (S,E) and text T represented as a bag of words
Output: Set of connected words and senses T ∗ ⊂ T × S
1: Set of synsets ST ← ∅
2: for each word w ∈ T
3: ST ← ST ∪ Sw (Sw: set of candidate synsets of w)
4: Minimum connections threshold θ ← |ST |+|T |2 δ
5: Output set of connections T ∗ ← ∅
6: for each w ∈ T
7: Relative maximum connections max = 0
8: Set of senses associated with w, Cw ← ∅
9: for each candidate synset s ∈ Sw
10: Number of edges n = |s′ ∈ ST : (s, s′) ∈ E & ∃w′ ∈ T : w′ 6= w & s′ ∈ Sw′ |
11: if n ≥ max & n ≥ θ then
12: if n > max then
13: Cw ← {(w, s)}
14: max← n
15: else
16: Cw ← Cw ∪ {(w, s)}
17: T ∗ ← T ∗ ∪ Cw
18: return Output set of connected words and senses T ∗
and directly proportional to the average text length and number of candidate synsets
within the text.
The complexity of the proposed algorithm is N+(N×α), where N is the number
of words of the training corpus and α is the average polysemy degree of a word in
the corpus according to the input semantic network. Considering that non-content
words are not taken into account (i.e. polysemy degree 0) and that the average
polysemy degree of words in current lexical resources (e.g. WordNet or BabelNet)
does not exceed a small constant (e.g. 3) in any language, we can safely assume that
the algorithm is linear in the size of the training corpus. Hence, the training time is
not significantly increased in comparison to training words only, irrespective of the
corpus size and the predictive model. This enables a fast training on large amounts
of text corpora, in contrast to current unsupervised disambiguation algorithms.
Additionally, as we will show in Section 5.3.2, this algorithm does not only speed up
significantly the training phase, but also leads to more accurate results.
Note that with our algorithm a word is allowed to have more than one sense
associated. In fact, current lexical resources like WordNet or BabelNet are hampered
by the high granularity of their sense inventories (Hovy et al., 2013). In Section 7.1
we show how our sense embeddings are particularly suited to deal with this issue.
5.2 Joint training of words and senses
The goal of our approach is to obtain a shared vector space of words and senses. To
this end, our model extends conventional word embedding models by integrating
explicit knowledge into its architecture. While we will focus on the Continuous Bag
Of Words (CBOW) architecture of Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a), our extension
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Figure 5.1. The SW2V architecture on a sample training instance using four context
words. Dotted lines represent the virtual link between words and associated senses in
context. In this example, the input layer consists of a context of two previous words
(wt−2, wt−1) and two subsequent words (wt+1, wt+2) with respect to the target word wt.
Two words (wt−1, wt+2) do not have senses associated in context, while wt−2, wt+1 have
three senses (s1t−1, s2t−1, s3t−1) and one sense associated (s1t+1) in context, respectively.
The output layer consists of the target word wt, which has two senses associated (s1t , s2t )
in context.
can easily be applied similarly to Skip-Gram, or to other predictive approaches based
on neural networks. The CBOW architecture is based on the feedforward neural
network language model (Bengio et al., 2003) and aims at predicting the current
word using its surrounding context. The architecture consists of input, hidden and
output layers. The input layer has the size of the word vocabulary and encodes the
context as a combination of one-hot vector representations of surrounding words
of a given target word. The output layer has the same size as the input layer and
contains a one-hot vector of the target word during the training phase.
Our model extends the input and output layers of the neural network with
word senses4 by exploiting the intrinsic relationship between words and senses. The
leading principle is that, since a word is the surface form of an underlying sense,
updating the embedding of the word should produce a consequent update to the
embedding representing that particular sense, and vice-versa. As a consequence of
the algorithm described in the previous section, each word in the corpus may be
connected with zero, one or more senses. We refer to the set of senses connected to
a given word within the specific context as its associated senses.
Formally, we define a training instance as a sequence of words (being wt the
target word) W = wt−n, ..., wt, ..., wt+n and senses S = St−n, ..., St, ...., St+n, where
Si = s1i , ..., s
ki
i is the sequence of all associated senses in context of wi ∈ W . Note
that Si might be empty if the word wi does not have any associated sense. In our
model each target word takes as context both its surrounding words and all the
senses associated with them. In contrast to the original CBOW architecture, where
the training criterion is to correctly classify wt, our approach aims to predict the
4Our model can also produce a space of words and synset embeddings as output: the only
difference is that all synonym senses would be considered to be the same item, i.e. a synset.
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word wt and its set St of associated senses. This is equivalent to minimizing the
following loss function:




whereW t = wt−n, ..., wt−1, wt+1, ..., wt+n and St = St−n, ..., St−1, St+1, ..., St+n. Fig-
ure 5.1 shows the organization of the input and the output layers on a sample
training instance. In what follows we present a set of variants of the model on the
output and the input layers.
5.2.1 Output layer alternatives
Both words and senses. This is the default case explained above. If a word has
one or more associated senses, these senses are also used as target on a separate
output layer.
Only words. In this case we exclude senses as target. There is a single output
layer with the size of the word vocabulary as in the original CBOW model.
Only senses. In contrast, this alternative excludes words, using only senses as
target. In this case, if a word does not have any associated sense, it is not
used as target instance.
5.2.2 Input layer alternatives
Both words and senses. Words and their associated senses are included in the
input layer and contribute to the hidden state. Both words and senses are
updated as a consequence of the backpropagation algorithm.
Only words. In this alternative only the surrounding words contribute to the
hidden state, i.e. the target word/sense (depending on the alternative of the
output layer) is predicted only from word features. The update of an input
word is propagated to the embeddings of its associated senses, if any. In other
words, despite not being included in the input layer, senses still receive the
same gradient of the associated input word, through a virtual connection.
This configuration, coupled with the only-words output layer configuration,
corresponds exactly to the default CBOW architecture of Word2Vec with the
only addition of the update step for senses.
Only senses. Words are excluded from the input layer and the target is predicted
only from the senses associated with the surrounding words. The weights of
the words are updated through the updates of the associated senses, in contrast
to the only-words alternative.
5.3 Analysis of Model Components
In this section we analyze the different components of SW2V, including the nine
model configurations (Section 5.3.1) and the algorithm which generates the con-
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nections between words and senses in context (Section 5.3.2). In what follows we
describe the common analysis setting:
• Training model and hyperparameters. For evaluation purposes, we use
the CBOW model of Word2Vec with standard hyperparameters: the dimen-
sionality of the vectors is set to 300 and the window size to 8, and hierarchical
softmax is used for normalization. These hyperparameter values are set across
all experiments.
• Corpus and semantic network. We use a 300M-words corpus from the
UMBC project (Han et al., 2013), which contains English paragraphs extracted
from the web.5 As semantic network we use BabelNet. We chose BabelNet
owing to its wide coverage of named entities and lexicographic knowledge (see
Section 2.3).
• Benchmark. Word similarity has been one of the most popular benchmarks
for in-vitro evaluation of vector space models (Pennington et al., 2014; Levy
et al., 2015a). For the analysis we use two word similarity datasets: the
similarity portion (Agirre et al., 2009a, WS-Sim) of the WordSim-353 dataset
(Finkelstein et al., 2002) and RG-65 (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). In
order to compute the similarity of two words using our sense embeddings,
similarly to what was performed with Nasari (see Section 4.3), we apply the
standard closest senses strategy, using cosine similarity (cos) as comparison
measure between senses:
sim(w1, w2) = max
s∈Sw1 ,s′∈Sw2
cos(~s1, ~s2) (5.1)
where Swi represents the set of all candidate senses of wi and ~si refers to the
sense vector representation of the sense si.
5.3.1 Model configurations
In this section we analyze the different configurations of our model in respect of the
input and the output layer on a word similarity experiment. Recall from Section
5.2 that our model could have words, senses or both in either the input and output
layers. Table 5.1 shows the results of all nine configurations on the WS-Sim and
RG-65 datasets.
As shown in Table 5.1, the best configuration according to both Spearman and
Pearson correlation measures is the configuration which has only senses in the input
layer and both words and senses in the output layer.6 In fact, taking only senses as
input seems to be consistently the best alternative for the input layer. Our hunch
is that the knowledge learned from both the co-occurrence information and the
5http://ebiquity.umbc.edu/resource/html/id/351/UMBC-webbase-corpus
6In this analysis we used the word similarity task for optimizing the sense embeddings, without
caring about the performance of word embeddings or their interconnectivity. Therefore, this
configuration may not be optimal for word embeddings and may be further tuned on specific
applications. More information about different configurations in the documentation of the source
code.
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Output
Words Senses Both
WS-Sim RG-65 WS-Sim RG-65 WS-Sim RG-65
r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ
In
pu
t Words 0.49 0.48 0.65 0.66 0.56 0.56 0.67 0.67 0.54 0.53 0.66 0.65
Senses 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.70 0.74 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.74
Both 0.60 0.65 0.67 0.70 0.62 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.65 0.71 0.68 0.70
Table 5.1. Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlation performance of the nine configurations
of SW2V
semantic network is more balanced with this input setting. For instance, in the case
of including both words and senses in the input layer, the co-occurrence information
learned by the network would be duplicated for both words and senses.
5.3.2 Disambiguation / Shallow word-sense connectivity algorithm
In this section we evaluate the impact of our shallow word-sense connectivity algorithm
(Section 5.1) by testing our model directly taking a pre-disambiguated text as
input. In this case the network exploits the connections between each word and its
disambiguated sense in context. For this comparison we used Babelfy7 (Moro et al.,
2014), a state-of-the-art graph-based disambiguation and entity linking system based
on BabelNet. We compare to both the default Babelfy system which uses the Most
Common Sense (MCS) heuristic as a back-off strategy and, following Iacobacci et al.
(2015), we also include a version in which only instances above the Babelfy default
confidence threshold are disambiguated (i.e. the MCS back-off strategy is disabled).
We will refer to this latter version as Babelfy* and report the best configuration of
each strategy according to our analysis.
Table 5.2 shows the results of our model using the three different strategies on
RG-65 and WS-Sim. Our shallow word-sense connectivity algorithm achieves the
best overall results. We believe that these results are due to the semantic connectivity
ensured by our algorithm and to the possibility of associating words with more than
one sense, which seems beneficial for training, making it more robust to possible
disambiguation errors and to the sense granularity issue (Erk et al., 2013). The
results are especially significant considering that our algorithm took a tenth of the
time needed by Babelfy to process the corpus.
5.4 Intrinsic Evaluation
We perform a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of important features of SW2V
in three different tasks. First, in order to compare our model against standard word-
based approaches, we evaluate our system quantitatively in the word similarity task
(Section 5.4.1) and estimate the coherence of our unified vector space by measuring
the interconnectivity of word and sense embeddings (Section 5.4.2).
7http://babelfy.org/
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WS-Sim RG-65
r ρ r ρ
Shallow 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.74
Babelfy 0.65 0.63 0.69 0.70
Babelfy* 0.63 0.61 0.65 0.64
Table 5.2. Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlation performance of SW2V integrating
our shallow word-sense connectivity algorithm (default), Babelfy, or Babelfy*.
Experimental setting. Throughout all the experiments we use the same
standard hyperparameters mentioned in Section 5.3 for both the original Word2Vec
implementation and our proposed model SW2V. For SW2V we use the same optimal
configuration according to the analysis of the previous section (only senses as input,
and both words and senses as output) for all tasks. As training corpus we take
the full 3B-words UMBC webbase corpus and the Wikipedia (Wikipedia dump of
November 2014), used by three of the comparison systems. We use BabelNet 3.0
(SW2VBN) and WordNet 3.0 (SW2VWN) as semantic networks.
Comparison systems. As comparison systems, we include three state-of-the-art
pre-trained knowledge-based sense vector representations:
• Chen et al. (2014)8 developed a sense representation model based on a number
of steps: pre-trained word embeddings, sense vector initialization based on
WordNet glosses, corpus disambiguation and joint training of words and senses.
• Iacobacci et al. (2015)9 developed SensEmbed, a sense embedding model based
on BabelNet. It consists of running the CBOW model of Word2Vec over the
Wikipedia corpus in which the words are replaced with BabelNet senses by
using the off-the-shelf Babelfy disambiguation system (Moro et al., 2014).
• Rothe and Schütze (2015)10 developed AutoExtend, an extension of word
embeddings for WordNet senses and synsets. AutoExtend takes pre-trained
word embeddings as input (Word2Vec in their original model and our exper-
iments) and propagates them to WordNet sense and synset embeddings by
using an autoencoding framework based on a set of constraints over the word
embeddings.
5.4.1 Word similarity
In this section we evaluate our sense representations on the standard SimLex-999
(Hill et al., 2015) and MEN Bruni et al. (2014) word similarity datasets11. SimLex
8http://pan.baidu.com/s/1eQcPK8i
9http://lcl.uniroma1.it/sensembed/
10We used the AutoExtend code (http://cistern.cis.lmu.de/~sascha/AutoExtend/) to obtain
sense vectors using W2V embeddings trained on UMBC (GoogleNews corpus used in their pre-
trained models is not publicly available). We also tried the code to include BabelNet as lexical
resource, but it was not easily scalable (BabelNet is two orders of magnitude larger than WordNet).
11To enable a fair comparison we did not perform experiments on the small datasets used in
Section 5.3 for validation.
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SimLex-999 MEN
System Corpus r ρ r ρ
Senses
SW2VBN UMBC 0.49 0.47 0.75 0.75
SW2VWN UMBC 0.46 0.45 0.76 0.76
AutoExtend UMBC 0.47 0.45 0.74 0.75
AutoExtend Google-News 0.46 0.46 0.68 0.70
SW2VBN Wikipedia 0.47 0.43 0.71 0.73
SW2VWN Wikipedia 0.47 0.43 0.71 0.72
SensEmbed Wikipedia 0.43 0.39 0.65 0.70
Chen et al. (2014) Wikipedia 0.46 0.43 0.62 0.62
Words
Word2vec UMBC 0.39 0.39 0.75 0.75
RetrofittingBN UMBC 0.47 0.46 0.75 0.76
RetrofittingWN UMBC 0.47 0.46 0.76 0.76
Word2vec Wikipedia 0.39 0.38 0.71 0.72
RetrofittingBN Wikipedia 0.35 0.32 0.66 0.66
RetrofittingWN Wikipedia 0.47 0.44 0.73 0.73
Table 5.3. Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlation performance on the SimLex-999 and
MEN word similarity datasets.
and MEN contain 999 and 3000 word pairs, respectively, which constitute, to our
knowledge, the two largest similarity datasets comprising a balanced set of noun,
verb and adjective instances. As explained in Section 5.3, we use the closest sense
strategy for the word similarity measurement of our model and all sense-based
comparison systems. As regards the word embedding models, words are directly
compared by using cosine similarity. We also include a retrofitted version of the
original Word2Vec word vectors (Faruqui et al., 2015, Retrofitting12) using WordNet
(RetrofittingWN) and BabelNet (RetrofittingBN) as lexical resources.
Table 5.3 shows the results of SW2V and all comparison models in SimLex and
MEN. SW2V consistently outperforms all sense-based comparison systems using the
same corpus, and clearly performs better than the original Word2Vec trained on the
same corpus. Retrofitting decreases the performance of the original Word2Vec on
the Wikipedia corpus using BabelNet as lexical resource, but significantly improves
the original word vectors on the UMBC corpus, obtaining comparable results to our
approach. However, while our approach provides a shared space of words and senses,
Retrofitting still conflates different meanings of a word into the same vector.
Additionally, we noticed that most of the score divergences between our system
and the gold standard scores in SimLex-999 were produced on antonym pairs, which
are over-represented in this dataset: 38 word pairs hold a clear antonymy relation
(e.g. encourage-discourage or long-short), while 41 additional pairs hold some degree
of antonymy (e.g. new-ancient or man-woman).13 In contrast to the consistently
low gold similarity scores given to antonym pairs, our system varies its similarity
12https://github.com/mfaruqui/retrofitting
13Two annotators decided the degree of antonymy between word pairs: clear antonyms, weak
antonyms or neither.
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scores depending on the specific nature of the pair14. Recent works have managed
to obtain significant improvements by tweaking usual word embedding approaches
into providing low similarity scores for antonym pairs (Pham et al., 2015; Schwartz
et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016; Mrkšic et al., 2017), but this is outside the scope
of our work.
5.4.2 Word and sense interconnectivity
In the previous experiment we evaluated the effectiveness of the sense embeddings
on the word similarity task. In contrast, this experiment aims at testing the
interconnectivity between word and sense embeddings in the vector space. As
explained in Section 3.2, there have been previous approaches building a shared
space of word and sense embeddings, but to date little research has focused on testing
the semantic coherence of the vector space. To this end, we evaluate our model on a
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) task, using our shared vector space of words and
senses to obtain a Most Common Sense (MCS) baseline. The insight behind this
experiment is that a semantically coherent shared space of words and senses should
be able to build a relatively strong baseline for the task, as the MCS of a given
word should be closer to the word vector than any other sense. The MCS baseline is
generally integrated into the pipeline of state-of-the-art WSD and Entity Linking
systems as a back-off strategy (Jin et al., 2009; Zhong and Ng, 2010; Moro et al.,
2014; Raganato et al., 2017) and is used in various NLP applications (Bennett et al.,
2016). Therefore, a system which automatically identifies the MCS of words from
non-annotated text may be quite valuable, especially for resource-poor languages or
large knowledge resources for which obtaining sense-annotated corpora is extremely
expensive. Moreover, even in a resource like WordNet for which sense-annotated
data is available (Miller et al., 1993, SemCor), 61% of its polysemous lemmas have
no sense annotations (Bennett et al., 2016).
Given an input word w, we compute the cosine similarity between w and all its




where cos(~w,~s) refers to the cosine similarity between the embeddings of w and s. In
order to assess the reliability of SW2V against previous models using WordNet as
sense inventory, we test our model on the all-words SemEval-2007 (task 17) (Pradhan
et al., 2007) and SemEval-2013 (task 12) (Navigli et al., 2013) WSD datasets. Note
that our model using BabelNet as semantic network has a far larger coverage than
just WordNet and may additionally be used for Wikification (Mihalcea and Csomai,
2007) and Entity Linking tasks. Since the versions of WordNet vary across datasets
and comparison systems, we decided to evaluate the systems on the portion of
the datasets covered by all comparison systems15 (less than 10% of instances were
removed from each dataset).
14For instance, the pairs sunset-sunrise and day-night are given, respectively, 1.88 and 2.47 gold
scores in the 0-10 scale, while our model gives them a higher similarity score. In fact, both pairs
appear as coordinate synsets in WordNet.







Table 5.4. F-Measure percentage of different MCS strategies on the SemEval-2007 and
SemEval-2013 WSD datasets.
company2n (military unit) school7n (group of fish)
AutoExtend SW2V AutoExtend SW2V
company9n battalion1n school schools7n
company battalion school4n sharks1n
company8n regiment1n school6n sharks
company6n detachment4n school1v shoals3n
company7n platoon1n school3n fish1n
company1v brigade1n elementary dolphins1n
firm regiment schools pods3n
business1n corps1n elementary3a eels
firm2n brigade school5n dolphins
company1n platoon elementary1a whales2n
Table 5.5. Ten closest word and sense embeddings to the senses company2n (military unit)
and school7n (group of fish).
Table 5.4 shows the results of our system and AutoExtend on the SemEval-2007
and SemEval-2013 WSD datasets. SW2V provides the best MCS results in both
datasets. In general, AutoExtend does not accurately capture the predominant
sense of a word and performs worse than a baseline that selects the intended sense
randomly from the set of all possible senses of the target word.
In fact, AutoExtend tends to create clusters which include a word and all
its possible senses. As an example, Table 5.5 shows the closest word and sense
embeddings of our SW2V model and AutoExtend to the military and fish senses of,
respectively, company and school. AutoExtend creates clusters with all the senses
of company and school and their related instances, even if they belong to different
domains (e.g., firm2n or business1n clearly concern the business sense of company).
Instead, SW2V creates a semantic cluster of word and sense embeddings which are
semantically close to the corresponding company2n and school7n senses.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we proposed SW2V (Senses and Words to Vectors), a neural model
which learns vector representations for words and senses in a joint training phase
by exploiting both text corpora and knowledge from semantic networks. Data
(including the preprocessed corpora and pre-trained embeddings used in the evalua-
tion) and source code to apply our extension of the Word2Vec architecture to learn
word and sense embeddings from any preprocessed corpus are freely available at
http://lcl.uniroma1.it/sw2v. Unlike previous sense-based models which require
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post-processing steps and use WordNet as sense inventory, our model achieves a
semantically coherent vector space of both words and senses as an emerging feature
of a single training phase and is easily scalable to larger semantic networks like
BabelNet. Finally, we showed, both quantitatively and qualitatively, some of the
advantages of using our approach as against previous state-of-the-art word- and
sense-based models in various tasks, and highlighted interesting semantic properties
of the resulting unified vector space of word and sense embeddings. In Chapter 7 we
explain how to make use of our SW2V embeddings in two tasks: sense clustering
(Section 7.1) and collocation discovery (Section 7.4).
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PART 2: Applications
In the first part we provided an overview of semantic representations of word
senses, concepts and entities, and proposed two new models. We view these
knowledge-based semantic representations as a bridge between lexical resources
and NLP applications. We argue that the use of these sense representations
could potentially lead to mutual benefits for improving and enriching lexical
resources as well as in downstream NLP applications. In order to assess the
reliability and flexibility of sense representations (and in particular the repre-
sentations presented in Chapters 4 and 5) across different tasks, we carry out
a comprehensive set of evaluations for various relevant applications. In partic-
ular, three complementary tasks are considered: Word Sense Disambiguation
(Chapter 6), knowledge base enrichment (Chapter 7) and text classification
(Chapter 8). A brief overview of the experiments across the four tasks follows:
• Word Sense Disambiguation (Chapter 6). In this chapter we present
experiments on WSD by presenting simple monolingual and multilingual
knowledge-based frameworks based on Nasari. We present results
using various knowledge resources and languages as sense inventory for
monolingual WSD in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 we present a multilingual
system which exploits parallel or comparable corpora for producing high-
quality sense annotations in arbitrary languages using distributional
semantic similarity via Nasariembed.
• Knowledge Base Enrichment (Chapter 7). In this chapter we focus
on applications which are aimed at improving the quality of knowledge
resources. In particular, in this chapter we present the following four
applications:
– Sense Clustering (Section 7.1). Current sense inventories are
hampered by the high granularity of their sense inventories (Hovy
et al., 2013; Pilehvar et al., 2017). In this section we show how sense
representations (and in particular Nasari and SW2V) are specially
suited to deal with this issue.
– Domain Labeling (Section 7.2). In this section we present an
approach which exploits the content and the structural properties
of knowledge resources to provide a unified domain annotation.
The approach exploits the topical similarity of Nasari along with
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various graph-based heuristics. Thanks to the use of this technique
we released BabelDomains (Camacho-Collados and Navigli, 2017), a
unified resource providing domain labels for over 2.6M lexical items
from BabelNet, Wikipedia and WordNet.
– Hypernym Discovery (Section 7.3): Hypernymy relations consti-
tute the backbone of lexical taxonomies and are used in different
NLP applications (Prager et al., 2008; Yahya et al., 2013; Hoffart
et al., 2014). In this work we first leverage the domain annotations
constructed in the previous section for splitting training data into
domains of knowledge. This domain clustering leads to consistent im-
provements in hypernym discovery when integrated into a supervised
distributional model based on sense embeddings.
– Collocation Discovery (Section 7.4): WordNet contains a wide
set of relations, ranging from hypernymy to meronymy or holonymy.
In this section we attempt to extend WordNet with fine-grained collo-
cational information, exploiting a supervised distributional model ex-
ploiting knowledge-based sense embeddings models, including SW2V.
This results on a new resource, named ColWordNet (Espinosa-Anke
et al., 2016b), which extends WordNet with collocational information
at different levels.
• Downstream NLP Applications (Chapter 8). In this chapter we
investigate the integration of word senses into downstream applications,
in particular text categorization and sentiment analysis. To this end we
modify the input of a state-of-the-art neural network architecture for
text classification by taking into account senses and pre-trained sense
embeddings based on Nasari. Our analysis shows the potential of this





Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is a core task in natural language understanding.
Given a target word in context, the task consists of associating it with an entry from
a pre-defined sense repository (Navigli, 2009). WSD may eventually be applied to
any Natural Language Processing task, enabling an understanding of the sentences
by the machine which is not usually achieved by mainstream statistical approaches,
and could benefit applications such as Machine Translation (Vickrey et al., 2005;
Xiong and Zhang, 2014; Liu et al., 2017), sentiment analysis (Flekova and Gurevych,
2016; Pilehvar et al., 2017) or Information Retrieval (Schütze and Pedersen, 1995;
Zhong and Ng, 2012), to name but a few.
Sense inventories. One of the main knowledge sense repositories for WSD is
WordNet (Navigli et al., 2013; Pradhan et al., 2007), which usually leads to a fine-
grained type of disambiguation given the nature of the sense distinctions in WordNet.
Another resource more recently used for this task is Wikipedia (Mihalcea and Csomai,
2007; Dandala et al., 2013b; Navigli et al., 2013), due to its wide coverage of named
entities and multilinguality. Finally, a newer resource used as a knowledge repository
that is gaining popularity thanks to its multilinguality and large coverage is BabelNet
(Navigli et al., 2013; Moro and Navigli, 2015; Weissenborn et al., 2015a), which is
also a merger of WordNet and Wikipedia, among other resources (see Chapter 2).
Given the nature of our Nasari vectors (see Section 4), and in contrast to other
WSD systems, we can therefore seamlessly disambiguate in any of these resources.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we present
a framework for monolingual WSD based on the Nasari lexical vectors, which is
applied to different languages and sense inventories. Then, in Section 6.3 we present a
pipeline exploiting comparable or parallel corpora for jointly performing multilingual
disambiguation coupling graph and semantic similarity cues using Nasari.
6.1 Related Work
Depending on their nature, WSD systems are divided into two main groups: super-
vised and knowledge-based. In what follows we summarize the current state of the
art of these two types of approach.
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6.1.1 Supervised WSD
Supervised models train different features extracted from manually sense-annotated
corpora. These features have been mostly based on the information provided by the
surroundings words of the target word (Keok and Ng, 2002; Navigli, 2009) and its
collocations. Recently, more complex features based on word embeddings trained on
unlabeled corpora have also been explored (Taghipour and Ng, 2015b; Rothe and
Schütze, 2015; Iacobacci et al., 2016). These features are generally taken as input to
train a linear classifier (Zhong and Ng, 2010; Shen et al., 2013). In addition to these
conventional approaches, the latest developments in neural language models have
motivated some researchers to include them in their WSD architectures (Kågebäck
and Salomonsson, 2016; Melamud et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2016).
Supervised models have traditionally been able to outperform knowledge-based
systems Navigli (2009). However, obtaining sense-annotated corpora is highly
expensive, and in many cases such corpora are not available for specific domains. In
fact, the performance of supervised systems very much depends on the availability
of sense-annotated data for the target word sense (Pilehvar and Navigli, 2014b).
Hence, the applicability of these systems is limited to those words and languages for
which such data is available, practically restricting them to a small subset of word
senses and mainly for the English language only. This is the reason why some of
these supervised methods have started to rely on unlabeled corpora as well. These
approaches, which are often classified as semi-supervised, are targeted at overcoming
the knowledge acquisition bottleneck of conventional supervised models. In fact,
there is a line of research specifically aimed at automatically obtaining large amounts
of high-quality sense-annotated corpora (Taghipour and Ng, 2015a; Raganato et al.,
2016; Delli Bovi et al., 2017). These automatically obtained data have been exploited
by semi-supervised models, which have been shown to outperform fully supervised
systems in various settings (Taghipour and Ng, 2015b; Başkaya and Jurgens, 2016;
Iacobacci et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2016). In Section 6.3 we specifically study this
problem and proposed automatic methods which exploit multilinguality for construct
high-quality sense-annotated corpora. Additionally, we show how knowledge-based
and supervised models may be complementary, opening up exciting new lines for
future work (Section 6.2.4).
6.1.2 Knowledge-based WSD
In contrast to supervised systems, knowledge-based WSD techniques do not require
any sense-annotated corpus. Instead, these approaches rely on the structure or
content of manually-curated knowledge resources for disambiguation. One of the first
approaches of this kind was Lesk (1986), which in its original version consisted of
calculating the overlap between the context of the target word and its definitions as
given by the sense inventory. Based on the same principle, various works have adapted
the original algorithm by also taking into account definitions from related words
(Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003), or by calculating the distributional similarity between
definitions and the context of the target word (Basile et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014).
In addition to these approaches exploiting definition signals, an important branch
of knowledge-based systems found their techniques on the structural properties of
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semantic graphs from lexical resources (Sinha and Mihalcea, 2007; Guo and Diab,
2010; Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010; Agirre et al., 2014; Moro et al., 2014; Weissenborn
et al., 2015a; Tripodi and Pelillo, 2017). Generally, these graph-based WSD systems
first create a graph representation of the input text and then exploit different
graph-based algorithms over the given representation (e.g., PageRank) to perform
WSD.
In contrast, we propose a knowledge-based WSD system based on distributional
similarity, and more concretely on Nasari vectors (see Chapter 4). To this end, we
put forward a flexible framework which can be used arbitrary languages and resources
(Section 6.2) and another method exploiting at best comparable and parallel corpora
for high-quality disambiguation and entity linking (Section 6.3).
6.2 Monolingual Word Sense Disambiguation
In this section we present a WSD framework in which we exploit the Nasari
lexical vectors for monolingual WSD. Our framework is an improvement of the
method presented in Camacho-Collados et al. (2015c). This method consisted of
computing overlap between the Nasari lexical vector and the context of a target
word, harmonically weighting the ranks of the overlapping words in the lexical vector.
While this method proved effective for the WSD task, it still considered each word
in context to be equally important (same weight) in the disambiguation process. For
this work we present an approach which keeps to the spirit of this knowledge-based
model based on Nasari vectors, but proposing an improvement on which words in
context receive individual weights.
Methodology. Given a set of target words in a text T , we build a lexical vector
for the context, as explained in Section 4.1.2. Then, for each target word w in the
text T , we retrieve the set of all the possible BabelNet synsets which have this
target word as one of its lexicalizations, a set we refer to as Lw. Finally, we simply
compute Weighted Overlap (see Section 4.1.5) between ~vlex(T ) (the lexical vector
of the text T ) and the Nasari vectors corresponding to the BabelNet synsets that
contain senses of w. In our setting, the top BabelNet synset in terms of WO score
(sˆ) is selected as the best sense of the given target word:
sˆ = argmax
s∈Lw
WO(~vlex(T ), ~Nasarilex(s)) (6.1)
Experimental setting. We perform Word Sense Disambiguation experiments us-
ing two sense inventories: Wikipedia and WordNet. Recall from Section 2 that, since
our main knowledge sense inventory is BabelNet, we can seamlessly disambiguate
instances using either of these two knowledge sources. The setting of the system
is the same in both cases, with only one difference: we use only BabelNet synsets1
which are mapped to Wikipedia page or WordNet synset when disambiguating with
1In order to avoid disambiguating with synsets which are rarely used in practise and are isolated
in the BabelNet graph, throughout all the experiments we only considered those BabelNet synsets
with at least thirty edges in the BabelNet graph.
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either of these resources, respectively. As has often been done in the literature
(Vasilescu et al., 2004; Zhong and Ng, 2010; Moro et al., 2014), we use a back-off
strategy to the Most Frequent Sense (MFS) baseline in the cases when our system
does not provide a confident answer. Hence, in our WSD framework, we only tagged
those instances whose top similarity score is higher than a given threshold θ. In
order to compute θ, we use the English Wikipedia trial dataset provided within the
SemEval 2013 WSD task (Navigli et al., 2013). The top performing value of θ was
0.20, value that is used across all WSD experiments2.
Section 6.2.1 presents multilingual WSD experiments using Wikipedia as main
sense inventory (a task that is strongly related to the Wikification task (Mihalcea
and Csomai, 2007)), Section 6.2.2 presents experiments for the Named Entity
Disambiguation task using BabelNet as sense inventory, and finally Section 6.2.3
presents the WSD results for English using WordNet as sense inventory.
6.2.1 Word Sense Disambiguation using Wikipedia
We used the SemEval-2013 all-words WSD dataset (Navigli et al., 2013) as
benchmark for our multilingual evaluations3. This dataset includes texts for five
different languages (English, French, German, Italian and Spanish) with an average
of 1303 disambiguated instances per language, including multiword expressions and
named entities.
Comparison systems. As comparison system we include Babelfy (Moro et al.,
2014), a state-of-the-art graph-based system for multilingual joint WSD and Entity
Linking. Babelfy relies on random walks in the BabelNet semantic network combined
with various graph-based heuristics. We also report results for the best run on every
language of the top SemEval-2013 system (Gutiérrez et al., 2013, UMCC-DLSI).
As baseline, although difficult to beat in some WSD tasks (Navigli, 2009), we include
the Most Frequent Sense (MFS4) heuristic. Finally, we report results from Muffin
(Camacho-Collados et al., 2015c), our previous WSD system based on the Nasari
vectors that, in contrast, used a WSD framework in which words in context were
considered equally important.
Results. Table 6.1 shows F-Measure percentage results for our system and all
comparison systems on the SemEval 2013 dataset. As we can see from the table,
2We considered values of θ from 0 to 1 with a step size of 0.05.
3In our experiments we used the Wikipedia dump of December 2014, as opposed to the one used
in the original SemEval 2013 dataset. A few Wikipedia page titles had been updated since the
creation of the dataset, so we had to update these titles in the gold standard too. For instance, the
English Wikipedia page titled Seven-day week in the SemEval 2013 dataset has been updated in
Wikipedia and is currently titled simply Week. Note that the Wikipedia page titles are the unique
identifiers for a Wikipedia page, hence a change in a Wikipedia page title automatically modifies
this unique identifier.
4MFS was provided as baseline by the task organizers. However, the MFS score for French was
fixed with respect to Camacho-Collados et al. (2015c), which showed a lower MFS F-Measure score.
The scorer provided by the organizers was case-sensitive whereas a few Wikipedia page titles in the
gold standard file did not match the casing of those in the baseline file, which were all lowercased.
This led to misalignments between the gold standard and the baseline file.
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System English French Italian German Spanish Average
Nasarilexical 86.3 76.2 83.7 83.2 82.9 82.5
Muffin 84.5 71.4 81.9 83.1 85.1 81.2
Babelfy 87.4 71.6 84.3 81.6 83.8 81.7
UMCC-DLSI 54.8 60.5 58.3 61.0 58.1 58.5
MFS 80.2 74.9 82.2 83.0 82.1 79.3
Table 6.1. F-Measure percentage performance on the SemEval-2013 Multilingual WSD
datasets using Wikipedia as sense inventory.
although our system only achieves state-of-the-art results for French and German, it
does achieve the best average performance among all languages, demonstrating its
robustness across languages and outperforming the current state-of-the-art results
of Babelfy. Our system outpeforms our previous WSD approach Muffin by over a
point on average, highlighting our improvements on this particular WSD task for
which we proposed a new framework.
6.2.2 Named Entity Disambiguation using BabelNet
In order to evaluate the quality of our named entity representation, we performed
experiments on the Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) task. Given that Nasari
provides semantic representations for both concepts and named entities, this task
was analogous to WSD with the only difference being that in this task we only
considered entity synsets as candidates. To this end, we used the English named
entity dataset from the All-Words Sense Disambiguation and Entity Linking
SemEval 2015 task (Moro and Navigli, 2015). This dataset consists of 85 named
entities to disambiguate.
Comparison systems. We benchmarked our disambiguation system against the
SemEval 2015 top three performing systems, which were the only ones outperforming
the MFS baseline: DFKI (Weissenborn et al., 2015b), SUDOKU (Manion, 2015),
and el92 (Ruiz and Poibeau, 2015). DFKI is a multi-objective system based on both
global unsupervised and local supervised objectives. SUDOKU uses the Personalized
PageRank algorithm after disambiguating monosemous instances within the text.
Finally, el92 is based on a weighted voting of various disambiguation systems:
Wikipedia Miner (Milne and Witten, 2008), TagME (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2010),
DBpedia Spotlight (Mendes et al., 2011), and Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014).
Results. Table 6.2 shows F-Measure percentage results on the Named Entity
portion of the SemEval 2015 WSD dataset5. Our system obtains the second overall
position of all seventeen systems that participated in the SemEval 2015 Named Entity
Disambiguation task. The combination of global unsupervised and local supervised
5We found an inaccuracy in an instance of the gold standard dataset. The unambiguous instance
KAlgebra is disambiguated with the KAlgebra concept in the Catalan language, which belongs to a
separate synset of the general KAlgebra concept in all languages. This instance is repeated nine
times within the dataset. By fixing this issue, our system achieves F-Measure results of over 90%.





el92 systems mix 86.1
MFS − 85.7
Table 6.2. F-Measure percentage performance on the English Named Entity Disambigua-
tion dataset from the Multilingual All-Words Sense Disambiguation and Entity Linking
SemEval 2015 task using BabelNet as sense inventory.
objectives of DFKI obtains the best overall results. As we show in Section 6.2.3
and discuss in Section 6.2.4, our system, based solely on global semantic features,
generally improves when including local supervised features.
6.2.3 Word Sense Disambiguation using WordNet
For the task of English WSD using WordNet as main sense inventory, we used two
recent SemEval WSD datasets: fine-grained all-words SemEval-2007 (Pradhan
et al., 2007) and all-words SemEval-2013 (Navigli et al., 2013). We performed
experiments on the 162 noun instances of the SemEval-2007 dataset. SemEval-2013’s
dataset contains 1644 instances.
Comparison systems. We include the state-of-the-art IMS system (Zhong and
Ng, 2010) as a supervised system. As unsupervised systems, we report the perfor-
mance of two graph-based approaches that are based on random walks over their
respective semantic networks: BabelNet (Moro et al., 2014, Babelfy) and WordNet
(Agirre and Soroa, 2009, UKB). Another approach that uses BabelNet as reference
knowledge base is Multi-Objective (Weissenborn et al., 2015a) which views WSD
as a multi-objective optimization problem. We also report the results of the best
configuration of the top-performing system in the SemEval-2013 dataset, namely
UMCC-DLSI (Gutiérrez et al., 2013). As in Section 6.2.1, we also include our
earlier WSD system Muffin for comparison. Finally, we include a system called
Nasari+IMS, which is based on our WSD framework with the only difference being
that in this system we back-off to IMS instead of MFS6.
Results. Table 6.3 shows the F-Measure percentage performance of all systems
on the SemEval-2007 and SemEval-2013 WSD datasets. Similarly to the WSD
results using Wikipedia as main sense inventory (Section 6.2.1), our system Nasari
outperforms our previous Muffin system. Nasari in its default setting backing-
off to MFS is only surpassed by Multi-Objective in SemEval-2013 and IMS in
SemEval-2017, outperforming the remaining systems in both datasets.
Our system backing-off to IMS (Nasari+IMS) improves our default Nasari
system in both datasets, obtaining the best performance among all systems on the
6The MFS baseline was obtained from the SemCor sense-annotated corpus (Miller et al., 1993).
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System SemEval-2013 SemEval-2007
Nasarilexical 66.7 66.7








Table 6.3. F-Measure percentage performance on the SemEval-2013 and SemEval-2007
(noun instances) English all-words WSD datatets using WordNet as sense inventory.
SemEval-2007 dataset. We remark that Nasari is an unsupervised system based
on global contexts, while IMS is a supervised system based on local contexts. This
combination of local and global contexts has already shown to be beneficial for WSD
tasks (Hoffart et al., 2011; Pilehvar and Navigli, 2014b; Weissenborn et al., 2015a).
6.2.4 Discussion: global and local contexts
Our method is based on global contexts (we use the whole text as context of the target
word to disambiguate), hence it sometimes fails to capture the correct meaning of the
word in the cases where the local context appears to be the key to the disambiguation,
especially in a fine-grained disambiguation scheme. For instance, in the following
sentence taken from the SemEval 2013 Word Sense Disambiguation test set, we find
an example where a fine-grained distinction of the target word behaviour leads to a
mistake by our method which could be solved by exploiting the local context by a
supervised system:
(1) The expulsion presumably forged by two players of Real Madrid (Xabi Alonso
and Sergio Ramos) in the game played on the 23rd of November against Ajax
in European Champions League has caused rivers of ink to be written about
if such behaviour is or is not unsportmanlike and if, both players should be
sanctioned by UEFA.
Our system is not confident enough and hesitates between the sense behaviour3n (The
aggregate of the responses or reactions or movements made by an organism in any
situation) and behaviour4n (Manner of acting or controlling yourself ), selecting the
latter by a narrow margin. In this case, combining our method with one exploiting
local contexts such as IMS would lead to the correct answer.
On the other hand, there are cases where a local-based approach may fail due to
the lack of a more global text understanding. We appreciate this phenomenon in
the following sentence, also taken from the SemEval 2013 dataset:
(2) This way, and since Real Madrid will finish as leader of its group, both players
will fulfil the prescribed sanction during the next game of league.
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In this case, IMS considers as its highest confidence sense sanction1n (Formal and
explicit approval), which is also the most frequent sense for the noun sanction. It
gets misled by the closest context and would need to get the higher picture (global
context) to fix the error. In this case, Nasari correctly captures the semantics
within the text and chooses sanction2n (A mechanism of social control for enforcing
a society’s standards).
In both cases the combination of Nasari and IMS gets to the correct answer
and in general the combination of both methods shows a consistent improvement
over the single system components. In fact, the results of the combination of a
knowledge-based global-context disambiguation system (i.e., Nasari) with a state-of-
the-art supervised local-context approach (i.e., IMS) proves to be quite robust across
datasets, outperforming many strong baselines as we can see from Table 6.3. A more
extended analysis of the performance and divergences between knowledge-based and
supervised systems can be found in Raganato et al. (2017).
6.3 Multilingual Word Sense Disambiguation Exploit-
ing Comparable or Parallel Corpora
In both WSD and EL tasks, supervised approaches tend to obtain the best perfor-
mances over standard benchmarks but, as explained in the previous section, from a
practical standpoint they lose ground to knowledge-based approaches, which scale
better in terms of scope and number of languages. In fact, the development of
supervised disambiguation systems depends crucially on the availability of reliable
sense-annotated corpora, which are indispensable in order to provide solid training
and testing grounds (Pilehvar and Navigli, 2014b). However, hand-labeled sense
annotations are notoriously difficult to obtain on a large scale, and manually curated
corpora (Miller et al., 1993; Passonneau et al., 2012) have a limited size. Given
that scaling the manual annotation process becomes practically unfeasible when
both lexicographic and encyclopedic knowledge is addressed (Schubert, 2006), recent
years have witnessed efforts to produce larger sense-annotated corpora automatically
(Moro et al., 2014; Taghipour and Ng, 2015a; Raganato et al., 2016). Even though
these automatic approaches produce noisier corpora, it has been shown that training
on them leads to better supervised and semi-supervised models (Taghipour and Ng,
2015b; Yuan et al., 2016; Raganato et al., 2017), as well as to effective embedded
representations for senses (Iacobacci et al., 2015; Flekova and Gurevych, 2016). A
convenient way of generating sense annotations is to exploit parallel corpora and
word alignments (Taghipour and Ng, 2015a): indeed, parallel corpora exist in many
flavours (Tiedemann, 2012) and are widely used across the NLP community for a
variety of different tasks.
The fundamental idea of work is to exploit comparable or parallel corpora for
a high-quality disambiguation. To this end, we tackle two different problems by
proposing a single disambiguation model: (1) the disambiguation of definitions
coming from different resources and languages, exploiting their cross-lingual and
cross-resource complementarities, and (2) the disambiguation of the Europarl parallel
corpus7 (Koehn, 2005), exploiting its translations in different languages.
7http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/Europarl.php
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Our goal is to obtain a high-quality sense-annotated corpus of both textual
definitions and Europarl, constructed using a single multilingual disambiguation
model. While language- and resource-specific techniques can certainly be used for
disambiguation, they would not be scalable for our goal: the number of models
required would add up to the order of hundreds, and there would also be the need for
large amounts of sense-annotated data for each language and resource, leading to the
so-called knowledge acquisition bottleneck (Gale et al., 1992). Instead, we propose
a knowledge-based disambiguation system that exploits at best cross-language
cues from any input multilingual text. Our methodology exploits a graph-based
disambiguation system along with a refinement based on distributional similarity.
This refinement makes use of the multilingual nature of Nasari, which allows its
direct integration in multiple languages.
6.3.1 Methodology
In the following we describe our methodology for disambiguating any given target
corpus by exploiting any comparable or parallel corpus. Our fully automatic dis-
ambiguation pipeline couples a graph-based multilingual joint WSD/EL system,
Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014), and a language-independent vector representation of
concepts and entities, Nasari (see Section 4). It comprises two stages: multilingual
disambiguation and refinement based on distributional similarity.
Stage 1: Multilingual Disambiguation
As a preprocessing step, we part-of-speech tag and lemmatize the whole corpus
using TreeTagger (Schmid, 1995).8 We perform disambiguation at the sentence
level. However, instead of disambiguating each sentence in isolation, language by
language, we first identify all available translations of a given sentence and then
gather these together into a single multilingual text.9 Then, we disambiguate this
multilingual text using Babelfy. Given that Babelfy is capable of handling text with
multiple languages at the same time, this multilingual extension effectively increases
the amount of context for each sentence, and directly helps in dealing with highly
ambiguous words in any particular language (as the translations of these words may
be less ambiguous in some different language). Moreover, given the multilingual
nature of our sense inventory, Babelfy’s high-coherence approach favors naturally
sense assignments that are consistent across languages at the sentence level (i.e.
those having fewer distinct senses shared by more translations of the same sentence).
As a result, we obtain a full, high-coverage version where each disambiguated word
or multi-word expression (disambiguated instance) is associated with a coherence
score, which is computed as the normalized number of connections of a given concept
within the sentence.
8We rely on the internal preprocessing pipeline of Babelfy for those languages not supported by
TreeTagger.
9For the disambiguation of definitions, the definitions of the same concept are also considered
(see Section 6.3.2).
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Stage 2: Similarity-based Refinement
In this stage we aim at improving the sense annotations obtained in the previous step
(Section 6.3.1), with a procedure specifically targeted at correcting and extending
these sense annotations. In general, graph-based WSD systems, such as Babelfy, have
been shown to be heavily biased towards the Most Common Sense (MCS) (Calvo
and Gelbukh, 2015). In order to get a handle on this bias and improve our pipeline’s
disambiguation accuracy we adopt a refinement based on distributional similarity,
which is not affected by the MCS. To this end, we exploit the 300-dimensional
embedded representations of concepts and entities of Nasari to discard or refine
disambiguated instances that are less semantically coherent. For each sentence, we
first identify a subset D of high-confidence disambiguations10 from among those
given by Babelfy in the previous step. Then, we calculate the centroid of all the
Nasari vectors corresponding to the elements of D, and we re-disambiguate the
mentions associated with the remaining low-confidence disambiguated instances (i.e.
those not in D), by picking, for each mention w, the concept or entity sˆ whose









where Sw is the set of all candidate senses for mention w according to BabelNet.
Cosine similarity (cos) is used as similarity measure. Finally, in order to discard
less confident annotations, we consider the cosine value associated with each refined
disambiguation as confidence score, and use it to compare each disambiguated
instance against an empirically validated threshold of 0.75.
As a result, we obtain the refined high-precision version of the sense-annotated
corpus where each disambiguated instance is associated with both a coherence score
and a distributional similarity score.
6.3.2 SenseDefs: Multilingual corpus of sense-annotated definitions
In this section we describe SenseDefs, a sense-annotated corpus of textual definitions
constructed by applying the methodology described in the previous section. In
addition to definition translations, we augmented the context by including definitions
from different resources of BabelNet referring to the same concept of entity. This way
we leveraged the inter-resource and inter-language mappings provided by BabelNet
to combine multiple definitions (drawn from different resources and in different
languages) of the same concept or entity; in this way, a much richer context can be
associated with each target definition, enabling a high-quality disambiguation.
As an example, consider the following definition of castling in chess as provided
by WordNet:
Interchanging the positions of the king and a rook. (6.3)
10We follow Camacho-Collados et al. (2016a) and consider disambiguated instances with a
coherence score above 0.125.
11Given a concept or entity s we indicate with ~s its corresponding Nasari vector.
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Figure 6.1. Some of the definitions, drawn from different resources and languages, associated
with the concept of castling in chess through our context enrichment procedure.
The context in this example is limited and it might not be obvious for an
automatic disambiguation system that the concept being defined relates to chess:
for instance, an alternative definition of castling where the game of chess is explicitly
mentioned would definitely help the disambiguation process. Following this idea,
given a BabelNet synset, we carry out a context enrichment procedure by collecting
all the definitions of this synset in every available language and resource, and
gathering them together into a single multilingual text. Figure 6.1 gives a pictorial
representation of this harvesting process for the concept of castling introduced in
Example 6.3.
By applying the methodology described in Section 6.3.1 on the whole set of
textual definitions in BabelNet for all the available languages, we obtain SenseDefs,
a large multilingual corpus of disambiguated glosses. We release two versions of the
resource:
• Full. This high-coverage version provides sense annotations for all content
words as provided by Babelfy after the context-rich disambiguation (see Section
6.3.1) and before the refinement step.
• Refined. The refined, high-precision version of SenseDefs, instead, only
includes the most confident sense annotations as computed by the refinement
step (see Section 6.3.1).
Table 6.4 shows some general statistics of the full and refined versions of
SenseDefs, divided by resource. The output of the full version is a corpus of
38,820,114 disambiguated glosses, corresponding to 8,665,300 BabelNet synsets and
covering 263 languages and 5 different resources (Wiktionary, WordNet, Wikidata,
Wikipedia and OmegaWiki). It includes 249,544,708 sense annotations (6.4 an-
notations per definition on average). The refined version of the resource includes
fewer, but more reliable, sense annotations (see Section 6.3.2), and a slightly reduced
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# Glosses # Annotations
Full Refined Full Refined
Wikipedia 29 792 245 28 904 602 223 802 767 143 927 150
Wikidata 8 484 267 8 002 375 22 769 436 17 504 023
Wiktionary 281 756 187 755 1 384 127 693 597
OmegaWiki 115 828 106 994 744 496 415 631
WordNet 146 018 133 089 843 882 488 730
Total 38 820 114 37 334 815 249 544 708 163 029 131
Table 6.4. Number of definitions and annotations of the full and refined versions of
SenseDefs.
number of glosses containing at least one sense annotation. Wikipedia is the resource
with by far the largest number of definitions and sense annotations, including almost
30 million definitions and over 140 million sense annotations in both versions of
the corpus. Additionally, Wikipedia also features textual definitions for the largest
number of languages (over 200).
Statistics by language. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 display the number of definitions
and sense annotations, respectively, divided by language12. As expected, English
provides the largest number of glosses and annotations (5.8M glosses and 37.9M
sense annotations in the refined version), followed by German and French. Even
though the majority of sense annotations overall concern resource-rich languages
(i.e. those featuring the largest amounts of definitional knowledge), the language
rankings in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 do not coincide exactly: this suggests, on the one
hand, that some languages (such as Vietnamese and Spanish, both with higher
positions in Figure 6.3 compared to Figure 6.2) actually benefit from a cross-lingual
disambiguation strategy; on the other hand, it also suggests that there is still room
for improvement, especially for some other languages (such as Swedish or Russian)
where the tendency is reversed and the number of annotations is lower compared to
the amount of definitional knowledge available.
Table 6.5 shows the number of annotations divided by part-of-speech tag and
disambiguation source. In particular, the full version obtained as output of Step
2 comprises two disambiguation sources: Babelfy and the MCS back-off (used for
low-confidence annotations). The refined version, instead, removes the MCS back-off,
either by discarding or correcting the annotation with NASARI. Additionally, 17%
of the sense annotations obtained by Babelfy without resorting to the MCS back-off
are also corrected or discarded. Assuming the coverage of the full version to be
100%,13 the coverage of our system after the refinement step is estimated to be 65.3%.
As shown in Table 6.5, discarded annotations mostly consist of verbs, adjectives and
12Only the top 15 languages are displayed in the figures.
13There is no straightforward way to estimate the coverage of a disambiguation system automat-
ically. In our first step using Babelfy, we provide disambiguated instances for all content words
(including multi-word expressions) from BabelNet and also for overlapping mentions. Therefore, the
output of our first step, even if it is not perfectly accurate, may be considered to have full coverage.
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Figure 6.2. Number of definitions by language (top 15 languages).
All Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs
Full
Babelfy 174 256 335 158 310 414 4 368 488 10 646 921 930 512
MCS 75 288 373 56 231 910 8 344 930 9 256 497 1 455 036
Total 249 544 708 214 542 324 12 713 418 19 903 418 2 385 548
Refined
Babelfy 144 637 032 140 111 921 1 326 947 3 064 416 133 748
NASARI 18 392 099 18 392 099 - - -
Total 163 029 131 158 504 020 1 326 947 3 064 416 133 748
Table 6.5. Number of annotations by part-of-speech tag (columns) and by source (rows)
before and after refinement.
adverbs, which are often harder to disambiguate as they are very frequently not
directly related to the definiendum. In fact, the coverage figure on noun instances is
estimated to be 73.9% after refinement.
Intrinsic Evaluation
As intrinsic evaluation we carried out a thorough manual assessment of sense
annotation quality in SenseDefs. In our previous study (Camacho-Collados et al.,
2016a), we performed a manual evaluation for three languages (English, Italian and
Spanish) employing three human judges. Each language was evaluated on a sample
of 100 definitions, considering the input of a baseline (i.e. disambiguating definitions
in isolation with Babelfy) and our Full and Refined versions of SenseDefs. In the
three languages the context-rich disambiguation achieved better results than the
baseline. More importantly, the refinement based on distributional similarity proved
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Figure 6.3. Number of annotations by language (top 15 languages).
highly reliable, obtaining a precision over 90% on the three languages, without
drastically decreasing the coverage. For this work we have extended that intrinsic
evaluation by performing two additional experiments. In the first experiment we
extended the manual evaluation of Camacho-Collados et al. (2016a) by increasing
the number of definitions, languages and annotators. In the second experiment we
performed a large-scale automatic evaluation where we compared our annotations
against the manual disambiguation of WordNet glosses.
Manual Evaluation. We carried out an extensive evaluation of sense annotation
quality in SenseDefs on four different languages: English, French, Italian and
Spanish. To this end, we first randomly sampled 120 definitions for each language.
Then, two annotators validated the sense annotations given by SenseDefs (both
Full and Refined) and Babelfy. In contrast to the intrinsic evaluation of Camacho-
Collados et al. (2016a), in this case we excluded those annotations coming from the
MCS back-off, in order to assess the output explicitly provided by our disambiguation
pipeline.
For each item in the sample, each annotator was shown the textual definition,
the BabelNet entry for the definiendum, and every non-MCS sense annotation paired
with the corresponding BabelNet entry. The annotator had to decide independently,
for each sense annotation, whether it was correct (score of 1), or incorrect (score
of 0). The disambiguation source (i.e. whether the annotation came from Babelfy
in isolation, context-rich disambiguation or NASARI) was not shown. In some
special cases where a certain sense annotation was acceptable but a more suitable
synset was available, a score of 0.5 was allowed. One recurrent example of these
indecisive annotations occurred on multi-word expressions: being designed as a
high-coverage all-word disambiguation strategy, Babelfy can output disambiguation
decisions over overlapping mentions when confronted with fragments of text having
more than one acceptable disambiguation. For instance, the multi-word expression
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#Ann. Prec. Rec.* F1 IAAROA κ
EN
Babelfy 671 84.3 69.6 76.1 94.6 71.7
Full 714 80.0 70.2 74.8 94.2 70.1
Refined 745 83.1 76.1 79.5 95.3 71.9
ES
Babelfy 678 85.8 59.3 70.2 91.4 51.1
Full 737 82.6 62.1 70.9 92.4 66.2
Refined 725 86.6 64.0 73.6 95.1 63.3
FR
Babelfy 516 84.3 49.8 62.6 97.2 85.7
Full 568 81.3 52.8 64.0 96.7 86.4
Refined 579 87.1 57.7 69.4 95.1 65.8
IT
Babelfy 540 81.7 53.5 64.7 94.5 74.3
Full 609 73.9 54.5 62.8 92.4 78.0
Refined 618 77.5 58.1 66.4 94.7 83.0
Table 6.6. Quality of the annotations of SenseDefs for English, Spanish, French and
Italian. Recall (*) was computed assuming each content word in a sentence should be
associated with a distinct sense. Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) was computed in
terms of Relative Observed Agreement (ROA) and Cohen’s kappa (κ).
“Commission of the European Union” can be interpreted both as a single mention,
referring to the specific BabelNet entity European Commission1n (executive body of
the European Union), and as two mentions, one (“Commission”) referring to the
BabelNet entry Parliamentary committee1n (a subordinate deliberative assembly),
and the other (“European Union”) referring to the the BabelNet entry European
Union1n (the international organization of European countries). In all cases where
one part of a certain multi-word expression was tagged with an acceptable meaning,
but a more accurate annotation would have been the one associated with the whole
multi-word expression, we allowed annotators to assign a score of 0.5 to valid
annotations of nested mentions and a score of 1 only to the complete and correct
multi-word annotation. Another controversial example of indecision is connected
to semantic shifts due to Wikipedia redirections, which cause semantic annotations
that are lexically acceptable but wrong from the point of view of semantic roles. For
instance, the term painter inside Wikipedia redirects to the Wikipedia entry for
Painting (Graphic art consisting of an artistic composition made by applying paints
to a surface), while the term Basketball player redirects to the Wikipedia entry for
Basketball (Sport played by two teams of five players on a rectangular court). These
redirections are also exploited by Babelfy as acceptable disambiguation decisions (a
policy that is often used in Entity Linking, especially in Wikipedia-specific settings)
and, as such, they are also allowed a score of 0.5.
Once the annotations were completed, we calculated the Inter Annotator Agree-
ment (IAA) between the two annotators of each language by means of Relative
Observed Agreement (ROA), calculated as the proportion of equal answers, and
Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1968, κ). Finally, the two annotators in each language
adjudicated the answers which were judged with opposite values. Table 6.6 shows
the results of this manual evaluation. In the four languages, our refined version
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of the corpus achieved the best overall results, consistently with the results of the
previous intrinsic evaluation (Camacho-Collados et al., 2016a). SenseDefs achieved
over 80% precision in three of the four considered languages, both in its full and
refined versions. For Italian the precision dropped to 73.9% and 77.5%, respectively,
probably due to its lower coverage in BabelNet. Finally, it is worth noting that,
for all the examined languages, both the full and refined versions of SenseDefs
provided more annotations than using the Babelfy baseline on isolated definitions.
Automatic evaluation: WordNet glosses. To complement the manual intrin-
sic evaluation, we performed an additional large-scale automatic evaluation. We
compared the WordNet annotations given by SenseDefs14 with the manually-
crafted annotations of the disambiguated glosses from the Princeton Gloss Corpus15.
Similarly to the previous manual evaluation, we included a baseline based on Babelfy
disambiguating the definitions sentence-wise in isolation and using the pre-trained
models16 of the IMS (Zhong and Ng, 2010, It Makes Sense) supervised disambigua-
tion system. IMS uses a SVM classifier including features based on surrounding
words and local collocations. As in our previous experiment, we did not considered
the annotations for which the MCS back-off strategy was activated on any of the
comparison systems. Finally, as baseline we include the results of WordNet first sense
(i.e. MCS) for the annotations disambiguated by each system. The MCS baseline has
been shown to be hard to beat, especially for knowledge-based systems (Raganato
et al., 2017). However, this baseline, which is computed from a sense-annotated
corpus, is only available for the English WordNet. Therefore, it is not possible to use
this MCS baseline accurately for languages other than English, and resources other
than WordNet for which sense-annotated data is not available or is very scarce.
Table 6.7 shows the accuracy results (computed as the number of annotations
corresponding to the manual annotations divided by the total number of overlapping
annotations) of SenseDefs, Babelfy and IMS on the Princeton Gloss Corpus.
SenseDefs achieved an accuracy of 76.4%, both in its full and refined versions.
Nevertheless, the refined version attained a larger coverage, disambiguating a larger
amount of instances. This result is relatively high considering the nature of the
corpus, consisting of short and concise definitions for which the context is clearly
limited. In fact, even if not directly comparable, the best systems in standard WSD
SemEval competitions (where full documents are given as context to disambiguate)
tend to obtain considerably less accurate results (Edmonds and Cotton, 2001; Snyder
and Palmer, 2004; Pradhan et al., 2007; Navigli et al., 2013; Moro and Navigli,
2015). In fact, even though results are not directly comparable17, IMS achieved
an accuracy which is considerably lower than our system’s performance and also
lower compared to its performance on standard benchmarks (Raganato et al., 2017).
14As explained in Section 6.3.1, our disambiguation pipeline annotates with BabelNet synsets,
hence its coverage is larger than only WordNet. This implies that some annotations are not
comparable to those inside the WordNet glosses.
15http://wordnet.princeton.edu/glosstag.shtml
16Downloaded from http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~nlp/corpora.html#onemilwsd. We used
the models from the One Million Sense-Tagged Instances as training corpus.
17Recall that our system annotates with BabelNet synsets and hence the set of disambiguation
candidates is larger than IMS and the MCS baseline. This also makes the set of annotations differ
with respect to IMS.
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#WN Annotations Accuracy MCS-Acc.
SenseDefsFull 162 819 76.4 66.1
SenseDefsRefined 169 696 76.4 65.2
Babelfy 130 236 69.1 65.6
IMS 275 893 56.1 55.2
Table 6.7. Accuracy and number of compared WordNet annotations on the Princeton
Gloss Corpus. On the right the accuracy of MCS and IMS on the same sample.
This result highlights the added difficulty of disambiguating definitions, as they
do not provide enough context for an accurate disambiguation in isolation. Only
our disambiguation pipeline, which does not make use of any sense-annotated data,
proves reliable in this experiment, comfortably outperforming the MCS baseline on
the same annotations.
Extrinsic Evaluation
We also evaluated extrinsically the effectiveness of SenseDefs (both the full and
refined versions of the resource) by making use of its sense annotations within
two Natural Language Processing tasks: Open Information Extraction and Sense
Clustering.
Open Information Extraction. In this experiment we investigated the impact
of our disambiguation approach on the definitional corpus used as input for the
pipeline of DefIE (Delli Bovi et al., 2015b). The original OIE pipeline of the
system takes as input an unstructured corpus of textual definitions, which are then
preprocessed one-by-one to extract syntactic dependencies and disambiguate word
senses and entity mentions. After this preprocessing stage, the algorithm constructs
a syntactic-semantic graph representation for each definition, from which subject-
verb-object triples (relation instances) are eventually extracted. As highlighted in
the previous section, poor context of particularly short definitions may introduce
disambiguation errors in the preprocessing stage, which then tend to propagate
and reflect on the extraction of both relations and relation instances. To assess the
quality of our disambiguation strategy as compared to the standard approach, we
modified the implementation of DefIE to consider our disambiguated instances
instead of executing the original disambiguation step, and then we evaluated the
results obtained at the end of the pipeline in terms of quality of relation and relation
instances.
We first selected a random sample of 150 textual definitions from our disam-
biguated corpus. We generated a baseline for the experiment by discarding all
disambiguated instances from the sample, and treating the sample itself as an un-
structured text of textual definitions which we used as input for DefIE, letting the
original pipeline of the system carry out the disambiguation step. Then we carried
out the same procedure using, instead, the modified implementation for which our
disambiguated instances are taken into account. In both cases, we ran the extraction
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# Glosses # Triples # Relations
DefIE + glosses 150 340 184
DefIE 146 318 171
Table 6.8. Extractions of DefIE on the evaluation sample.
Relation Relation Instances
DefIE + glosses 0.872 0.780
DefIE 0.865 0.770
Table 6.9. Precision of DefIE on the evaluation sample.
algorithm of DefIE and evaluated the output in terms of both relations and relation
instances. Following Delli Bovi et al. (2015b), we employed two human judges and
performed the same evaluation procedure described therein over the set of distinct
relations extracted from the sample, as well as the set of extracted relation instances.
Results reported in Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show a slight but consistent improvement
resulting from our disambiguated glosses over both the number of extracted relations
and triples and over the number of glosses with at least one extraction (Table 6.8),
as well as over the estimated precision of such extractions (Table 6.9). Context-rich
disambiguation of glosses across resources and languages enabled the extraction of
6.5% additional instances from the sample (2.26 extractions on the average from
each definition) and, at the same time, increased the estimated precision of relation
and relation instances over the sample by ∼1%.
Sense Clustering. The second experiment, instead, evaluated the refined version
of SenseDefs on the sense clustering task. For this experiment we used the semantic
representations of NASARI (see Section 4). In particular, we reconstructed the
vectorial representations of NASARI by, 1) enriching the semantic network used in
the original implementation with the refined sense annotations of SenseDefs, and
2) running again the NASARI pipeline to generate the vectors. We then evaluated
these on the sense clustering task (see Section 7.1), improving over the original
NASARI vectors and achieving state-of-the-art results.
6.3.3 EuroSense: Europarl sense-annotated corpus
For building EuroSense we use the methodology described in Section 6.3.1 for
disambiguating the Europarl (Koehn, 2005) parallel corpus. Europarl, which is one
of the most popular multilingual corpora, was originally designed to provide aligned
parallel text for Machine Translation (MT) systems. Extracted from the proceedings
of the European Parliament, the latest release of the Europarl corpus comprises
parallel text for 21 European languages, with more than 743 million tokens overall.
Apart from its prominent role in MT as a training set, the Europarl corpus has been
used for cross-lingual WSD (Lefever and Hoste, 2010, 2013), including, more recently,
preposition sense disambiguation (Gonen and Goldberg, 2016), and widely exploited
to develop cross-lingual word embeddings (Hermann and Blunsom, 2014; Gouws
et al., 2015; Coulmance et al., 2015; Vyas and Carpuat, 2016; Vulić and Korhonen,
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2016; Artetxe et al., 2016) as well as multi-sense embeddings (Ettinger et al., 2016;
Šuster et al., 2016). Our aim is to augment Europarl with sense-level information for
multiple languages, thereby constructing a large-scale sense-annotated multilingual
corpus which has the potential to boost both WSD and MT research. Unlike
previous cross-lingual approaches, we do not rely on word alignments against a
pivot language, but instead leverage all languages at the same time in a joint
disambiguation procedure that is subsequently refined using distributional similarity.
As a result of our disambiguation pipeline we obtain and make available to the
community EuroSense, a multilingual sense-annotated corpus with almost 123
million sense annotations of more than 155 thousand distinct concepts and named
entities drawn from the multilingual sense inventory of BabelNet, and covering all
the 21 languages of the Europarl corpus. As such EuroSense constitutes, to our
knowledge, the largest corpus of its kind.
Table 6.10 reports general statistics on EuroSense regarding both its full and
refined versions18. Joint multilingual disambiguation with Babelfy generated more
than 215M sense annotations of 247k distinct concepts and entities, while similarity-
based refinement retained almost 123M high-confidence instances (56.96% of the
total), covering almost 156k distinct concepts and entities. 42.40% of these retained
annotations were corrected or validated using distributional similarity. As expected,
the distribution over parts of speech is skewed towards nominal senses (64.79% before
refinement and 81.79% after refinement) followed by verbs (19.26% and 12.22%),
adjectives (11.46% and 5.24%) and adverbs (4.48% and 0.73%). We note that the
average coherence score increases from 0.19 to 0.29 after refinement, suggesting that
distributional similarity tends to favor sense annotations that are also consistent
across different languages. Table 6.10 also includes language-specific statistics on the
4 languages of the intrinsic evaluation, where the average lexical ambiguity ranges
from 1.12 senses per lemma (German) to 2.26 (English) and, as expected, decreases
consistently after refinement.
Interestingly enough, if we consider all the 21 languages, the total number of
distinct lemmas covered is more than twice the total number of distinct senses: this
is a direct consequence of having a unified, language-independent sense inventory
(BabelNet), a feature that sets EuroSense apart from previous multilingual sense-
annotated corpora Otegi et al. (2016). Finally we note from the global figures on the
number of covered senses that 109 591 senses (44.2% of the total) are not covered
by the English sense annotations: this suggests that EuroSense relies heavily on
multilinguality in integrating concepts or named entities that are tied to specific
social or cultural aspects of a given language (and hence would be underrepresented
in an English-specific sense inventory).
We assessed the quality of EuroSense’s sense annotations both intrinsically,
by means of a manual evaluation on four samples of randomly extracted sentences
in different languages, as well as extrinsically, by augmenting the training set of a
state-of-the-art supervised WSD system Zhong and Ng (2010) and showing that it
leads to consistent performance improvements over two standard WSD benchmarks.
18These two versions correspond to the same versions of SenseDefs, corresponding to the two
steps of the disambiguation (see Section 6.3.1).
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Total EN FR DE ES
Full
# Annotations 215 877 109 26 455 574 22 214 996 16 888 108 21 486 532
Distinct lemmas covered 567 378 60 853 30 474 66 762 43 892
Distinct senses covered 247 706 138 115 65 301 75 008 74 214
Average coherence score 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.18
Refined
# Annotations 122 963 111 15 441 667 12 955 469 9 165 112 12 193 260
Distinct lemmas covered 453 063 42 947 23 603 50 681 31 980
Distinct senses covered 155 904 86 881 49 189 52 425 52 859
Average coherence score 0.29 0.28 0.25 0.28 0.27
Table 6.10. General statistics on EuroSense before (full) and after refinement (refined)
for all the 21 languages. Language-specific figures are also reported for the 4 languages
of the intrinsic evaluation.
English French German Spanish
Prec. Cov. Prec. Cov. Prec. Cov. Prec. Cov.
Babelfy 76.1 100 59.1 100 80.4 100 67.5 100
EuroSense (full) 80.3 100 67.9 100 84.6 100 76.7 100
EuroSense (refined) 81.5 75.0 71.8 63.5 89.3 53.8 82.5 62.9
Table 6.11. Precision (Prec.) and coverage (Cov.) of EuroSense, manually evaluated
on a random sample in 4 languages. Precision is averaged between the two judges, and
coverage is computed assuming each content word in the sense inventory to be a valid
disambiguation target.
Intrinsic Evaluation
In order to assess annotation quality directly, we carried out a manual evaluation
on 4 different languages (English, French, German and Spanish) with 2 human
judges per language. We sampled 50 random sentences across the subset of sentences
in EuroSense featuring a translation in all 4 languages, totaling 200 sentences
overall. For each sentence, we evaluated all sense annotations both before and after
the refinement stage, along with the sense annotations obtained by a baseline that
disambiguates each sentence in isolation with Babelfy. Overall, we manually verified a
total of 5818 sense annotations across the three configurations (1518 in English, 1564
in French, 1093 in German and 1643 in Spanish). In every language the two judges
agreed in more than 85% of the cases, with an inter-annotator agreement in terms
of Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) above 60% in all evaluations (67.7% on average).
Results, reported in Table 6.11, show that joint multilingual disambiguation improves
consistently over the baseline. The similarity-based refinement boosts precision even
further, at the expense of a reduced coverage (whereas both Babelfy and the baseline
attempt an answer for every disambiguation target). Over the 4 languages, sense
annotations appear to be most reliable for German, which is consistent with its
lower lexical ambiguity on the corpus (see Section 6.10).
Extrinsic Evaluation: Word Sense Disambiguation
We additionally carried out an extrinsic evaluation of EuroSense by using its








Table 6.12. F-Score on all-words WSD.
WSD system, It Makes Sense (Zhong and Ng, 2010, IMS). Following Taghipour
and Ng (2015a), we started with SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) as initial training
dataset, and then performed a subsampling of EuroSense up to 500 additional
training examples per word sense. We then trained IMS on this augmented training
set and tested on the two most recent standard benchmarks for all-words WSD: the
SemEval-2013 task 12 (Navigli et al., 2013) and the SemEval-2015 task 13 (Moro
and Navigli, 2015) test sets. As baselines we considered IMS trained on SemCor
only and OMSTI, the sense-annotated dataset constructed by Taghipour and Ng
(2015a) which also includes SemCor. Finally, we report the results of UKB, a
knowledge-based system (Agirre et al., 2014).19 As shown in Table 6.12, IMS trained
on our augmented training set consistently outperforms all baseline models, showing
the reliability of EuroSense as training corpus, even against sense annotations
obtained semi-automatically (Taghipour and Ng, 2015a).
6.4 Conclusion
In this section we presented a pipeline for exploiting comparable and parallel corpora
for a high-quality multilingual disambiguation. The method is based on two steps,
combining graph-based and distributional cues. Nasari (Section 4) is used on the
second step based on distributional similarity, reinforcing the use of these vector
representations of concepts and entities on a multilingual setting. By exploiting this
pipeline we constructed two sense-annotated corpora: SenseDefs and EuroSense.
SenseDefs (Section 6.3.2) is a large-scale multilingual corpus of disambiguated
textual definitions (or glosses). We obtained high-quality sense annotations by
exploiting our pipeline designed to exploit cross-resource and cross-language comple-
mentarities of multiple textual definitions associated with a given definiendum. By
leveraging the structure of a wide-coverage semantic network and sense inventory like
BabelNet, we obtained a corpus of textual definitions coming from multiple sources
and multiple languages, fully disambiguated with BabelNet synsets. SenseDefs,
to the best of our knowledge, is the largest available corpus of its kind. Moreover,
the choice of BabelNet as sense inventory not only provides wide-coverage sense
annotations of both a lexicographic and encyclopedic nature. Indeed, since BabelNet
is a merger of various different resources, including WordNet and Wikipedia, these
annotations are also expandable to any of these resources and can be easily converted
19We include its two implementations using the full WordNet graph and the disambiguated glosses
of WordNet as connections: default and word by word (w2w).
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via BabelNet’s inter-resource mappings. We evaluated SenseDefs extensively, with
both intrinsic (manual and automatic) and extrinsic experiments (on OIE and sense
clustering tasks).
Finaly, we presented EuroSense (Section 6.3.3), a large multilingual sense-
annotated corpus based on Europarl, and constructed automatically via our multi-
lingual disambiguation pipeline. Crucially, EuroSense relies on the wide-coverage
unified sense inventory of BabelNet, which enabled the disambiguation process to
exploit at best parallel text and enforces cross-language coherence among sense
annotations. We evaluated EuroSense both intrinsically and extrinsically, showing




In this chapter we explore the use of knowledge-based representations for improving
and enriching current knowledge bases. Creating and adding information into
knowledge bases is a labour-intensive task. Therefore, the inclusion of automatic
methods for this work becomes essential. For this task sense, concept and entity
representations can play a decisive role, as they act as a bridge between NLP and
knowledge resources. In particular, for this chapter we study the problems of sense
clustering (Section 7.1), domain labeling (Section 7.2), hypernym discovery (Section
7.3) and collocation discovery (Section 7.4).
7.1 Sense Clustering
Some lexical resources suffer from a high granularity (i.e. high degree of polisemy)
of their sense inventories. For example, in WordNet there exist a sense of street
including sidewalks and another one without sidewalks. This high granularity could
possibly affect the performance of applications relying on their sense inventories
(Palmer et al., 2007; Hovy et al., 2013). In fact, the use of a reduced and coarser
sense inventory has been shown to be beneficial in various applications (Flekova
and Gurevych, 2016; Pilehvar et al., 2017)1. Nevertheless, obtaining an optimal
granularity of sense inventories remains an open problem. This optimal granularity
may vary from application to application, thus tailoring the sense inventory to a
specific application is often required, e.g. Cocos et al. (2017a) for lexical substitution.
To deal with this problem we propose a simple method based on semantic similarity
which makes use of sense representations.
7.1.1 Background
A large amount of work has been dedicated to reduce the granularity of WordNet.
Earlier works approached this problem by exploiting WordNet-specific similarity
and relatedness techniques (Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2001; Agirre and Lopez, 2003;
McCarthy, 2006). Navigli (2006) leveraged textual definitions (or glosses) for
clustering senses of the Oxford Dictionary of English. In order to combine the best
of previous approaches, Snow et al. (2007) proposed a complex method which made
1See also Chapter 8.
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use of a wide variety of WordNet-based and corpus-based features integrated into a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.
Following this line of work, Dandala et al. (2013a) proposed another SVM
classifier using a similar set of features, combined with Wikipedia-specific features,
for clustering Wikipedia pages. Among the Wikipedia-based features, they explicitly
exploited the multilinguality of Wikipedia to propose multilingual features which
proved very effective for the task. As in the earlier attempts on this area, Pilehvar et al.
(2013) proposed a simple use of semantic similarity between semantic representations
of synsets for reducing the granularity of WordNet’s sense inventory. In particular,
we propose a similar method to make use of sense vector representations and semantic
similarity for clustering the Wikipedia sense inventory. Our method is flexible enough
as it can cluster senses on both an unsupervised fashion and also supervised which
may lead to a more precise granularity depending on the application, without making
explicit use of resource-specific tools or techniques.
7.1.2 Methodology
As mentioned in the previous section, we exploit sense vector representations and
semantic similarity for sense clustering. Given the nature of both SW2V and
Nasari, we could seamlessly perform sense clustering in BabelNet, WordNet or
Wikipedia. Following earlier works Pilehvar et al. (2013); Dandala et al. (2013a),
we view sense clustering as a binary classification task in which given a pair of
senses the task is to decide if they have to be merged or not. In the usual setting
of clustering, where senses which are semantically related are clustered together,
we rely on our similarity scale and simply cluster a pair of items (synsets, senses
or pages) together provided that their similarity exceeds the middle point in our
similarity scale, i.e., 0.5 in the scale of [0, 1], and with a minimum overlap between
vectors of five dimensions. In specific sense clustering settings, this middle-point
threshold may be changed to another value, or determined using a tuning dataset.
7.1.3 Experimental setting
For the evaluation we focus on Wikipedia. Given the granularity of the Wikipedia
sense inventory, clustering related senses may improve systems which take Wikipedia
as their knowledge source (Hovy et al., 2013). Wikipedia-based Word Sense Disam-
biguation (Mihalcea, 2007; Dandala et al., 2013b) is an example of an application
which may benefit from this sense inventory clustering.
Wikipedia can be considered as a sense inventory wherein the different meanings
of a word are denoted by the articles listed in its disambiguation page (Mihalcea
and Csomai, 2007). Starting from these Wikipedia disambiguation pages and with
the help of human annotation, Dandala et al. (2013a) created two Wikipedia sense
clustering datasets. In these datasets, clustering is viewed as a binary classification
task in which all possible pairings of senses of a word are annotated whether they
should be clustered or not2. The first dataset, which we will refer to as 500-pair
2McCarthy et al. (2016) showed how on some cases word senses are not easily clusterable. In our
work we do not study the partitionability of word senses and consider all word senses of a lemma to
be clusterable as defined in the gold standard.
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dataset, contains 500 pairs, 357 of which are set to belong to the same cluster or
clustered, and the remaining 143 to not clustered. The second dataset, referred to
as the SemEval dataset, is based on a set of highly ambiguous words taken from
SemEval evaluations Mihalcea (2007) and consists of 925 pairs, 162 of which are
positively labeled (clustered). Parameter_(computer_programming)-Parameter and
Fatigue(medical)-Fatigue(safety) are two sample pairs of Wikipedia pages that should
be merged.
As explained above, our systems are based on semantic similarity (see Section
4.3) for the sense clustering task. Two senses (in this case two Wikipedia pages)
are set to be clustered if their similarity is greater than a threshold γ, which is
set by default to the middle point of the similarity scale (i.e., 0.5). As mentioned
earlier, some applications may required a more precise clusterization of a given
sense inventory. This could be achieved using both SW2V (see Chapter 5) and
Nasariembed synset embeddings on a supervised setting. In order to explore the
complementarity of SW2V and Nasari, we additionally test both representations
together (Nasariembed+SW2V). To this end, given a Wikipedia page, we concatenate
the corresponding SW2V and Nasari vectors, resulting on a 600-dimensional
vector.3
In order to set the optimal value of γ, we follow Dandala et al. (2013a) and use
the first 500-pairs sense clustering dataset for tuning. We set the threshold γ to
0.35 for SW2V and Nasariembed+SW2V and 0.7 for Nasariembed, respectively,
which are the values leading to the highest F-Measure among all values from 0 to 1
with a 0.05 step size on the 500-pair dataset. Likewise, we set a 0.3 threshold for
the SensEmbed (Iacobacci et al., 2015) comparison system.4
7.1.4 Results
Our experiments are carried out on the 500-pair and SemEval datasets. We
set two naive baselines: one considering all the pairs as positive or clustered
(Baselinecluster), and another one doing the opposite, i.e., not clustering any of
the test pairs (Baselineno-cluster). In addition to SensEmbed, we also compare our
system to two systems proposed by Dandala et al. (2013a). Both systems exploit the
structure and content of the Wikipedia pages by using a multi-feature Support Vector
Machine classifier trained on an automatically-labeled dataset. This first system is
totally monolingual (it only makes use of English Wikipedia pages), while the second
system also exploits Wikipedia multilinguality5. We will refer to the first system
as SVM-monolingual and to the second system as SVM-multilingual. Finally,
we also report the results of Nasari lexical vectors enriched with SenseDefs (see
Section 6.3.2). NASARI uses Wikipedia ingoing links and the BabelNet taxonomy
in the process of obtaining contextual information for a given concept (see Section
4.2). We simply enriched the BabelNet taxonomy with the refined version of the
3If a Wikipedia page is not covered by one of the systems, we simply include the null vector
instead.
4SensEmbed consists of BabelNet sense embeddings downloaded from http://lcl.uniroma1.
it/sensembed/. See Section 5.4 for more details on SensEmbed.
5For this second system we report their results for the system configuration which exploits
Wikipedia pages in four different languages (English, German, Spanish, and Italian).
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Measure System type 500-pair SemEval
Acc. F1 Acc. F1
Nasari unsupervised 83.8 70.5 87.4 63.1
Nasarilexical unsupervised 81.6 65.4 85.7 57.4
Nasariunified unsupervised 82.6 69.5 87.2 63.1
Nasariembed unsupervised 81.2 65.9 86.3 45.5
Nasari+SenseDefs unsupervised 86.0 74.8 88.1 64.7
Baselineno-cluster - 71.4 0.0 82.5 0.0
Baselinecluster - 28.6 44.5 17.5 29.8
Nasariembed supervised - - 87.0 62.5
SW2V supervised - - 87.8 63.9
SensEmbed supervised - - 82.7 40.3
Nasariembed+SW2V supervised - - 88.0 65.2
SVM-monolingual supervised 77.4 - 83.5 -
SVM-multilingual supervised 84.4 - 85.5 -
Table 7.1. Accuracy (Acc.) and F-Measure (F1) percentages of different systems on the
two manually-annotated English Wikipedia sense clustering datasets.
disambiguated glosses in English. These disambiguated glosses contain synsets
that are highly semantically connected with the definiendum, which makes them
particularly suitable for enriching a semantic network. The rest of the pipeline
for obtaining lexical semantic representations (i.e. lexical specificity applied to the
contextual information) remained unchanged.6
Table 7.1 shows the results obtained for the Wikipedia sense clustering task in the
500-pair and SemEval datasets. The results are shown in terms of accuracy (number
of correctly labeled pairs divided by total number of instance pairs) and F-Measure
(harmonic mean of precision and recall). As we can see from the Table, Nasari in its
unsupervised setting achieves a very high accuracy, outperforming both systems of
Dandala et al. (2013a) on the SemEval dataset and SVM-monolingual on the 500-pair
dataset. Only the supervised system of Dandala et al. (2013a) using information
of Wikipedia pages in different languages outperforms our main combined Nasari
system in terms of accuracy (no F-Measure results were reported) by a narrow margin.
Nasari, in any of the three variants, comfortably outperforms the naive baselines
in terms of both accuracy and F-Measure. When comparing our three systems,
the combination of both lexical and unified vectors outperforms both single-handed
components. However, both lexical- and unified- based systems (and embedding-
based) also prove to be highly competitive single-handed, outperforming all baselines
on the SemEval dataset, including the multilingual approach of Dandala et al. (2013a).
Interestingly, the enrichment produced by SenseDefs proved highly beneficial,
6As an additional advantage, by integrating the high-precision disambiguated glosses into the
NASARI pipeline we obtained a new set of vector representations for BabelNet synsets, increasing
its initial coverage (4.4M synsets covered by the original NASARI, compared to 4.6M synsets
covered by NASARI enriched with our disambiguated glosses).
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significantly improving on the original results obtained by NASARI. Moreover,
NASARI+SenseDefs obtained the best performance overall, outperforming the
SVM-based systems of Dandala et al. (2013a) in terms of accuracy in both datasets,
and all the supervised systems on the SemEval dataset.
As for the supervised sense embeddings comparison, SW2V outperforms all
comparison systems according to both measures, including Nasariembed by a small
margin and the sense representations of SensEmbed using the same setup, corpus and
underlying lexical resource. This confirms the capability of both SW2V and Nasari
to accurately capture the semantics of word senses on this sense-specific task. More
interestingly, the concatenation of both SW2V and Nasariembed proves highly effec-
tive, achieving the best results overall, even outperforming NASARI+SenseDefs
in terms of F-Measure. This result highlights the complementarity of both SW2V
and Nasari, as the signals used for their learning process capture complementarity
information. While Nasari extracts and process knowledge direcly from the lexical
resources, SW2V extracts knowledge directly from text corpora.
7.2 Domain Labeling
Since the early days of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning,
generalizing a given algorithm or technique has been extremely challenging. One
of the main factors that has led to this issue in NLP has been the wide variety of
domains for which data are available (Jiang and Zhai, 2007). Algorithms trained
on the business domain are not to be expected to work well in biology, for example.
Moreover, even if we manage to obtain a balanced training set across domains, our
algorithm may not be as effective on some specific domain as if it had been trained
on that same target domain. This issue has become even more challenging and
significant with the rise of supervised learning techniques. These techniques are fed
with large amounts of data and ought to be able generalize to various target domains.
Several studies have proposed regularization frameworks for domain adaptation
in NLP (Daumé III and Marcu, 2006; Daumé III, 2007; Lu et al., 2016). In this
work we tackle this problem but approach it from a different angle. Our main
goal is to integrate domain information into lexical resources, which, in turn, could
enable a semantic clusterization of training data by domain, a procedure known as
multi-source domain adaptation (Crammer et al., 2008). In fact, adapting algorithms
to a particular domain has already proved essential in standard NLP tasks such
as Word Sense Disambiguation (Magnini et al., 2002; Agirre et al., 2009b; Faralli
and Navigli, 2012), Text Categorization (Navigli et al., 2011), Sentiment Analysis
(Glorot et al., 2011; Hamilton et al., 2016), or Hypernym Discovery (Espinosa-Anke
et al., 2016a), inter alia.
7.2.1 Background
Enriching lexical resources with domain knowledge has been studied in previous
works. For example, the domain annotation of WordNet has already been carried
out in previous studies (Magnini and Cavaglià, 2000; Bentivogli et al., 2004; Tufiş
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Animals Language and linguistics
Art, architecture and archaeology Law and crime
Biology Literature and theatre
Business, economics, and finance Mathematics
Chemistry and mineralogy Media
Computing Meteorology
Culture and society Music
Education Numismatics and currencies
Engineering and technology Philosophy and psychology
Food and drink Physics and astronomy
Games and video games Politics and government
Geography and places Religion, mysticism and mythology
Geology and geophysics Royalty and nobility
Health and medicine Sport and recreation
Heraldry, honors, and vexillology Transport and travel
History Warfare and defense
Table 7.2. The set of thirty-two domains.
et al., 2008). Domain information is also available in IATE7, a European Union
inter-institutional terminology database. The domain labels of IATE are based on
the Eurovoc thesaurus8 and were introduced manually. The fact that each of these
approaches involves manual curation/intervention limits their extension to other
resources, and therefore to downstream applications.
We, instead, have developed an automatic hybrid distributional and graph-based
method for encoding domain information into lexical resources. In this work we aim
at annotating BabelNet, a large unified lexical resource which integrates WordNet
and other resources9 such as Wikipedia and Wiktionary, augmenting the initial
coverage of WordNet by two orders of magnitude.
7.2.2 Methodology
Our goal is to enrich lexical resources with domain information. To this end, we rely
on BabelNet 3.0, which merges both encyclopedic (e.g. Wikipedia) and lexicographic
resources (e.g. WordNet). The main unit in BabelNet, similarly to WordNet, is
the synset, which is a set of synonymous words corresponding to the same meaning
(e.g., {midday, noon, noontide}). In contrast to WordNet, a BabelNet synset may
contain lexicalizations coming from different resources and languages. Therefore,
the annotation of a BabelNet synset could directly be expanded to all its associated
resources.
As domains of knowledge, we opted for domains from the Wikipedia featured
7http://iate.europa.eu/
8http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/?q=navigation&cl=en
9See Section 2.3 for an overview of BabelNet and its integrated resources.
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articles page10. This page contains a set of thirty-two domains of knowledge.11
Table 7.2 shows the set of thirty-two domains. For each domain, there is a set of
Wikipedia pages associated (127 on average). For instance, the Wikipedia pages
Kolkata and Oklahoma belong to the Geography domain12. Our methodology for
annotating BabelNet synsets with domains is divided into two steps: (1) we apply
a distributional approach to obtain an extensive distribution of domain labels in
BabelNet (Section 7.2.2), and (2) we complement this first step with a set of heuristics
to improve the coverage and correctness of the domain annotations (Section 7.2.2).
Distributional similarity
We exploit Nasarilexical vectors for this prior step. In order to obtain a full
distribution for each BabelNet synset, i.e. a list of ranked domains associated, each
domain is first associated with a given vector. Then, the Wikipedia pages from the
featured articles page are leveraged as follows. First, all Wikipedia pages associated
with a given domain are concatenated into a single text. Second, a lexical vector
is constructed for each text by applying lexical specificity over the bag-of-word
representation of the text, as explained in Section 4.1.2. Finally, given a BabelNet
synset s, the similarity between its respective NASARI lexical vector and the lexical
vector of each domain is calculated using the Weighted Overlap comparison measure
(see Section 4.1.5).13
This enables us to obtain, for each BabelNet synset, scores for each domain label
denoting their importance. For notational brevity, we will refer to the domain whose
similarity score is highest across all domains as its top domain. For instance, the top
domain of the BabelNet synset corresponding to rifle is Warfare, while its second
domain is Engineering. In order to increase precision, initially we only tag those
BabelNet synsets whose maximum score is higher than 0.35.14
Heuristics
We additionally propose three heterogeneous heuristics to improve the quality and
coverage of domain annotations. These heuristics are applied in cascade (in the same
order as they appear on the text) over the labels provided on the previous step.
1. Taxonomy. This first heuristic is based on the BabelNet hypernymy struc-
ture, which is an integration of various taxonomies: WikiData, WordNet and
MultiWiBi (Flati et al., 2016). The main intuition is that, in general, synsets
connected by a hypernymy relation tend to share the same domain (Magnini
and Cavaglià, 2000).15 This taxonomy-based heuristic is intended to both
10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_articles
11Biography domains are not considered.
12For simplicity we refer to each domain with its first word (e.g., Geography to refer to Geography
and Places).
13Weighted Overlap has been proved to suit interpretable vectors better than cosine (Pilehvar
and Navigli, 2015; Camacho-Collados et al., 2015b).
14This value was set through observation to increase precision but without drastically decreasing
recall.
15In WordNet this property is satisfied most of the times. However, in Wikipedia, especially
given its large amount of entities, this is not always the case. For instance, Microsoft is a company
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increase coverage and refine the quality of synsets annotated by the distribu-
tional approach. First, if all the hypernyms (at least two) of a given synset
share the same top domain, this synset is annotated (or re-annotated) with
that domain. Second, if the top domain of an annotated synset is different
from at least two of its hypernyms, this domain tag is removed.
2. Labels. Some Wikipedia page titles include general information about the
page between parentheses. This text between parentheses is known as a
label. For example, the Wikipedia page Orange (telecommunications) has
telecommunications as its label. In BabelNet these labels are kept in the main
senses of many synsets, information which is valuable for deciding their domain.
For those synsets sharing the same label, we create a distribution of domains,
i.e. each label is associated with its corresponding synsets and their domains.
Then, we tag (or retag) all the synsets containing the given label provided
that the most frequent domain for that label gets a number of instances higher
than 80% of the total of instances containing the same label.16 As an example,
before applying this heuristic the label album contained 14192 synsets which
were pre-tagged with a given domain. From those 14192 synsets, 14166 were
pre-tagged with the Music domain (99.8%). Therefore, the remaining 26
synsets and all the rest containing the album label were tagged or re-tagged
with the Music domain.
3. Propagation. In this last step we propagate the domain annotations over
the BabelNet semantic network. First, given an unannotated input synset, we
gather a set with all its neighbours in the BabelNet semantic network. Then
we retrieve the domain with the highest number of synsets associated among
all annotated synsets in the set. Similarly to the previous heuristic, if the
number of synsets of such domain amounts to 80% of the whole set, we tag
the input synset with that domain. Otherwise, we repeat the process with the
second-level neighbours and, if still not found, with its third-level neighbours.
7.2.3 BabelDomains: Statistics
We applied the methodology described in Section 7.2.2 on BabelNet 3.0. This led to a
total of 2.68M synsets tagged with a domain. Note that this number greatly improves
on the number given in previous studies for WordNet. In our approach, in addition
to WordNet, we provide annotations for other lexical resources such as Wikipedia or
Wiktionary. Table 7.3 shows some statistics of the synsets tagged in each step of the
whole domain annotation process. The largest number of annotated synsets were
obtained in the first distributional step (1.31M) and the final propagation (1.11M),
while the taxonomy and labels heuristics contributed to not only increasing the
coverage, but also to refining potentially dubious annotations.
(tagged with the Business domain) but it would arguably better have Computing as its top domain.
16This threshold is set in order to improve the precision of the system, as there are labels which
might be ambiguous within a domain (e.g., country names).
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New Re-ann. Removed
Distributional 1.31M - -
Taxonomy 164K 32K 7K
Labels 94K 4K -
Propagation 1.11M - -
Total 2.68M - -
Table 7.3. Number of tagged synsets (new, re-annotated and removed) in each of the
domain annotation steps.
7.2.4 Intrinsic evaluation
In this section we evaluate the quality of BabelDomains intrinsically on two different
lexical resources: BabelNet and WordNet. In Section 7.3 we further use and evaluate
these domain annotations on the hypernym discovery task.
Evaluation datasets
In order to evaluate the performance of our domain labeling approach we constructed
two gold standard domain labeled datasets:
• WordNet domain-labeled dataset For the construction of this dataset,
we took the WordNet 3.0 synsets which were manually tagged with domains.
The domain set of WordNet differs from our set of domains (see Table 7.2
for our final domain set). Therefore, we performed a manual mapping from
the WordNet domains to our domain set in order to make them comparable.
Domains in WordNet were mapped to one of our domains provided that the
surface form of the WordNet domain matched the surface form of one of our
domain labels. For instance, a WordNet synset whose domain was either
Business, Economics or Finance was to be mapped to the domain Business,
economics, and finance. There are WordNet synsets tagged with more than
one domain in WordNet, but we considered only those with a single domain in
WordNet for the gold standard construction. As a result, we obtained a gold
standard dataset of 1540 WordNet synsets tagged with our domain set17.
• BabelNet domain-labeled dataset In order to have a more realistic distri-
bution of BabelNet synsets comprising not only synsets which belong to the
WordNet sense inventory, we created a second gold-standard dataset based
on BabelNet. For this, we randomly sampled 200 BabelNet synsets with at
least one English lexicalization from the set of all 6.5M possible BabelNet
synsets. Of these, 65% were integrated in Wikipedia and only 1.5% belonged
to WordNet (the remaining synsets were mostly integrated in WikiData only).
Two annotators manually labeled these 200 synsets. They were instructed to
mark each synset with a single domain only. Any disagreements were adjudi-
cated in a final phase by the two annotators. The inter-annotator agreement
17There is no overlap between these 1540 WordNet synsets and the Wikipedia seeds taken by our
system.
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was computed to be 86%, which may be viewed as an upper-bound for the
performance of automatic systems.
Comparison systems
As comparison systems we included a baseline based on Wikipedia (Wikipedia-idf).
This baseline first constructs a tf-idf -weighted bag-of-word vector representation
of Wikipedia pages and, similarly to our distributional approach, calculates its
similarity with the concatenation of all Wikipedia pages associated with a domain
in the Wikipedia featured articles page.18 We additionally compared with WN-
Domains-3.2 (Magnini and Cavaglià, 2000; Bentivogli et al., 2004), which is the latest
released version of WordNet Domains19. However, this approach involves manual
curation, both in the selection of seeds and correction of errors. In order to enable
a fair comparison, we report the results of a system based on its main automatic
component. This baseline takes annotated synsets as input and propagates them
through the WordNet taxonomy (WN-TaxoProp). Likewise, we report the results of
the same baseline by propagating through the BabelNet taxonomy (BN-TaxoProp).
These two systems were evaluated by 10-fold cross validation on the corresponding
datasets. Finally, we include the results of the distributional approach performed in
the first step of our methodology (Section 7.2.2).
Results
Table 7.4 shows the results of our system and four comparison systems. The
initial distributional step based on Nasari provides the grounds for a high-quality
domain annotations, with precision figures around 80% in both datasets. Overall,
BabelDomains achieves the best F-Measure results by increasing the coverage, with
precision figures above 80% on both WordNet and BabelNet datasets. These results
improve the results achieved by applying the first step of distributional similarity
only, highlighting that the inclusion of the heuristics was beneficial. These precision
figures are especially relevant considering the large set of domains (32) used in
our methodology. By analyzing the errors, we realized that our system tends to
provide domains close to the gold standard. For instance, the synset referring
to entitlement20 was tagged with the Business domain instead of the gold Law.
Other domains which produced imperfect choices due to their close proximity were
Mathematics-Computing and Animals-Biology. As regards the generally low recall
on the BabelNet dataset, we found that it was mainly due to the nature of the
dataset, including many isolated synsets which are hardly used in practice.
7.2.5 Conclusion
In this section we presented BabelDomains, a resource that provides unified domain
information in lexical resources. Our method exploits at best the knowledge available
in these resources by combining distributional and graph-based approaches. We
evaluated the accuracy of our approach on two resources, BabelNet and WordNet.
18For the annotation of WordNet we used the direct Wikipedia-WordNet mapping from BabelNet.
19http://wndomains.fbk.eu/
20Defined as right granted by law or contract (especially a right to benefits).
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WordNet BabelNet
Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure
BabelDomains 81.7 68.7 74.6 85.1 32.0 46.5
Distributional 84.0 59.8 69.9 78.1 16.0 26.6
Wikipedia-idf 45.9 29.7 36.1 8.8 6.5 7.5
WN-TaxoProp 71.3 70.7 71.0 - - -
BN-TaxoProp 73.5 73.5 73.5 48.3 37.2 42.0
WN-Domains-3.2 93.6 64.4 76.3 - - -
Table 7.4. Precision, Recall and F-Measure percentages of different systems on the gold
standard WordNet and BabelNet domain-labeled datasets.
The results showed that our unified resource provides reliable annotations, improving
over various competitive baselines. In the future we plan to extend our set of domains
with more fine-grained information, providing a hierarchical structure following the
line of Bentivogli et al. (2004).
As an extrinsic evaluation we used BabelDomains to cluster training data by
domain prior to applying a supervised hypernym discovery system. This pre-
clustering proved crucial for finding accurate hypernyms in a distributional vector
space. We are planning to further use our resource for multi-source domain adaptation
on other NLP supervised tasks. Additionally, since BabelNet and most of its
underlying resources are multilingual, we plan to use our resource in languages other
than English.
7.3 Hypernym Discovery
Lexical taxonomies (taxonomies henceforth) are graph-like hierarchical structures
where terms are nodes, and are typically organized over a predefined merging or
splitting criterion (Hwang et al., 2012). By embedding cues about how we perceive
concepts, and how these concepts generalize in a domain of knowledge, these resources
bear a capacity for generalization that lies at the core of human cognition (Yu et al.,
2015) and have become key in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks where
inference and reasoning have proved to be essential. In fact, taxonomies have enabled
a remarkable number of novel NLP techniques, e.g. the contribution of WordNet to
lexical semantics (Pilehvar et al., 2013; Yu and Dredze, 2014) as well as various tasks,
from word sense disambiguation (Agirre et al., 2014) to information retrieval (Varelas
et al., 2005), question answering (Harabagiu et al., 2003) and textual entailment
(Glickman et al., 2005). To date, the application of taxonomies in NLP has consisted
mainly of, on one hand, formally representing a domain of knowledge (e.g. Food),
and, on the other hand, constituting the semantic backbone of large-scale knowledge
repositories such as ontologies or Knowledge Bases (KBs).
In domain knowledge formalization, prominent work has made use of the web
(Kozareva and Hovy, 2010), lexico-syntactic patterns (Navigli and Velardi, 2010),
syntactic evidence (Luu Anh et al., 2014), graph-based algorithms (Fountain and
Lapata, 2012; Velardi et al., 2013; Bansal et al., 2014) or popularity of web sources
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(Luu Anh et al., 2015). As for enabling large-scale knowledge repositories, this
task often tackles the additional problem of disambiguating word senses and entity
mentions. Notable approaches of this kind include Yago (Suchanek et al., 2007b),
WikiTaxonomy (Ponzetto and Strube, 2008), and the Wikipedia Bitaxonomy (Flati
et al., 2014). In addition, while not being taxonomy learning systems per se, semi-
supervised systems for Information Extraction such as Nell (Carlson et al., 2010)
rely crucially on taxonomized concepts and their relations within their learning
process.
Taxonomy learning is roughly based on a two-step process, namely is-a (hyper-
nymic) relation detection, and graph induction. The hypernym detection phase has
gathered much interest not only for taxonomy learning but also for lexical semantics.
It has been addressed by means of pattern-based methods21 (Hearst, 1992; Snow
et al., 2005; Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Carlson et al., 2010; Boella and Di Caro, 2013;
Espinosa-Anke et al., 2016c), clustering (Yang and Callan, 2009) and graph-based
approaches (Fountain and Lapata, 2012; Velardi et al., 2013). Moreover, work
stemming from distributional semantics introduced notions of linguistic regularities
found in vector representations such as word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a).
In this area, supervised approaches, arguably the most popular nowadays, learn a
feature vector between term-hypernym vector pairs and train classifiers to predict
hypernymic relations. These pairs may be represented either as a concatenation
of both vectors (Baroni et al., 2012), difference (Roller et al., 2014), dot-product
(Mikolov et al., 2013c), or including additional linguistic information for LSTM-based
learning (Shwartz et al., 2016).
In this work we propose TaxoEmbed22, a hypernym detection algorithm based
on sense embeddings, which can be easily applied to the construction of lexical
taxonomies. It is designed to discover hypernymic relations by exploiting linear
transformations in embedding spaces (Mikolov et al., 2013b) and, unlike previous
approaches, leverages this intuition to learn a specific semantically-aware trans-
formation matrix for each domain of knowledge. Our best configuration (ranking
first in two thirds of the experiments conducted) considers two training sources:
(1) Manually curated pairs from Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014); and
(2) Hypernymy relations from a KB which integrates several Open Information
Extraction (OIE) systems (Delli Bovi et al., 2015a). Since our method uses a very
large semantic network as reference sense inventory, we are able to perform jointly
hypernym extraction and disambiguation, from which expanding existing ontologies
becomes a trivial task. Compared to word-level taxonomy learning, TaxoEmbed
results in more refined and unambiguous hypernymic relations at the sense level,
with a direct application in tasks such as semantic search. Evaluation (both manual
and automatic) shows that we can effectively replicate the Wikidata is-a branch,
and capture previously unseen relations in other reference taxonomies (Yago or
WiBi).
21The terminology is not entirely unified in this respect. In addition to pattern-based (Fountain
and Lapata, 2012; Bansal et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015), other terms like path-based (Shwartz et al.,
2016) or rule-based (Navigli and Velardi, 2010) are also used.
22Data and source code available from the following link: http://wwwusers.di.uniroma1.it/
~dellibovi/taxoembed/.
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7.3.1 Background
Pattern-based methods for hypernym identification exploit the joint co-ocurrence of
term and hypernym in text corpora. Building up on Hearst’s patterns (Hearst, 1992),
these approaches have focused on, for instance, exploiting templates for harvesting
candidate instances which are ranked via mutual information (Etzioni et al., 2005),
training a classifier with WordNet hypernymic relations combined with syntactic
dependencies (Snow et al., 2006), or applying a doubly-anchored method (Kozareva
and Hovy, 2010), which queries the web with two semantically related terms for
collecting domain-specific corpora. Syntactic information is also used for supervised
definition and hypernym extraction (Navigli and Velardi, 2010; Boella and Di Caro,
2013), or together with Wikipedia-specific heuristics (Flati et al., 2016). One of the
main drawbacks of these methods is that they require both term and hypernym
to co-occur in text within a certain window, which strongly hinders their recall.
Higher recall can be achieved thanks to distributional methods, as they do not have
co-occurrence requirements. In addition, they can be tailored to cover any number of
predefined semantic relations such as co-hyponymy or meronymy (Baroni and Lenci,
2011), but also cause-effect or entity-origin (Hendrickx et al., 2009). However, they
are often more imprecise and seem to perform best in discovering broader semantic
relations (Shwartz et al., 2016).
One way to surmount the issue of generality was proposed by Fu et al. (2014),
who explored the possibility to learn a hypernymic transformation matrix over a
word embeddings space. As shown empirically in Fu et al.’s original work, the
hypernymic relation that holds for the pair (dragonfly, insect) differs from the one
of e.g. (carpenter, man). Prior to training, their system addresses this discrepancy
via k-means clustering using a held-out development set for tuning.
The previously described methods for hypernym and taxonomy learning operate
inherently at the surface level. This is partly due to the way evaluation is conducted,
which is often limited to very specific domains with no integrative potential (e.g.
taxonomies in food, science or equipment from Bordea et al. (2015)), or restricted
to lists of word pairs. Hence, a drawback of surface-level taxonomy learning, apart
from ambiguity issues, is that they require additional and error-prone steps to
identify semantic clusters (Fu et al., 2014).
Alternatively, recent advances in OIE based on disambiguation and deeper
semantic analysis (Nakashole et al., 2012; Grycner and Weikum, 2014; Delli Bovi
et al., 2015b) have shown their potential to construct taxonomized disambiguated
resources both at node and at relation level. However, in addition to their inherently
broader scope, OIE approaches are designed to achieve high coverage, and hence
they tend to produce noisier data compared to taxonomy learning systems.
In our sense-based approach, instead, not only do we leverage an unambiguous
vector representation for hypernym discovery, but we also take advantage of a domain-
wise clustering strategy to directly obtain specific term-hypernym training pairs,
thereby substantially refining this step. Additionally, we exploit the complementary
knowledge of OIE systems by incorporating high-confidence relation triples drawn
from OIE-derived resources, yielding the best average configuration as evaluated on
ten different domains of knowledge.
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7.3.2 Preliminaries
TaxoEmbed leverages the vast amounts of training data available from structured
and unstructured knowledge resources, along with the mapping among these re-
sources and a state-of-the-art vector representation of word senses.
BabelNet (see Section 2.3) constitutes our sense inventory, as it is currently the
largest single multilingual repository of named entities and concepts, integrating
various resources such as WordNet, Wikipedia or Wikidata. As in WordNet, BabelNet
is structured in synsets. Each synset is composed of a set of words (lexicalizations
or senses) representing the same meaning. For instance, the synset referring to
the members of a business organization is represented by the set of senses firm,
house, business firm. BabelNet contains around 14M synsets in total. We exploit
BabelNet23 as (1) A repository for the manually-curated hypernymic relations
included in Wikidata; (2) A semantic pivot of the integration of several OIE systems
into one single resource, namely Kb-Unify; and (3) A sense inventory for the
SensEmbed vector representations. In the following we provide further details about
each of these resources.
Training Data
Wikidata. Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014) is a document-oriented
semantic database operated by the Wikimedia Foundation with the goal of providing
a common source of data that can be used by other Wikimedia projects. Our initial
training set W consists of the hypernym branch of Wikidata, specifically the version
included in BabelNet. Each term-hypernym ∈ W is in fact a pair of BabelNet synsets,
e.g. the synset for Apple (with the company sense), and the concept company.
KB-Unify. KB-Unify24 (Delli Bovi et al., 2015a, KB-U) is a knowledge-based
approach, based on BabelNet, for integrating the output of different OIE systems into
a single unified and disambiguated knowledge repository. The unification algorithm
takes as input a set K of OIE-derived resources, each of which is modeled as a set
of 〈entity, relation, entity〉 triples, and comprises two subsequent stages: in the first
disambiguation stage, each KB in K is linked to the sense inventory of BabelNet
by disambiguating its relation argument pairs; in the following alignment stage,
equivalent relations across different KB in K are merged together. As a result, KB-U
generates a KB of triples where arguments are linked to the corresponding BabelNet
synsets, and relations are replaced by relation synsets of semantically similar OIE-
derived relation patterns. The original experimental setup of KB-Unify included
Nell (Carlson et al., 2010) as one of its input resources: since Nell features its own
manually-built taxonomic structure and relation type inventory (hence its own is-a
relation type), we identified the relation synset containing Nell’s is-a25 and then
drew from the unified KB all the corresponding triples, which we denote as K. These
triples constitute, similarly as in the previous case, a set of term-hypernym pairs au-
23We use BabelNet 3.0 release version in our experiments.
24http://lcl.uniroma1.it/kb-unify
25represented by the relation generalizations.
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tomatically extracted from OIE-derived resources, with a disambiguation confidence
of above 0.9 according to the disambiguation strategy described in the original paper.
Initially, |W| = 5,301,867 and |K| = 1,358,949.
Sense vectors
SensEmbed (Iacobacci et al., 2015) constitutes the sense embeddings space that
we use for training our hypernym detection algorithm. Vectors in the SensEmbed
space, denoted as S, are latent continuous representations of word senses based
on the Word2Vec architecture (Mikolov et al., 2013a), which was applied on a
disambiguated Wikipedia corpus. Each vector ~v ∈ S represents a BabelNet sense,
i.e. a synset along with one of its lexicalizations (e.g. album_chart_bn:00002488n).
While other knowledge-based sense embeddings could have been used, we decided to
use SensEmbed as to keep the linguistic regularities from Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013d). This differs from unsupervised approaches (Huang et al., 2012; Tian et al.,
2014; Neelakantan et al., 2014) that learn sense representations from text corpora
only and are not mapped to any lexical resource, limiting their application in our
task.
7.3.3 Methodology
Our approach can be summarized as follows. First, we take advantage of a clustering
algorithm for allocating each BabelNet synset of the training set into a domain
cluster C (Section 7.3.3). Then, we expand the training set by exploiting the different
lexicalizations available for each BabelNet synset (Section 7.3.3). Finally, we learn
a cluster-wise linear projection (a hypernym transformation matrix) over all pairs
(term-hypernym) of the expanded training set (Section 7.3.3).
Domain Clustering
Fu et al. (2014) induced semantic clusters via k-means, where k was tuned on a
development set. Instead, we aim at learning a function sensitive to a predefined
knowledge domain, under the assumption that vectors clustered with this criterion
are likely to exhibit similar semantic properties (e.g. similarity). First, we allocate
each synset into its most representative domain, which is achieved by exploiting the
set of domains available in BabelDomains (see Table 7.4). In particular, we exploit
the domain annotations based on the distributional similarity approach making use
of the Nasari vectors (see Section 7.2). As shown in Table 7.3, by following this
methodology almost 1.5 million synsets are labelled with a domain.
Training Data Expansion
Prior to training our model, we benefit from the fact that a given BabelNet synset
may be associated with a fixed number of lexicalizations or senses, i.e. different ways
of referring to the same concept, to expand our set of training pairs. For instance,
the synset b associated with the concept music_album is represented by the set of
lexicalizations Lb = {album, music_album . . . album_project}. We take advantage
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of this synset representation to expand each term-hypernym synset pair. For each
term-hypernym pair, both concepts are expanded to their given lexicalizations and
thus, each synset pair term-hypernym in the training data is expanded to a set of
|Lt|.|Lh| sense training pairs.
This expansion step results in much larger sets W∗ and K∗, where |W∗| =
18,291,330 and |K∗| = 15,362,268. Specifically, they are 3 and 11 times bigger than
the original training sets described in Section 7.3.2. These numbers are higher than
those reported in recent approaches for hypernym detection, which exploited Chinese
semantic thesauri along with manual validation of hypernym pairs (Fu et al., 2014)
(obtaining a total of 1,391 instances), or pairs from knowledge resources such as
Wikidata, Yago, WordNet and DBpedia (Shwartz et al., 2016), where the maximum
reported split for training data (70%) amounted to 49,475 pairs.
Learning a Hypernym Detection Matrix
The gist of our approach lies on the property of current semantic vector space
models to capture relations between vectors, in our case hypernymy. This can be
found even in disjoint spaces, where this property has been exploited for machine
translation (Mikolov et al., 2013b) or language normalization (Tan et al., 2015). For
our purposes, however, instead of learning a global linear transformation function in
two spaces over a broad relation like hypernymy, we learn a function sensitive to
a given domain of knowledge. Thus, our training data becomes restricted to those




∈ Cd × Cd, where Cd is the cluster of
BabelNet synsets labelled with the domain d.
For each domain-wise expanded training set T d, we construct a hyponym matrix
Xd = [~xd1 . . . ~xdn] and a hypernym matrix Yd = [~ydi . . . ~ydn], which are composed of the






∈ Cd × Cd, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Under the intuition that there exists a matrix Ψ so that ~yd = Ψ~xd, we learn a





‖ΨC~xdi − ~ydi ‖2 (7.1)
Then, for any unseen term xd, we obtain a ranked list of the most likely hypernyms





At this point, we have associated with each sense vector a ranked list of candidate
hypernym vectors. However, in the (frequent) cases in which one synset has more
than one lexicalization, we need to condense the results into one single list of
candidates, which we achieve with a simple ranking function λ(·), which we compute
as λ(~v) = cos(~v,Ψ
C~xd)
rank(~v) , where rank(~v) is the rank of ~v according to its cosine similarity
with ΨC~xd.
The above operations allow us to cast the hypernym detection task as a ranking
problem. This is also particularly interesting to enable a flexible evaluation framework
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where we can combine highly demanding metrics for the quality of the candidate
given at a certain rank, as well as other measures which consider the rank of the
first valid retrieved candidate.
7.3.4 Automatic evaluation
In this section we assess the ability of TaxoEmbed to return valid hypernyms for a
given unseen term using Wikidata as training and test data.
Experimental setting
For each domain, we retain 5k, 10k, 15k, 20k and 25k Wikidata term-hypernym
training pairs for different experiments, and evaluate on 250 test pairs for each of
the 10 domains. Moreover, we aim at improving TaxoEmbed by including 1k and
25k extra OIE-derived training pairs per domain (generating two more systems,
namely 25k+Kd1k and 25k+Kd25k). These OIE-derived instances are those contained
in KB-U (see Section 7.3.2). Moreover, in order to quantify the empirically grounded
intuition of the need to train a cluster-wise transformation matrix Fu et al. (2014),
we also introduce an additional configuration at 25k (25k+Kr50k), where we include
50k additional pairs randomly from KB-U, and two more settings with only random
pairs coming from Wikidata (100krwd) and KB-U (100k+rkbu).
We also include a distributional supervised baseline26 based on word analogies
(Mikolov et al., 2013a), computed as follows. First, we calculate the difference vector
of each training sense vector pair (~xd,~yd) of a given domain d. Then, we average
all the difference vectors of all training pairs to obtain a global vector ~Vd for the
domain d. Finally, given a test term t we calculate the closest vector of the sum of
the corresponding term vector and ~Vd:
hˆ = argmax~h∈Scos(~Vd + ~t, h) (7.3)
This baseline has shown to capture different semantic relations and to improve
as training data increases (Mikolov et al., 2013a).
Evaluation metrics. We computed, for each domain and for the above configura-
tions, the following metrics: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Mean Average Precision
(MAP), and R-Precision (R-P). These measures provide insights on different aspects
of the outcome of the task, e.g. how often valid hypernyms were retrieved in the
first positions of the rank (MRR), and if there were more than one valid hypernym,
whether this set was correctly retrieved, (MAP and R-P)27.
Results and discussion
We summarize the main outcome of our experiments in Table 7.5. Results suggest
that the performance of TaxoEmbed increases as training data expands. This
is consistent with the findings shown in Mikolov et al. (2013b), who showed a
substantial improvement in accuracy in the machine translation task by gradually
26Using the 25k domain-filtered expanded Wikidata pairs as training set.
27See Bian et al. (2008) for an in-depth analysis of these metrics.
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art biology education geography health
Train MRR MAP R-P MRR MAP R-P MRR MAP R-P MRR MAP R-P MRR MAP R-P
5k 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.63 0.63 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07
15k 0.21 0.20 0.18 0.84 0.72 0.79 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.08 0.07 0.07
25k 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.33 0.32 0.30 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.09 0.09 0.08
25k+Kd1k 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.84 0.80 0.79 0.32 0.29 0.27 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.09 0.09 0.08
25k+Kd25k 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.70 0.63 0.56 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10
25k+Kr50k 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.82 0.77 0.72 0.36 0.33 0.30 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.10
100krwd 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.84 0.81 0.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.06 0.06
100krkbu 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.12 0.11
Baseline 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.13 0.14
media music physics transport warfare
Train MRR MAP R-P MRR MAP R-P MRR MAP R-P MRR MAP R-P MRR MAP R-P
5k 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
15k 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.36 0.35 0.34 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.01 0.01 0.01
25k 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.41 0.40 0.38 0.46 0.43 0.39 0.05 0.05 0.04
25k+Kd1k 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.39 0.38 0.37 0.47 0.44 0.40 0.04 0.04 0.01
25k+Kd25k 0.52 0.51 0.49 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.37 0.36 0.34 0.48 0.45 0.41 0.04 0.03 0.03
25k+Kr50k 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.29 0.28 0.25 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.52 0.49 0.46 0.05 0.04 0.04
100krwd 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01
100krkbu 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
Baseline 0.57 0.43 0.52 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.29 0.25 0.21 0.04 0.04 0.04
Table 7.5. Overview of the performance of TaxoEmbed using different training data
samples.
increasing the training set. Additionally, the improvement of TaxoEmbed over
the baseline is consistent across most evaluation domain clusters and metrics, with
domain-filtered data from KB-U contributing to the learning process in about two
thirds of the evaluated configurations. These are very encouraging results considering
the noisy nature of OIE systems, and that the resource we obtained from KB-U
is the result of error-prone steps such as Word Sense Disambiguation and Entity
Linking, as well as relation clustering. More importantly, Additionally, the domain
clustering based on Nasari vectors28 proves essential. In fact, training directly
without pre-clusterization leads to very poor results, despite being trained on a
larger sample: it only provides competitive results in Biology only, arguably due to
the distribution of Wikidata where biology items are over-represented.
As far as the individual domains are concerned, the biology domain seems to
be easier to model than the rest, likely due to the fact that fauna and flora are areas
where hierarchical division of species is a field of study in itself, which traces back
to Aristotelian times (Mayr, 1982), and therefore has been constantly refined over
the years. Also, it is notable how well the 100krwd configuration performs on this
domain. This is the only domain in which training with no semantic awareness gives
good results. We argue that this is highly likely due to the fact that a vast amount
28In Camacho-Collados and Navigli (2017) we performed additional experiments showing that
the results can be further improved by integrating the heuristics presented in Section 7.2.2
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of synsets are allocated into the biology cluster (60% of them, and up to 80% in
hypernym position). This produces the so-called lexical memorization phenomenon
(Levy et al., 2015b), as the system memorizes prototypical biology-related hypernyms
like taxon as valid hypernyms for many concepts. This contrasts with the lower
presence of other domains, e.g. 5% in media, 4% in music, or 2% in transport.
Another remarkable case involves the education and media domains, which
experience the highest improvement when training with KB-U (5 and 6 MRR points,
respectively). One of the main sources for is-a relations in KB-U is Nell, which
contains a vast amount of relation triples between North American academic entities
(professors, sports teams, alumni, donators; as well as media celebrities). Many of
these entities are missing in Wikidata, and relations among them encoded in Nell
are likely to be correct because in most cases these are unambiguous entities which
occur in the same communicative contexts. For example, leveraging KB-U we were
able to include the pair (university_of_north_wales, four_year_college), which is
absent in Wikidata. In fact, many high quality is-a pairs like this can be found in
KB-U for these two domains.
We also computed P@k (number of valid hypernyms on the first k returned
candidates), where k ranges from 1 to 5. Numbers are on the line of the results
shown in Table 7.5 and therefore are not provided in detail. The main trend we
found is showcased in Figure 7.1, which shows an illustrative example from the
transport domain. As we can see, all values of k exhibit a similar performance
curve, with a gradual increase of performance as the training set becomes larger.
Figure 7.1. P@k scores for the transport domain.
False positives. We complement this experiment with a manual evaluation of
theoretical false positives. Our intuition is that due to the nature of the task, some
domains may be more flexible in allowing two terms to encode an is-a relation, while
others may be more restrictive. We asked human judges to manually validate a
sample of 200 wrong pairs from our best run in each domain, and estimated precision
over them. As expected, hard science domains like physics obtain very low results
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(about 1% precision). In contrast, other domains like education (12% precision), or
transport (16% precision), probably due to their multidisciplinary nature, allow
more valid hypernyms for a given term than what is currently encoded in Wikidata.
7.3.5 Manual evaluation: Extra-coverage
In this experiment we evaluate the performance of TaxoEmbed on instances not
included in Wikidata. We describe the experimental setting in Section 7.3.5 and
present the results in Section 7.3.5.
Experimental setting
For this experiment we use two configurations of TaxoEmbed: the first one includes
25k domain-wise expanded training pairs (TaxE25k), whereas the second one adds
1k pairs from KB-U (TaxE25k+Kd). We randomly extract 200 test BabelNet synsets
(20 per domain) whose hypernyms are missing in Wikidata. We compare against a
number of taxonomy learning and Information Extraction systems, namely Yago
(Suchanek et al., 2007a), WiBi (Flati et al., 2014) and DefIE (Delli Bovi et al.,
2015b). Yago and WiBi are used as upper bounds due to the nature of their
hypernymic relations. They include a great number of manually-encoded taxonomies
(e.g. exploiting WordNet and Wikipedia categories). Yago derives its taxonomic
relations from an automatic mapping between WordNet and Wikipedia categories.
WiBi, on the other hand, exploits, among a number of different Wikipedia-specific
heuristics, categories and the syntactic structure of the introductory sentence of
Wikipedia pages. Finally, DefIE is an automaic OIE system relying on the syntactic
structure of pre-disambiguated definitions (see Section 6.3.2 for more details).29
Three annotators manually evaluated the validity of the hypernyms extracted by
each system (one per test instance).
Results and discussion
Table 7.6 shows the results of TaxoEmbed and all comparison systems. As expected,
Yago and WiBi achieve the best overall results. However, TaxoEmbed, based solely
on distributional information, performed competitively in detecting new hypernyms
when compared to DefIE, improving its recall in most domains, and even surpassing
Yago in technical areas like biology or health. However, our model does not
perform particularly well on media and physics. In most domains our model is
able to discover novel hypernym relations that are not captured by any other system
(e.g. therapy for radiation treatment planning in the health domain or decoration
for molding in the art domain)30.
In fact, the overlap between our approach and the remaining systems is actually
quite small (on average less than 25% with all of them on the Extra-Coverage exper-
iment). This is mainly due to the fact that TaxoEmbed only exploits distributional
information and does not make use of predefined syntactic heuristics, suggesting
that the information it provides and the rule-based comparison systems may be
29For this experiment, we included DefIE’s is-a relations only.
30For simplicity, we use the word surface form to refer to BabelNet synsets.
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art biology education geography health
P R F P R F P R F P R F P R F
TaxE25k 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.45 0.45 0.45
TaxE25k+Kd 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.45 0.45 0.45
DefIE 0.63 0.35 0.45 0.36 0.20 0.25 0.57 0.20 0.29 0.66 0.40 0.50 0.25 0.15 0.18
Yago 0.88 0.75 0.81 0.62 0.25 0.36 0.94 0.80 0.86 0.79 0.75 0.77 0.28 0.10 0.15
Wibi 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.58 0.50 0.54 0.94 0.80 0.86 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.66 0.50 0.57
media music physics transport warfare
P R F P R F P R F P R F P R F
TaxE25k 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.25 0.25 0.25
TaxE25k+Kd 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.45 0.45 0.45
DefIE 0.81 0.45 0.58 0.71 0.50 0.58 0.42 0.15 0.22 0.54 0.30 0.38 0.60 0.30 0.40
Yago 0.76 0.65 0.70 0.84 0.55 0.67 0.80 0.40 0.53 0.93 0.70 0.80 0.81 0.65 0.72
Wibi 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.85 0.87 0.68 0.55 0.61 0.87 0.70 0.77 0.66 0.50 0.57
Table 7.6. Precision, recall and F-Measure between TaxoEmbed, two taxonomy learning
systems (Yago and WiBi), and a pattern-based approach that performs hypernym
extraction (DefIE).
complementary. We foresee a potential avenue focused on combining a supervised
distributional approach such as TaxoEmbed with syntactically-motivated systems
such as Wibi or Yago. This combination of a distributional system and manual
patterns was already introduced by Shwartz et al. (2016) on the hypernym detection
task with highly encouraging results.
7.3.6 Conclusion
We have presented TaxoEmbed, a supervised taxonomy learning framework exploit-
ing the property that was observed in Fu et al. (2014), namely that there exists, for a
given domain-specific terminology, a shared linear projection among term-hypernym
pairs. We showed how this can be used to learn a hypernym transformation matrix
for discovering novel is-a relations, which are the backbone of lexical taxonomies.
First, we allocate almost 2M BabelNet synsets into a predefined domain of knowledge.
Then, we collect training data both from a manually constructed knowledge base
(Wikidata), and from OIE systems. We substantially expand our initial training set
by expanding both terms and hypernyms to all their available senses, and in a last
step, to their corresponding disambiguated vector representations.
Evaluation shows that the general trend is that our hypernym matrix improves
as we increase training data. Our best domain-wise configuration combines 25k
training pairs from Wikidata and additional pairs from an OIE-derived KB, achieving
promising results. The domains in which the addition of the OIE-based information
contributed the most are education, transport and media. For instance, in the case
of education, this may be due to the over representation of the North American
educational system in IE systems like Nell. We accompany this quantitative
evaluation with manual assessment of precision of false positives, and an analysis of
the potential coverage comparing it with knowledge taxonomies like Yago or WiBi,
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and with DefIE, a quasi-OIE system.
For future work we are planning to apply this strategy to learn large-scale
semantic relations beyond hypernymy. This may constitute a first step towards a
global and fully automatic ontology learning system. In the context of semantic web,
we would like to include semantic parsers and distant supervision to our algorithm
in order to capture n-ary relations between pairs of concepts to further create and
improve existing KBs. As mentioned in Section 7.3.5, we are also planning to
combine our distributional approach with rule-based heuristics, following the line of
work introduced by Shwartz et al. (2016). Finally, we see potential in the domain
clustering approach for improving graph-based taxonomy learning systems, as it
can serve as a weighting measure as to how pertinent a given set of concepts in a
taxonomy are for a specific domain.
7.4 Collocation Discovery
The embedding of cues about how we perceive concepts and how these concepts
relate and generalize across different domains gives knowledge resources the capacity
of generalization, which lies at the core of human cognition (Yu et al., 2015) and is
also central to many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications (Jurgens and
Pilehvar, 2015). It is general practice to identify and formalize conceptual relations
using a reference knowledge repository. As such a repository, WordNet stands out
as the de facto relational lexical database, containing over 200k English senses
with 155k word forms (see Section 2.1). While the value of WordNet for NLP is
indisputable, it is generally recognized that enriching it with additional information
makes it an even more valuable resource. Thus, there is a line of research aimed at
extending it with novel terminology (Jurgens and Pilehvar, 2016), cross-predicate
relations (Lopez de la Calle et al., 2016), and so forth. Nonetheless, one type of
information has been largely neglected so far: collocations, i.e., idiosyncratic binary
lexical co-occurrences. As a standalone research topic, however, collocations have
been the focus of a substantial amount of work, e.g. for automatically retrieving
them from corpora (Choueka, 1988; Church and Hanks, 1989; Smadja, 1993; Kilgariff,
2006; Evert, 2007; Pecina, 2008; Bouma, 2010; Gao, 2013), and for their semantic
classification according to different typologies (Wanner et al., 2006; Gelbukh and
Kolesnikova., 2012; Moreno et al., 2013; Wanner et al., 2016). However, to the best
of our knowledge, no previous work attempted the automatic enrichment of WordNet
with collocational information. The only related attempt consisted in designing a
schema for the manual inclusion of lexical functions from Explanatory Combinatorial
Lexicology (Mel’čuk, 1996, ECL) into the Spanish EuroWordNet (Wanner et al.,
2004).
Given the importance of collocations for a series of NLP applications (e.g. machine
translation, text generation or paraphrasing), we propose to fill this gap by putting
forward a new methodology which exploits intrinsic properties of state-of-the-art
semantic vector space models and leverages the transformation matrix introduced by
Mikolov et al. (2013b) in a word-level machine translation task. As a result, we release
an extension of WordNet with detailed collocational information, named ColWordNet
(CWN). This extension is carried out by means of the inclusion of novel edges, where
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each edge encodes a collocates-with relation, as well as the semantics of the collocation
itself. For example, given the pair of synsets desire.n.01 and ardent.a.01, a novel
relation col:intense−−−−−−−→
x
is introduced, where ‘intense’ is the semantic category denoting
intensification, and x is the confidence score assigned by our algorithm.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: In Section 7.4.1, we provide
some general background on collocations. Section 7.4.2 describes the methodology
followed to construct CWN. Then, we evaluate CWN both intrinsically and extrin-
sically. Our intrinsic evaluation consists of a manual scoring of the correctness of
the newly introduced relations (Section 7.4.3) while the extrinsic evaluation assesses
the quality of CWN as an input resource for introducing collocational information
into a word embeddings model (Section 7.4.4). Finally, Section 7.4.5 summarizes
the main contributions of our work on collocation discovery and outlines potential
avenues for future work.
7.4.1 Background
In what follows, we first present relevant background on the semantic categories of
collocations used in our work. Collocations are restricted lexical co-occurrences of
two syntactically related lexical items, the base and the collocate. In a collocation,
the base is freely chosen by the speaker, while the choice of the collocate depends
on the base; see, e.g., (Cowie, 1994; Mel’čuk, 1996; Kilgariff, 2006) for a theoretical
discussion. For instance, in the collocations take [a] step, solve [a] problem, pay
attention, deep sorrow, and strong tea, step, problem, attention, sorrow and tea are
the bases and take, solve, pay, deep and strong their respective collocates.
Besides a syntactic dependency, between the base and the collocate a semantic
relation holds. Some of these semantic relations, such as ‘intense’, ‘weak’, ‘perform’,
‘cause’, etc. can be found across a large number of collocations. For instance, an
‘intense’ applause is a thundering applause, an ‘intense’ emotion is deep, ‘intense’
rain is heavy, and so on. In our experiments, we focused on the subset of the most
prominent eight semantic collocation relations (or categories), which are listed in
the first column of Table 7.7. These semantic categories are a generalization of
the lexical functions (LFs) from ECL already used in Wanner et al. (2004). We
have decided to use somewhat more generic categories instead of LFs because, on
the one hand, some of the LFs differ only in terms of their syntactic structure (i.e.
they capture the same semantic relation), and, on the other hand, LFs pose a great
challenge for annotation due to their syntactic granularity.
7.4.2 Methodology
In this section, we provide a detailed description of the algorithm behind the
construction of CWN. The system takes as input the WordNet lexical database and
a set of collocation lists pertaining to predefined semantic categories, and outputs
CWN. First, we collect training data and perform automatic disambiguation. Then,
we use this disambiguated data for training a linear transformation matrix from the
base vector space to the collocate vector space. Finally, we exploit the WordNet
taxonomy to select input base collocates to which we apply the transformation
matrix in order to obtain a sorted list of candidate collocates.
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Sem. Category Example # instances
‘intense’ absolute certainty 586
‘weak’ remote chance 70
‘perform’ give chase 393
‘begin to perform’ take up a chase 79
‘increase’ improve concentration 73
‘decrease’ limit [a] choice 73
‘create’, ‘cause’ pose [a] challenge 195
‘put an end’ break [the] calm 79
Table 7.7. Semantic categories and size of training set
Collecting and Disambiguating Training Data
As is common in previous work on semantic collocation classification (Moreno et al.,
2013; Wanner et al., 2016), our training set consists of a list of manually annotated
collocations. For this purpose, we randomly selected nouns from the Macmillan
Dictionary and manually classified their corresponding collocates with respect to
their semantic categories.31 Note that there may be more than one collocate for each
base. Since collocations with different collocate meanings are not evenly distributed
in language (e.g., we may tend to use more often collocations conveying the idea
of ‘intense’ and ‘perform’ than ‘begin to perform’), the number of instances per
category in our training data also varies significantly (see Table 7.7).
Our training dataset consists at this stage of pairs of plain words, with the
inherent ambiguity this gives raise to. We surmount this challenge by applying a
disambiguation strategy based on the notion that, from all the available senses for
a collocation’s base and collocate, their correct senses are those which are most
similar. This is a strategy that has been proved effective in previous concept-level
disambiguation tasks (Delli Bovi et al., 2015a). In this work we used SensEmbed
(Iacobacci et al., 2015) as the base vector space (see Section 7.3.2 for a more detailed
description of SensEmbed) and followed Delli Bovi et al. (2015a) to automatically
disambiguate our training data using SensEmbed.
Formally, let us denote the SensEmbed vector space as S, and our original
text-based training data as T. For each training collocation 〈b, c〉 ∈ T we consider
all the available lexicalizations (i.e., senses) for both the base b and the collocate c
in S, namely Lb = {l1b ...lnb }, and Lc = {l1c ...lmc }, and their corresponding set of sense
embeddings Vb = {~v 1b , ..., ~v nb } and Vc = {~v 1c , ..., ~vmc }. Our aim is to select, among
all possible pairs of senses, the pair 〈l′b, l′c〉 that maximizes the cosine similarity
between the corresponding embeddings v′b and v′c, which is computed as follows:
〈~v ′b, ~v ′c〉 = argmax~vb∈Vb, ~vc∈Vc
~vb · ~vc
‖~vb‖ ‖~vc‖ (7.4)
Our disambiguation strategy yields a set of disambiguated pairs D. This is the
input for the next module of the pipeline, the learning of a transformation matrix
aimed at retrieving WordNet synset collocates for any given WordNet synset base.
31We do not consider phrasal verb collocates, e.g. stand up, give up or calm down.
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Training a Sense-Level Transformation Matrix for each Semantic Cate-
gory
Among the many properties of word embeddings that have been explored so far in the
literature (e.g., modeling analogies or projecting similar words nearby in the vector
space (Mikolov et al., 2013a,d)), the most pertinent to this work is the linear relation
that holds between semantically similar words in two analogous spaces (Mikolov
et al., 2013b). Mikolov et al.’s original work learned a linear projection between two
monolingual embeddings models to train a word-level machine translation system
between English and Spanish. Other examples include the exploitation of this
property for language normalization, i.e. finding regular English counterparts of
Twitter language (Tan et al., 2015), or hypernym discovery (see Section 7.3).
In our specific case, we learn a linear transformation from ~v ′b to ~v ′c, aiming at
reflecting an inherent condition of collocations. Since collocations are a linguistic
phenomenon that is more frequent in the narrative discourse than in formal essays,
they are less likely to appear in an encyclopedic corpus (recall that SensEmbed
vectors are trained on a dump of the English Wikipedia). This motivates the use of S
as our base space, and the SW2V word and synset vector space model (see Chapter
5) trained on the UMBC corpus (Han et al., 2013) as the collocate model. UMBC,
which is a a corpus from paragraphs extracted from the web, contains a more diverse
language, including for example blog posts and news items. Furthermore, we exploit
the fact that SW2V represents both words and synsets in the same vector space
for increasing the training data. Let us denote X the SW2V collocate vector space
model.
Then, we construct our linear transformation model as follows: For each disam-
biguated collocation 〈l′b, l′c〉 ∈ D, we first retrieve the corresponding base vectors
~v ′b. Next, we exploit the fact that X contains both BabelNet synsets and words,
and derive for each l′c two items, namely the vectors associated to its lexicaliza-
tion (word-based) and its BabelNet synset. For example, for the training pair
〈ardent_bn:00097467a, desire_bn:00026551n〉 ∈ D, we learn two linear map-
pings, namely ardent_bn:00097467a 7→ desire and ardent_bn:00097467a 7→
bn:00026551n. We opt for this strategy, which doubles the size of the training data
in most lexical functions (depending on coverage), due to the lack of resources of
manually-encoded classification of collocations. By following this strategy we obtain
an extended training set D∗ = {~bi,~ci}ni=1 (~bi ∈ X , ~ci ∈ S, n ≥ |D|). Then, we
construct a base matrix B =
[
~b1 . . .~bn
]
and a collocate matrix C = [~c1 . . .~cn] with
the resulting set of training vector pairs. We use these matrices to learn a linear
transformation matrix Ψ ∈ RdS×dX , where dS and and dX are, respectively, the num-
ber of dimensions of the base vector space (i.e., SensEmbed and the collocate vector
space SW2V.32 Following the notation in Tan et al. (2015), this transformation can
be depicted as:
BΨ ≈ C
As in Mikolov et al.’s original approach, the training matrix is learned by solving
the following optimization problem:
32In our setting the numbers of dimensions are dS = 400 and dX = 300.






Having trained Ψ, the next step of the pipeline is to apply it over a subset of
WordNet’s base concepts and their hyponyms. For each synset in this branch, we
apply a scoring and ranking procedure which assigns a collocates-with score. If
such score is higher than a predefined threshold, tuned over a development set, this
relation is included in CWN.
Retrieving and Sorting WordNet Collocate Synsets
During the task of enriching WordNet with collocational information, we first gather
a set of base WordNet synsets by traversing WordNet hypernym hierarchy starting
from those base concepts that are most fit for the input semantic category33. Then,
the transformation matrix learned in Section 7.4.2 is used to find candidate WordNet
synset collocates (mostly verbs or adjectives) for each base WordNet synset.
As explained in Section 7.4.2, WordNet synsets are mapped to BabelNet synsets,
which in turn map to as many vectors in SensEmbed as their associated lexicalizations.
Formally, given a base synset b, we apply the transformation matrix to all the
SensEmbed vectors Vb = {~v 1b , ..., ~v nb } associated with its lexicalizations. For each
~v ib ∈ Vb, we first get the vector ~ψ ib = ~v ibΨ obtained as a result of applying the
transformation matrix and then we gather the subset W ib = {~w i,1b . . . ~w i,10b } (~w i,jb ∈
X ) of the top ten closest vectors by cosine similarity to ~ψ ib in the SW2V vector
space X . Each ~wi,jb is ranked according to a scoring function λ(·), which is computed





j . This scoring function takes into account both
the cosine similarity as well as the relative position35 of the candidate collocate
with respect to other neighbors in the vector space. Apart from sorting the list of
candidate collocates, this scoring function is also used to measure the confidence of
the retrieved collocate synsets in CWN.
7.4.3 Intrinsic evaluation: Precision of collocate relations
Sampling and evaluation are carried out as follows. First, for each semantic category,
we retrieve 50 random bases included in the aforementioned base concepts (see
Section 7.4.2) and all their hyponym branch. This results in an evaluation set Test
of 800 collocations, as for each base we retrieve the 5 highest scoring candiates.
These collocations are evaluated in terms of correctness, i.e., if the associated synset
is an appropriate collocate for the input base. Note that not all bases in the test set
may be suitable for the given semantic category, and that is why we also perform
an evaluation on the test data restricted to only those bases manually selected for
being suitable for having at least one collocate. We denote the restricted test data
33These are: For ‘intense’ and ‘weak’, attitude.n.01, feeling.n.01 and ability.n.02. For the
rest of them, we select cognition.n.01, act.n.02 and action.n.01.
34If wi,jb appears in a different W
j
b set (j 6= i), its scores are averaged.
35Position is arguably an important factor as there may be dense areas where cosine similarity
alone may not reflect entirely the fitness of a candidate.
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‘intense’ ‘perform’ ‘put an end’ ‘increase’
Baseline CWN Baseline CWN Baseline CWN Baseline CWN
Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test*
P@1 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.46 0.15 0.16 0.20 0.36 0.05 0.08 0.15 0.50 0.05 0.14 0.15 0.42
P@5 0.03 0.30 0.43 0.57 0.06 0.06 0.13 0.23 0.02 0.03 0.12 0.40 0.04 0.11 0.18 0.51
MRR 0.05 0.41 0.48 0.65 0.18 0.19 0.32 0.59 0.07 0.12 0.20 0.68 0.07 0.21 0.22 0.65
MAP 0.05 0.45 0.48 0.64 0.15 0.18 0.32 0.59 0.07 0.12 0.19 0.64 0.07 0.20 0.22 0.64
‘decrease’ ‘create/cause’ ‘weak’ ‘begin to perform’
Baseline CWN Baseline CWN Baseline CWN Baseline CWN
Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test* Test Test*
P@1 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.46 0.05 0.16 0.10 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P@5 0.02 0.03 0.19 0.29 0.04 0.13 0.04 0.20 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.20
MRR 0.02 0.04 0.39 0.61 0.07 0.25 0.10 0.50 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.22 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.41
MAP 0.02 0.03 0.38 0.58 0.06 0.20 0.10 0.50 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.22 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.41
Table 7.8. Manual evaluation of the performance of ColWordNet.
as Test∗. For example, the base synset putt.n.01 defined as hitting a golf ball that
is on the green using a putter does not admit any ‘decrease’ collocate, and therefore
its collocations are not considered in Test∗.
Since our algorithm returns a list of candidate collocate synsets for an input
base synset, the task naturally becomes that of a ranking problem, and therefore
ranking metrics such as Precision@K (P@K), Mean Average Precision (MAP) and
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) are appropriate for evaluating this experiment. These
measures provide insights on different aspects of the outcome of the task, e.g. how
often valid collocates were retrieved in the first positions of the rank (MRR), and if
there were more than one valid collocate, whether this set was correctly retrieved,
(MAP and R-P)36. In Table 7.8 we provide a detailed summary of the performance
of our system (CWN), as compared with a competitor unsupervised baseline which
exploits word analogies (as in ~man − ~king + ~woman = ~queen). This baseline,
which we deploy on the SW2V space, takes as input a prototypical collocation of
a given semantic category (e.g. thunderous applause for ‘intense’) and an input
base, and collects the top 10 Nearest Neighbours (NNs) to the vector resulting
of the aforementioned analogy operation. This approach was recently used in a
similar setting (Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2016). Due to the difficulty of the task,
and the restriction it imposes for collocates to be disambiguated synsets rather
than any text-based word, the unsupervised approach fails short when compared
to our supervised method, which is capable to find more and better disambiguated
collocates.
Note that for half of the semantic categories under evaluation, our approach
correlated well with human judgement, with the highest ranking candidates being
more often correct than those ranked lower. This is the case of ‘put an end’, ‘decrease’,
‘create/cause’ and ‘weak’. In fact, it is in ’put an end’, where our system achieves the
36See Bian et al. (2008) for an in-depth analysis of these metrics.
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highest MRR score, which we claim to be the most relevant measure, as it rewards
cases where the first ranked returned collocation is correct without measuring in the
retrieved collocates at other positions. Moreover, let us highlight the importance of
two main factors. First, the need for a well-defined semantic relation between bases
and collocates. It has been shown in other tasks that exploit linear transformations
between embeddings models that even for one single relation there may be clusters
that require certain specificity in the domain or semantic of the data (see Fu et al.
(2014) for a discussion of this phenomenon in the task of taxonomy learning). Second,
the importance of having a reasonable amount of training pairs so that the model can
learn the idiosyncrasies of the semantic relation that is being encoded (e.g., Mikolov
et al. (2013b) report a major increase in performance as training data increases in
several orders of magnitude). This is reinforced in our experiments, where we obtain
the highest MAP score for ‘intense’, the semantic category for which we have the
largest training data available.
7.4.4 Extrinsic evaluation: Retrofitting vector space models to Col-
WordNet
We complement our manual evaluation with an extrinsic experiment, where we assess
the extent to which our newly generated lexical resource can be used to introduce
collocational sensitivity to a generic word embeddings model37. To this end, we
extract collocation clusters by extracting all the synsets associated lemmas (e.g. for
heavy.a.01 rain.n.01, we would extract the cluster [heavy, rain, rainfall]). These are
used as input for the Retrofitting word vectors algorithm (Faruqui et al., 2015)38.
This algorithm takes as input a vector space and a semantic lexicon which may
encode any semantic relation, and puts closer in the vector space words that are
related in the lexicon.
Previous approaches have encoded semantic relations by introducing some kind
of bias into a vector space model (Yu et al., 2015; Pham et al., 2015; Nguyen et al.,
2016; Mrkšic et al., 2017). For instance, Yu et al. (2015) encode (term, hypernym)
relations by grouping together terms and their hypernyms, rather than semantically
related items. In this way, their biased model puts closer to jaguar terms like
animal or vehicle, while an unbiased model would put nearby terms such as lion,
bmw or jungle. We aim at introducing a similar bias, but in terms of collocational
information. This is achieved, for each lexical function and each synset in CWN-st,
by obtaining its top 3 collocate candidates and incorporate information on their
collocationality into the model.
Collocational sensitivity
In this experiment, we assess the extent to which a retrofitted model with collocational
bias is able to discriminate between a correct collocation and a random combination of
the same base with an unrelated collocate. To this end, we manually constructed two
datasets, one for noun+adjective (‘intense’ and ‘weak’ semantic categories) and one
37We use the Google News pre-trained Word2Vec vectors, available at code.google.com/archive/
p/Word2Vec/, as input for retrofitting.
38We used the code available at https://github.com/mfaruqui/retrofitting
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‘intense’ ‘weak’ ‘perform’ ‘create/cause’
correct dist. diff. correct dist. diff. correct dist. diff. correct dist. diff.
original 0.22 0.04 +0.18 0.17 0.05 +0.12 0.15 0.05 +0.10 0.17 0.06 +0.11
retrofitted 0.27 0.06 +0.21 0.19 0.06 +0.13 0.25 0.11 +0.14 0.28 0.12 +0.16
Table 7.9. Comparison of collocational sensitivity between original and retrofitted embed-
dings models over four semantic categories.
for noun+verb combinations, which we evaluate on the two most productive semantic
categories, namely ‘perform’ and ‘create/cause’. The datasets consist of 50 bases and
one of their correct collocates according to the Macmillan Collocations Dictionary,
accompanied by four distractor (dist. in Table 7.9) collocates. For instance, given the
correct ‘perform’ collocation make a pledge, we expect our ‘perform’-wise retrofitted
model to increase the score in ~make+ ~pledge substantially more than a combination
~pledge+ ~distractor. For each evaluated semantic category, we computed the average
increase of the cosine similarity between all correct collocations and all distractors
(diff. in Table 7.9). As shown in Table 7.9, there is a consistent increase over the four
evaluated semantic categories, namely ‘intense’, ‘weak’, ‘perform’ and ‘create/cause’.
This proves the potential of our retrofitted model to discern between correct and
wrong collocates. In the following section, we explore the possibility to use this
vector space for finding collocates giving a base as input.
Exploring Nearest Neighbours for collocate discovery
Inspired by Yu et al. (2015) work on introducing hypernymic bias into a word
embeddings model, we explore the extent to which our retrofitted models can be
used to discover alternative collocates given the composition of the words involved in
a collocation as input. In order to discover these collocates, we compose the base and
the collocate by averaging their respective word embeddings and retrieve its closest
words in the vector space according to cosine similarity. In Table 7.10 we show a
sample of five NNs for several input adjective+noun collocations for the ‘intense’
semantic category. These examples reveal how the vector space model retroffited
using our collocations tends to bring closer in the space modifiers (i.e., collocates),
providing an interesting method for automatic collocation discovery. Despite its
simplicity, this collocational discovery approach extracts a considerable amount of
suitable fine-grained collocates for a given base. For example, given the collocation
intense sympathy, the retrofitted space extracts considerable, tremendous, enormous
and immense as candidate collocates of intensity among the five nearest neighbours.
As future work we plan to further exploit and evaluate the impact of this property.
7.4.5 Conclusion
We have described a system for an automatic enrichment of the WordNet lexical
database with fine-grained collocational information, yielding a resource called
ColWordNet (CWN). Our approach is based on the intuition that there is a linear
transformation in vector spaces between bases and collocates of the same semantic





















Table 7.10. Comparison of the five NNs of six sample adj+noun collocations between
a generic word embeddings model and a retrofitted version with semantic collocation
information (‘intense’). Note the increase in plausible collocates in retrofitted models
(in bold).
category, e.g. between heavy and rain, or between ardent and desire. We have
exploited sense-based embedding models to train an algorithm designed to retrieve
valid collocates for a given input base. This pipeline is carried out at the sense
level (rather than the word level), by leveraging sense embedding models which
use BabelNet as a reference sense inventory (Iacobacci et al., 2015; Mancini et al.,
2017). In particular, the flexibility of SW2V, trained on a corpus extracted from the
web, proved crucial on the final result. We evaluated CWN both intrinsically and
extrinsically, and verified that our algorithm is able to accurately encode fine-grained
collocates-with relations at the synset level.
In the future, we plan to design a method to retrieve the best bases for a given
semantic category, which would allow us not to rely on predefined manually built
base concepts. Finally, we are currently investigating the potential of applying neural
approaches recasting the task as a sequence classification problem for including






As a general trend, most current Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems
function at the word level, i.e. individual words constitute the most fine-grained
meaning-bearing elements of their input. The word level functionality can affect the
performance of these systems in two ways: (1) it can hamper their efficiency in han-
dling words that are not encountered frequently during training, such as multiwords,
inflections and derivations, and (2) it can restrict their semantic understanding to
the level of words, with all their ambiguities, and thereby prevent accurate capture
of the intended meanings. The first issue has recently been alleviated by techniques
that aim to boost the generalisation power of NLP systems by resorting to sub-word
or character-level information (Ballesteros et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016). The
second limitation, however, has not yet been studied sufficiently. In in order to deal
with these issues simultaneously we propose a sense-based pipeline which can be
seamlessly integrated into any neural architecture.
We evaluate the pipeline in two downstream NLP applications: polarity detec-
tion and topic categorization. Specifically, we use a classification model based on
Convolutional Neural Networks which has been shown to be very effective in various
text classification tasks (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Kim, 2014; Johnson and Zhang,
2015; Tang et al., 2015; Xiao and Cho, 2016). We show that a simple disambiguation
of input can lead to performance improvement of a state-of-the-art text classification
system on multiple datasets, particularly for long inputs and when the granularity
of the sense inventory is reduced. Our pipeline is quite flexible and modular, as it
permits the integration of different WSD and sense representation techniques.
8.1 Related Work
Despite the various studies on sense representation learning (see Section 3.2), the
integration of sense representations into deep learning models has not been so
straightforward, and research in this field has often opted for alternative evaluation
benchmarks such as WSD, or artificial tasks, such as word similarity. Consequently,
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the problem of integrating sense representations into downstream NLP applications
has remained understudied, despite the potential benefits it can have. Li and Jurafsky
(2015) proposed a “multi-sense embedding" pipeline to check the benefit that can be
gained by replacing word embeddings with sense embeddings in multiple tasks. With
the help of two simple disambiguation algorithms, unsupervised sense embeddings
were integrated into various downstream applications, with varying degrees of success.
Given the interdependency of sense representation and disambiguation in this model,
it is very difficult to introduce alternative algorithms into its pipeline, either to
benefit from the state of the art, or to carry out an evaluation.
Instead, our pipeline provides the advantage of being modular: thanks to its
use of disambiguation in the pre-processing stage and use of sense representations
that are linked to external sense inventories, different WSD techniques and sense
representations can be easily plugged in and checked. Along the same lines, Flekova
and Gurevych (2016) proposed a technique for learning supersense representations,
using automatically-annotated corpora. Coupled with a supersense tagger, the
representations were fed into a neural network classifier as additional features
to the word-based input. Through a set of experiments, Flekova and Gurevych
(2016) showed that the supersense enrichment can be beneficial to a range of binary
classification tasks. Our proposal is different in that it focuses directly on the benefits
that can be gained by semantifying the input, i.e. reducing lexical ambiguity in the
input text, rather than assisting the model with additional sources of knowledge. An
input text is transformed from its surface-level semantics to the deeper level of word
senses, i.e. their intended meanings. We take a step in this direction by designing
a pipeline that enables seamless integration of word senses into downstream NLP
applications, while benefiting from knowledge extracted from semantic networks.
To this end, we propose a quick graph-based Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
algorithm which allows high confidence disambiguation of words without much
computation overload on the system.
8.2 Disambiguation Algorithm
Our proposal relies on a seamless integration of word senses in word-based systems.
The goal is to semantify the text prior to its being fed into the system by transforming
its individual units from word surface form to the deeper level of word senses. The
semantification step is mainly tailored towards resolving ambiguities, but it brings
about other advantages mentioned in the previous section. The aim is to provide the
system with an input of reduced ambiguity which can facilitate its decision making.
To this end, we developed a simple graph-based joint disambiguation and entity
linking algorithm which can take any arbitrary semantic network as input. The
gist of our disambiguation technique lies in its speed and scalability. Conventional
knowledge-based disambiguation systems (Hoffart et al., 2012; Agirre et al., 2014;
Moro et al., 2014; Ling et al., 2015; Pilehvar and Navigli, 2014b) often rely on
computationally expensive graph algorithms, which limits their application to on-
the-fly processing of large number of text documents, as is the case in our experiments.
Moreover, unlike supervised WSD and entity linking techniques (Zhong and Ng, 2010;
Cheng and Roth, 2013; Melamud et al., 2016; Limsopatham and Collier, 2016), our
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Algorithm 3 Disambiguation algorithm
Input: Input text T and semantic network N
Output: Set of disambiguated senses Sˆ
1: Graph representation of T : (S,E)← getGraph(T,N)
2: Sˆ ← ∅
3: for each iteration i ∈ {1, ..., len(T )}
4: sˆ = argmaxs∈S |{(s, s′) ∈ E : s′ ∈ S}|
5: maxDeg = |{(sˆ, s′) ∈ E : s′ ∈ S}|
6: if maxDeg < θ|S| / 100 then
7: break
8: else
9: Sˆ ← Sˆ ∪ {sˆ}
10: E ← E \ {(s, s′) : s ∨ s′ ∈ getLex(sˆ)}
11: return Disambiguation output Sˆ
algorithm relies only on semantic networks and does not require any sense-annotated
data, which is limited to English and almost non-existent for other languages.
Algorithm 3 shows our procedure for disambiguating an input document T . First,
we retrieve from our semantic network the list of candidate senses1 for each content
word, as well as semantic relationships among them. As a result, we obtain a graph
representation (S,E) of the input text, where S is the set of candidate senses and
E is the set of edges among different senses in S. The graph is, in fact, a small
sub-graph of the input semantic network, N . Our algorithm then selects the best
candidates iteratively. In each iteration, the candidate sense that has the highest
graph degree maxDeg is chosen as the winning sense:
maxDeg = max
s∈S
|{(s, s′) ∈ E : s′ ∈ S}| (8.1)
After each iteration, when a candidate sense sˆ is selected, all the possible
candidate senses of the corresponding word (i.e. getLex(sˆ)) are removed from E
(line 10 in the algorithm). Note that this algorithm is in essence very similar to
the one proposed in SW2V to connect word and senses in context (Section 5.1).
The main difference lies on this last step of removing candidates after each iteration,
which is targeted to reduce noise on the constructed graph.
Figure 8.1 shows a simplified version of the graph for a sample sentence. The
algorithm would disambiguate the content words in this sentence as follows. It
first associates Oasis with its rock band sense, since its corresponding node has the
highest degree, i.e. 3. On the basis of this, the desert sense of Oasis and its link to
the stone sense of rock are removed from the graph. In the second iteration, rock
band is disambiguated as music band given that its degree is 2.2 Finally, Manchester
is associated with its city sense (with a degree of 1).
In order to enable disambiguating at different confidence levels, we introduce
a threshold θ which determines the stopping criterion of the algorithm. Iteration
continues until the following condition is fulfilled: maxDeg < θ|S|/100. This ensures
1As defined in the underlying sense inventory, up to trigrams. We used Stanford CoreNLP
(Manning et al., 2014) for tokenization, Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging and lemmatization.
2For bigrams and trigrams whose individual words might also be disambiguated (such as rock
and band in rock band), the longest unit has the highest priority (i.e. rock band).
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Figure 8.1. Simplified graph-based representation of a sample sentence.
that the system will only disambiguate those words for which it has a high confidence
and backs off to the word form otherwise, avoiding the introduction of unwanted
noise in the data for uncertain cases or for word senses that are not defined in the
inventory.
8.3 Classification Model
In our experiments, we use a standard neural network based classification approach
which is similar to the Convolution Neural Network classifier of Kim (2014) and the
pioneering model of Collobert et al. (2011). Figure 8.2 depicts the architecture of the
model. The network receives the concatenated vector representations of the input
words, v1:n = v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ vn, and applies (convolves) filters F on windows of h
words, mi = f(F.vi:i+h−1 +b), where b is a bias term and f() is a non-linear function,
for which we use ReLU (Nair and Hinton, 2010). The convolution transforms the
input text to a feature map m = [m1,m2, . . . ,mn−h+1]. A max pooling operation
then selects the most salient feature mˆ = max{m} for each filter.
In the network of Kim (2014), the pooled features are directly passed to a fully
connected softmax layer whose outputs are class probabilities. However, we add a
recurrent layer before softmax in order to enable better capturing of long-distance
dependencies. It has been shown by Xiao and Cho (2016) that a recurrent layer can
replace multiple layers of convolution and be beneficial, particularly when the length
of input text grows. Specifically, we use a Long Short-Term Memory (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997, LSTM) as our recurrent layer which was originally proposed
to avoid the vanishing gradient problem and has proven its abilities in capturing
distant dependencies. The LSTM unit computes three gate vectors (forget, input,
and output) as follows:
ft = σ(Wf gt + Uf ht−1 + bf ),
it = σ(Wi gt + Ui ht−1 + bi),
ot = σ(Wo gt + Uo ht−1 + bo),
(8.2)
whereW,U, and b are model parameters and g and h are input and output sequences,
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Figure 8.2. Text classification model architecture.
respectively. The cell state vector ct is then computed as ct = ft ct−1 + it tanh(c˜t)
where c˜t = Wc gt + Uc ht−1. Finally, the output sequence is computed as ht =
ot tanh(ct). As for regularization, we used dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) after the
embedding layer.
We perform experiments with two configurations of the embedding layer: (1)
Random, initialized randomly and updated during training, and (2) Pre-trained,
initialized by pre-trained representations and updated during training. In the
following section we describe the pre-trained word and sense representation used for
the initialization of the second configuration.
8.3.1 Pre-trained Word and Sense Embeddings
One of the main advantages of neural models is that they usually represent the input
words as dense vectors. This can significantly boost a system’s generalisation power
and results in improved performance (Zou et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2014; Kim,
2014; Weiss et al., 2015, interalia). This feature also enables us to directly plug in
pre-trained sense representations and check them in a downstream application.
In our experiments we generate a set of sense embeddings by extending DeConf,
a recent technique with state-of-the-art performance on multiple semantic similarity
benchmarks (Pilehvar and Collier, 2016). We leave the evaluation of other repre-
sentations to future work. DeConf gets a pre-trained set of word embeddings and
computes sense embeddings in the same semantic space. To this end, the approach
exploits the semantic network of WordNet (see Section 2.1), using the Personalized
PageRank (Haveliwala, 2002) algorithm, and obtains a set of sense biasing words Bs
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where δ is a decay parameter and v(wi) is the embedding of wi, i.e. the ith word
in the sense biasing list of s, i.e. Bs. We follow Pilehvar and Collier (2016) and set
δ = 5. Finally, the vector for sense s is calculated as the average of vˆ(s) and the
embedding of its corresponding word.
Owing to its reliance on WordNet’s semantic network, DeConf is limited to
generating only those word senses that are covered by this lexical resource. We
propose to use Wikipedia, and more concretely Nasari lexical vectors, in order to
expand the vocabulary of the computed word senses. Wikipedia provides a high
coverage of named entities and domain-specific terms in many languages, while at
the same time also benefiting from a continuous update by collaborators. Moreover,
it can easily be viewed as a sense inventory where individual articles are word senses
arranged through hyperlinks and redirections. Recall from Chapter 4 that Nasari
lexical vectors were composed of words with their respective weights. We view
these lists as biasing words for individual Wikipedia pages, and then leverage the
exponential decay function (Equation 8.3) to compute new sense embeddings in
the same semantic space. In order to represent both WordNet and Wikipedia sense
representations in the same space, we rely on the WordNet-Wikipedia mapping
provided by BabelNet (see Section 2.3). For the WordNet synsets which are mapped
to Wikipedia pages in BabelNet, we average the corresponding Wikipedia-based and
WordNet-based sense embeddings.
8.3.2 Pre-trained Supersense Embeddings
It has been argued that WordNet sense distinctions are too fine-grained for many
NLP applications (Hovy et al., 2013). The issue can be tackled by grouping together
similar senses of the same word, either using automatic clustering techniques (Navigli,
2006; Agirre and Lopez, 2003; Snow et al., 2007) or with the help of WordNet’s
lexicographer files3. Various applications have been shown to improve upon moving
from senses to supersenses (Rüd et al., 2011; Severyn et al., 2013; Flekova and
Gurevych, 2016). In WordNet’s lexicographer files there are a total of 44 sense
clusters, referred to as supersenses, for categories such as event, animal, and quantity.
In our experiments we use these supersenses in order to reduce granularity of our
WordNet and Wikipedia senses. To generate supersense embeddings, we simply
average the embeddings of senses in the corresponding cluster.
8.4 Evaluation
We evaluated our model on two classification tasks: topic categorization (Section
8.4.2) and polarity detection (Section 8.4.3). In the following section we present the
common experimental setup.
8.4.1 Experimental setup
Classification model. Throughout all the experiments we used the classification
model described in Section 8.3. The general architecture of the model was the
3https://wordnet.princeton.edu/man/lexnames.5WN.html
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same for both tasks, with slight variations in hyperparameters given the different
natures of the tasks, following the values suggested by Kim (2014) and Xiao and Cho
(2016) for the two tasks. Hyperparameters were fixed across all configurations in the
corresponding tasks. The embedding layer was fixed to 300 dimensions, irrespective
of the configuration, i.e. Random and Pre-trained. For both tasks the evaluation
was carried out by 10-fold cross-validation unless standard training-testing splits
were available. The disambiguation threshold θ (cf. Section 8.2) was tuned on
the training portion of the corresponding data, over seven values in [0,3] in steps
of 0.5.4 We used Keras (Chollet, 2015) and Theano (Team, 2016) for our model
implementations.
Semantic network. The integration of senses was carried out as described in
Section 8.2. For disambiguating with both WordNet and Wikipedia senses we relied
on the joint semantic network of Wikipedia hyperlinks and WordNet via the mapping
provided by BabelNet.5
Pre-trained word and sense embeddings. Throughout all the experiments
we used Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) embeddings, trained on the Google
News corpus.6 We truncated this set to its 250K most frequent words. We also
used WordNet 3.0 and the Wikipedia dump of November 2014 to compute the
sense embeddings (see Section 8.3.1). As a result, we obtained a set of 757,262
sense embeddings in the same space as the pre-trained Word2vec word embeddings.
We used DeConf (Pilehvar and Collier, 2016) as our pre-trained WordNet sense
embeddings. All vectors had a fixed dimensionality of 300.
Supersenses. In addition to WordNet senses, we experimented with supersenses
(see Section 8.3.2) to check how reducing granularity would affect system performance.
For obtaining supersenses in a given text we relied on our disambiguation pipeline
and simply clustered together senses belonging to the same WordNet supersense.
Evaluation measures. We report the results in terms of standard accuracy and
F1 measures.7
8.4.2 Topic Categorization
The task of topic categorization consists of assigning a label (i.e. topic) to a given
document from a pre-defined set of labels.
4We observed that values higher than 3 led to very few disambiguations. While the best results
were generally achieved in the [1.5,2.5] range, performance differences across threshold values were
not statistically significant in most cases.
5For simplicity we refer to this joint sense inventory as Wikipedia, but note that WordNet senses
are also covered.
6https://code.google.com/archive/p/Word2Vec/
7Since all models in our experiments provide full coverage, accuracy and F1 denote micro- and
macro-averaged F1, respectively Yang (1999).
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Dataset Domain #classes #docs Avg doc size Vocab size Coverage Evaluation
BBC News 5 2,225 439.5 35,628 87.4% 10 cross valid.
Newsgroups News 6 18,846 394.0 225,046 83.4% Train-Test
Ohsumed Medical 23 23,166 201.2 65,323 79.3% Train-Test
Table 8.1. Statistics of the topic categorization datasets.
Datasets
For this task we used two newswire and one medical topic categorization datasets.
Table 8.1 summarizes the statistics of each dataset.8 The BBC news dataset9
(Greene and Cunningham, 2006) comprises news articles taken from BBC, divided
into five topics: business, entertainment, politics, sport and tech. Newsgroups
(Lang, 1995) is a collection of 11,314 documents for training and 7532 for testing10
divided into six topics: computing, sport and motor vehicles, science, politics,
religion and sales.11 Finally, Ohsumed12 is a collection of medical abstracts from
MEDLINE, an online medical information database, categorized according to 23
cardiovascular diseases. For our experiments we used the partition split of 10,433
documents for training and 12,733 for testing.13
Results
Table 8.2 shows the results of our classification model and its variants on the three
datasets.14 When the embedding layer is initialized randomly, the model integrated
with word senses consistently improves over the word-based model, particularly when
the fine-granularity of the underlying sense inventory is reduced using supersenses
(with statistically significant gains on the three datasets). This highlights the fact
that a simple disambiguation of the input can bring about performance gain for a
state-of-the-art classification system. Also, the better performance of supersenses
suggests that the sense distinctions of WordNet are too fine-grained for the topic
categorization task. However, when pre-trained representations are used to initialize
the embedding layer, no improvement is observed over the word-based model. This
can be attributed to the quality of the representations, as the model utilizing
them was unable to benefit from the advantage offered by sense distinctions. Our
results suggest that research in sense representation should put special emphasis on
real-world evaluations on benchmarks for downstream applications, rather than on
artificial tasks such as word similarity. In fact, research has previously shown that
8The coverage of the datasets was computed using the 250K top words in the Google News
Word2vec embeddings.
9http://mlg.ucd.ie/datasets/bbc.html
10We used the train-test partition available at http://qwone.com/~jason/20Newsgroups/
11The dataset has 20 fine-grained categories clustered into six general topics. We used the
coarse-grained labels for their clearer distinction and consistency with BBC topics.
12ftp://medir.ohsu.edu/pub/ohsumed
13http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/corpora.htm
14Symbols ∗ and † indicate the sense-based model with the smallest margin to the word-based
model whose accuracy is statistically significant at 0.95 confidence level according to unpaired t-test
(∗ for positive and † for negative change).
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Initialization Input type BBC News Newsgroups Ohsumed
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1
Random
Word 93.0 92.8 87.7 85.6 30.1 20.7
Sense WordNet 93.5 93.3 88.1 86.9 27.2
† 18.3
Wikipedia 92.7 92.5 86.7 84.9 29.7 20.9
Supersense WordNet 93.6 93.4 90.1
∗ 89.0 31.8∗ 22.0
Wikipedia 94.6∗ 94.4 88.5 85.8 31.1 21.3
Pre-trained
Word 97.6 97.5 91.1 90.6 29.4 20.1
Sense WordNet 97.3 97.1 90.2 88.6 30.2 20.4
Wikipedia 96.3 96.2 89.6† 88.9 32.4 22.3
Supersense WordNet 96.8 96.7 89.6 88.9 29.5 19.9
Wikipedia 96.9 96.9 88.6 87.4 30.6∗ 20.3
Table 8.2. Classification performance at the word, sense, and supersense levels with random
and pre-trained embedding initialization. We show in bold those settings that improve
the word-based model.
word similarity might not constitute a reliable proxy to measure the performance
of word embeddings in downstream applications (Tsvetkov et al., 2015; Chiu et al.,
2016).
Among the three datasets, Ohsumed proves to be the most challenging one,
mainly for its larger number of classes (i.e. 23) and its domain-specific nature
(i.e. medicine). Interestingly, unlike for the other two datasets, the introduction
of pre-trained word embeddings to the system results in reduced performance on
Ohsumed. This suggests that general domain embeddings might not be beneficial
in specialized domains, which corroborates previous findings by Yadav et al. (2017)
on a different task, i.e. entity extraction. This performance drop may also be due
to diachronic issues (Ohsumed dates back to the 1980s) and low coverage: the
pre-trained Word2vec embeddings cover 79.3% of the words in Ohsumed (see Table
8.1), in contrast to the higher coverage on the newswire datasets, i.e. Newsgroups
(83.4%) and BBC (87.4%). However, also note that the best overall performance is
attained when our pre-trained Wikipedia sense embeddings are used. This highlights
the effectiveness of Wikipedia in handling domain-specific entities, thanks to its
broad sense inventory.
8.4.3 Polarity Detection
Polarity detection is the most popular evaluation framework for sentiment analysis
(Dong et al., 2015). The task is essentially a binary classification which determines
if the sentiment of a given sentence or document is negative or positive.
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Dataset Type #docs Avg doc size Vocab size Coverage Evaluation
RTC Snippets 438,000 23.4 128,056 81.3% Train-Test
IMDB Reviews 50,000 268.8 140,172 82.5% Train-Test
PL05 Snippets 10,662 21.5 19,825 81.3% 10 cross valid.
PL04 Reviews 2,000 762.1 45,077 82.4% 10 cross valid.
Stanford Phrases 119,783 10.0 19,400 81.6% 10 cross valid.
Table 8.3. Statistics of the polarity detection datasets.
Datasets
For the polarity detection task we used five standard evaluation datasets. Table
8.1 summarizes statistics. PL04 (Pang and Lee, 2004) is a polarity detection
dataset composed of full movie reviews. PL0515 (Pang and Lee, 2005), instead, is
composed of short snippets from movie reviews. RTC contains critic reviews from
Rotten Tomatoes16, divided into 436,000 training and 2,000 test instances. IMDB
(Maas et al., 2011) includes 50,000 movie reviews, split evenly between training and
test. Finally, we used the Stanford Sentiment dataset (Socher et al., 2013), which
associates each review with a value that denotes its sentiment. To be consistent
with the binary classification of the other datasets, we removed the neutral phrases
according to the dataset’s scale (between 0.4 and 0.6) and considered the reviews
whose values were below 0.4 as negative and above 0.6 as positive. This resulted in
a binary polarity dataset of 119,783 phrases. Unlike the previous four datasets, this
dataset does not contain an even distribution of positive and negative labels.
Results
Table 8.4 lists accuracy performance of our classification model and all its variants
on five polarity detection datasets. Results are generally better than those of Kim
(2014), showing that the addition of the recurrent layer to the model (cf. Section 8.3)
was beneficial. However, interestingly, no consistent performance gain is observed in
the polarity detection task, when the model is provided with disambiguated input,
particularly for datasets with relatively short reviews. We attribute this to the nature
of the task. Firstly, given that words rarely happen to be ambiguous with respect
to their sentiment, the semantic sense distinctions provided by the disambiguation
stage do not assist the classifier in better decision making, and instead introduce
data sparsity. Secondly, since the datasets mostly contain short texts, e.g., sentences
or snippets, the disambiguation algorithm does not have sufficient context to make
high-confidence judgements, resulting in fewer disambiguations or less reliable ones.
In the following section we perform a more in-depth analysis of the impact of
document size on the performance of our sense-based models.




Initialization Input type RTC IMDB PL05 PL04 Stanford
Random
Word 83.6 87.7 77.3 67.9 91.8
Sense WordNet 83.2 87.4 76.6 67.4 91.3
Wikipedia 83.1 88.0 75.9† 67.1 91.0
Supersense WordNet 84.4 88.0 75.9 66.2 91.4
†
Wikipedia 83.1 88.4∗ 75.8 69.3∗ 91.0
Pre-trained
Word 85.5 88.3 80.2 72.5 93.1
Sense WordNet 83.4 88.3 79.2 69.7
† 92.6
Wikipedia 83.8 87.0† 79.2 73.1 92.3
Supersense WordNet 85.2 88.8 79.5 73.8 92.7
†
Wikipedia 84.2 87.9 78.3† 72.6 92.2
Table 8.4. Accuracy performance on five polarity detection datasets. Given that polarity
datasets are balanced17, we do not report F1 which would have been identical to accuracy.
8.4.4 Analysis
Document size. A detailed analysis revealed a relation between document size
(the number of tokens) and performance gain of our sense-level model. We show in
Figure 8.3 how these two vary for our most consistent configuration, i.e. Wikipedia
supersenses, with random initialization. Interestingly, as a general trend, the perfor-
mance gain increases with average document size, irrespective of the classification
task. We attribute this to two main factors:
1. Sparsity: Splitting a word into multiple word senses can have the negative side
effect that the corresponding training data for that word is distributed among
multiple independent senses. This reduces the training instances per word
sense, which might affect the classifier’s performance, particularly when senses
are semantically related (in comparison to fine-grained senses, supersenses
address this issue to some extent).
2. Disambiguation quality: As also mentioned previously, our disambiguation
algorithm requires the input text to be sufficiently large so as to create a graph
with an adequate number of coherent connections to function effectively. In
fact, for topic categorization, in which the documents are relatively long, our
algorithm manages to disambiguate a larger proportion of words in documents
with high confidence. The lower performance of graph-based disambiguation
algorithms on short texts is a known issue (Moro et al., 2014; Raganato et al.,
2017), the tackling of which remains an area of exploration.
Senses granularity. Our results showed that reducing fine-granularity of sense
distinctions can be beneficial to both tasks, irrespective of the underlying sense
17Stanford is the only unbalanced dataset, but F1 results were almost identical to accuracy.
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Figure 8.3. Relation between average document size and performance improvement using
Wikipedia supersenses with random initialization.
inventory, i.e. WordNet or Wikipedia, which corroborates previous findings (Hovy
et al., 2013; Flekova and Gurevych, 2016). This suggests that text classification
does not require fine-grained semantic distinctions. In this work we used a simple
technique based on WordNet’s lexicographer files for coarsening senses in this sense
inventory as well as in Wikipedia. We leave the exploration of this promising area as
well as the use of other granularity reduction techniques for WordNet (Snow et al.,
2007; Bhagwani et al., 2013) and Wikipedia (see Section 7.1) sense inventories to
future work.
8.5 Conclusion
We proposed a pipeline for the integration of sense level knowledge into a state-of-
the-art text classifier. We showed that a simple disambiguation of the input can
lead to consistent performance gain, particularly for longer documents and when the
granularity of the underlying sense inventory is reduced. Our pipeline is modular
and can be used as an in vivo evaluation framework for WSD and word and sense
representation models. This clearly differs from the word in context similarity task
(Huang et al., 2012), which has been used to evaluate and compare word and sense
representations in the literature. In this task WSD is also required as a first step.
However, while in our framework word and sense vector representations can be
directly compared using the context and evaluated on a real-word downstream NLP
task, in the word in similarity task word vectors are generally evaluated in isolation
and sense representations are ultimately evaluated in the more intrinsic similarity
task.
We release our code and data (including pre-trained sense and supersense em-
beddings) at https://github.com/pilehvar/sensecnn to allow further checking
of the choice of hyperparameters and to allow further analysis and comparison.
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We hope that our work will foster future research on the integration of sense-level
knowledge into downstream applications. As future work, we plan to investigate
the extension of the approach to other languages and applications. Also, given
the promising results observed for supersenses, we plan to investigate task-specific
coarsening of sense inventories, particularly Wikipedia, or the use of SentiWordNet




Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis we have investigated the construction and application of vector rep-
resentations of senses, concepts and entities. These representations are aimed at
solving the inherent ambiguity of language by modeling the deeper sense level. At
the same time, these representations encode knowledge from lexical resources which
can be valuable when integrated into current NLP architectures. We argue that
sense representations are an effective middle-ground between theory and practise,
as they contain theoretically-grounded semantic properties from lexical resources
and are flexible to be applied in different tasks. This flexibility is similar to the
versatility observed in currently ubiquitous word embeddings, but goes beyond their
surface form shallow modeling.
In particular, we presented Nasari, a novel technique for the semantic repre-
sentation of concepts and named entities in arbitrary languages. Our approach
combines the structural knowledge from semantic networks with the statistical
information derived from text corpora and Wikipedia. By exploiting the complemen-
tary knowledge of Wikipedia and WordNet, we provide effective representations for
millions BabelNet synsents, including WordNet nominal synsets and a full coverage
of Wikipedia concepts and entities. We also presented SW2V, an approach which
is specifically targeted to capturing distributional information from large amounts
of text corpora for learning word and sense embeddings in the same vector space.
While Nasari leverages the vast amount of knowledge present in heterogeneous
lexical resources, SW2V provides more flexibility in which it can equally learn from
different corpora. Learning from different signals makes these two approaches useful
for different sets of problems and compatible, as shown on the sense clustering task
(Section 7.1). In this task the combination of Nasari and SW2V proved to be the
most effective, as the knowledge encoded in both resources proved complementary.
This opens up exciting new directions for future work, combining knowledge from
semantic representations that are constructed using different signals.
We have put forward simple frameworks for making use of these representations,
showing how they can be effectively applied in relevant and interconnected tasks
such as Word Sense Disambiguation and downstream NLP applications like text
categorization and sentiment analysis.1 For Word Sense Disambiguation we pro-
1The semantic representations of Nasari have also been leveraged by other researchers using
different methodologies on a set of diverse applications. For instance, they have been shown
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posed a framework to integrate Nasari into a simple knowledge-based system. Our
system proved highly flexible, achieving competitive results on several languages and
resources. Moreover, we proposed a method which leverages comparable corpora
for high-quality disambiguation and Entity Linking. This method is refined using
distributional similarity based on Nasari vectors. This refinement step proved par-
ticularly reliable, contributing to a precision over 80% in most cases. Thanks to this
multilingual disambiguation procedure we released two high-quality sense-annotated
corpora for multiple languages: SenseDefs, consisting of textual definitions for
over two hundred languages, and EuroSense, containing sense annotations for the
Europarl corpus in 21 languages. The creation of these datasets may in turn help
overcome the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck, as gathering a reasonable number of
sense annotations for each word would require a large amount of manual effort. In
fact, the integration of EuroSense as part of the training in a supervised WSD sys-
tem, i.e. IMS (Zhong and Ng, 2010), was shown to provide a noticeable performance
boost.
Sense representations have also proved to contribute to the improvement and
enrichment of knowledge bases (Chapter 7). This creates an interesting interplay,
as the improvement of knowledge bases could potentially also contribute to higher
quality sense representations. We proposed a method exploiting Nasari vectors for
a large-scale domain labeling of lexical resources, annotating over a million concepts
and entities for resources like WordNet, Wikipedia and BabelNet, with an estimated
precision over 80%. This additional domain information available in lexical resources
constitute a practical tool to exploit in applications. In Section 7.3 we show how a
simple clustering of the training data by domains can lead to huge improvements
when integrated into a supervised hypernym discovery system. For collocation
discovery we used a similar supervised model exploiting sense vector representations,
obtaining encouraging results. For this task the shared space of word and sense
embeddings and flexibility of our proposed SW2V model proved decisive. As future
work we are planning to extend our work in hypernym and collocation discovery for
learning other semantic relations as well.
In Chapter 8 we showed how sense embeddings can be seamlessly integrated
into an state-of-the-art neural network text classifier. We performed an extensive
evaluation on standard benchmarks of text categorization and sentiment analysis.
Our analysis highlighted interesting insights which pave the way for new lines of
research. For instance, our evaluation showed that improvements can be obtained
when the granularity of the sense inventory is reduced. Therefore, in order to reduce
this granularity, sense clustering techniques should come into play. The use of
automatic and semi-automatic methods exploiting knowledge-based representations
can therefore play a decisive role in this regard. Our evaluation also underlined that
the sense-based pipeline yielded consistent improvements on middle-size and long
documents, but its performance was less reliable on short texts (e.g. sentences).
This is directly related to the WSD performance, as WSD systems, particularly
effective in diverse applications such as cross-lingual question answering (Veyseh and Pouran, 2016)
common-sense knowledge representation (Lieto et al., 2016), knowledge base population (Basile
et al., 2016), alignment of lexical resources (Cocos et al., 2017b), WSD (Tripodi and Pelillo, 2017)
or visual object recognition (Young et al., 2016). This reinforces one of the strong points about
these kinds of semantic representation, which is their versatility and flexibility.
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knowledge-based, have proved to perform better when a longer context is given.
On this respect, developing a highly-performing WSD system on all kinds of text
should be a crucial prerequisite. Improvement in WSD is therefore fundamental,
which creates an interesting symbiosis between sense representations and WSD.
As future work, in addition to the methods presented in Chapter 6, we are also
investigating the use of our sense embedddings for the initialization of supervised
WSD and NED neural architectures, following the line of Eshel et al. (2017). This
could potentially alleviate the amount of sense annotations required for producing
reliable supervised WSD and EL models. Another interesting line for future work
would be the integration of our sense-based pipeline with character-based neural
architectures. These character-based models appear to be an interesting and effective
solution to handle OOV words, especially in morphologically rich languages, while
providing improvements in different NLP tasks (Ballesteros et al., 2015; Kim et al.,
2016; Luong and Manning, 2016; Xiao and Cho, 2016).
Finally, we advocate for further research on developing better evaluation pro-
cedures for word and sense representations. While intrinsic evaluation of these
models enable us to have a neat overview of some important properties of these
models, they have been shown to often not correlate with downstream task per-
formance (Tsvetkov et al., 2015; Chiu et al., 2016). Therefore, a complementary
evaluation on downstream tasks would be desirable. Our evaluation framework
on text categorization and sentiment analysis represents a first step towards this
goal. In our framework both word and sense embeddings can be directly plugged in
and used for initialization in a state-of-the-art neural network architecture. This
enables a direct comparison of word and sense representations on two real-world
NLP tasks. Additionally, as a more direct way of comparing representations, we
proposed the outlier detection task (Camacho-Collados and Navigli, 2016). This
task, inspired by conventional vocabulary questions in language tests (Richards,
1976), consists of finding the word that does not belong in a given set of words2. We
proposed an evaluation framework for this task which is aimed at evaluating vector
representations, capturing interesting semantic properties of the vector space. This
evaluation framework, based on a clear and well-defined gold standard3, constitutes
an interesting middle-ground between intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation of vector
space models.4 As far as strictly intrinsic evaluation is concerned, we proposed an
extension of current English word similarity datasets to other languages, additionally
enabling a direct comparison across languages (see Section 4.3.3). Building upon this
idea, we recently presented a SemEval shared task on multilingual and cross-lingual
semantic word similarity for five languages. This evaluation framework consists of
high-quality monolingual and cross-lingual datasets which are aimed at solving some
of the deficiencies of previous evaluation datasets: these datasets are composed of
a balanced set of concepts and named entities (including multiword expressions)
2For example, given the set of words apple, banana, lemon, book and orange, book would be an
outlier as it is not a fruit like the others.
3Batchkarov et al. (2016) criticized word similarity datasets for their relatively low inter-annotator
agreement, which prevented from drawing reliable conclusions. Instead, the outlier detection task,
as shown as part of its validation, consists of well-defined gold standard, with IAA figures over 98%.
4Blair et al. (2017) extended our work by proposing a method for constructing multilingual
outlier detection datasets automatically.
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from a wide variety of domains, annotated by experts with a high inter-annotator
agreement and with a clear distinction between similarity and relatedness. We hope
our efforts in this area will contribute to the development of reliable evaluation
frameworks for word and sense vector space models, and foster further research on
building better intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation procedures.
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List of released resources
As a result of all the work of this thesis, we release to the research community
various data resources and open code. In this thesis we believe in the importance of
reproducibility and accessibility in research. That is the reason why we have made
available most of the resources obtained during and as a result of our work, in the
hope that they are useful for the community but also contribute to the reproducibility
of our experiments.
NASARI
We release lexical and unified vectors of Nasari (Section 4) for five languages
(English, French, German, Italian and Spanish) at lcl.uniroma1.it/nasari. Ad-
ditionally, we release various versions of the embedded Nasari vectors for English
and Spanish, sharing the same vector space of word embedddings.
SW2V
For SW2V (Section 5) we release the code for jointly training word and sense
embeddings and various pre-trained models. Preprocessed corpora using our shallow
word-sense connectivity algorithm are also available. Data and code are available at
lcl.uniroma1.it/sw2v.
Multilingual Word Similarity Datasets
The monolingual and cross-lingual word similarity datasets constructed as part
of the intrinsic evaluation (Section 4.3) are made available from the following
website: lcl.uniroma1.it/similarity-datasets. The languages available are for
English, Farsi, French, German, Portuguese and Spanish, and all their pairwise
combinations. These datasets are constructed taking the RG-65 dataset (Rubenstein
and Goodenough, 1965) as reference, including an alignment-based algorithm for
constructing the cross-lingual datasets (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015a). The code
for constructing cross-lingual similarity datasets from aligned monolingual datasets
is also available online.
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SenseDefs
We release SenseDefs (Section 6.3.2), a sense-annotated corpus of textual definitions
featuring over 38 million definitions in 263 languages. We release two versions of the
corpus: full (high-coverage) and refined (high-precision). It is available for download
at lcl.uniroma1.it/sensedefs and is available in two different formats: a human-
and machine-readable XML divided by language and resource, and NIF.
• XML format. The format for each of the two versions of SenseDefs (full
and refined) is almost identical: the corpus is first divided by resource (Word-
Net, Wikipedia, Wiktionary, Wikidata and OmegaWiki) and then divided by
language within each resource. Finally, the disambiguated glosses for each
language and resource are stored in standard XML files.
• NIF format. Recently the Linked Open Data community has made considerable
efforts to extract and standardize structured knowledge from a wide range
of corpora and linguistic resources, making them available on the Web by
means of the RDF format (Chiarcos et al., 2011; Auer and Hellmann, 2012;
Ehrmann et al., 2014; Flati and Navigli, 2014). In order to simplify the
interoperability of linguistic resources, the NLP Interchange Format (NIF) was
developed (Hellmann et al., 2013). NIF aims at easing the use of Linked Data
among Natural Language Processing tools, language resources and annotations.
Following this overarching goal, several resources have already been converted
and made available on NIF format, contributing to the creation of the Linguistic
Linked Open Data (Rizzo et al., 2012; Hellmann et al., 2012; Röder et al., 2014).
We transformed the English annotations of the refined version of SenseDefs
into the NLP Interchange Format, following the guidelines provided by the
hackathon organized at the Multilingual Linked Open Data for Enterprises
Workshop (MLODE 2014)5.
EuroSense
EuroSense (Section 6.3.3) is available at lcl.uniroma1.it/eurosense. We release
two different versions of the corpus, using the same XML format as SenseDefs:
• A high-coverage version, obtained after the first stage of the pipeline, i.e.
multilingual joint disambiguation with Babelfy. Here, each sense annotation is
associated with a coherence score;
• A high-precision version, obtained after the similarity-based refinement with
Nasari. In this version, sense annotations are associated with both a coherence
score and a distributional similarity score.
BabelDomains
BabelDomains, a unified resource including domain labels for BabelNet, Wikipedia
and WordNet (Section 7.2.3), is available for download at lcl.uniroma1.it/
5http://wwwusers.di.uniroma1.it/~flati/hackathon/index.html
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babeldomains. In the release we include a confidence score6 for each domain
label. Additionally, the domain labels have been integrated into BabelNet7, both in
the API and in the online interface8.
TaxoEmbed
Code and data for TaxoEmbed (Section 7.3) are available at http://wwwusers.
di.uniroma1.it/~dellibovi/taxoembed/.9 The code consists of simple Python
scripts for making use of TaxoEmbed. The data include the Wikidata pairs used
for both training and testing. Both the domain clusters used in the evaluation and
the domain labels of BabelDomains are available.
ColWordNet
We release ColWordNet (CWM, Section 7.4) at several different confidence levels.
The version with the highest confidence includes over 100k collocational edges, which
connect over 8k unique base and collocate WordNet synsets. These connections are
further enriched by two pieces of information, namely (1) the type of collocation
(e.g. ‘intense’ or ‘perform’), and (2) a confidence score derived from our approach.
Moreover, in addition to CWN, we also release four modified versions of the well-
known Word2Vec Google News vector space model, retrofitted with collocational
information, which we constructed for the extrinsic evaluation of CWN. These
models can be exploited both for assessing the correctness of a collocation and
for the discovery of alternative collocates for a given collocation. Finally, we also
make available the evaluation datasets built as part of the Collocational Sensitivity
experiment. All data associated with this publication is publicly available at https:
//bitbucket.org/luisespinosa/cwn/.
SenseCNN
Code and data for the experiments on text categorization and sentiment analysis
(Section 8) are available at https://github.com/pilehvar/sensecnn. Data in-
cludes pre-trained word and sense embeddings used in the experiments as well as
the supersense clustering files for both WordNet and Wikipedia.
6The confidence score for each synset’s domain label is computed as the relative number of
neighbours in the BabelNet semantic network sharing the same domain.
7In its current 3.7 release version we have included two additional domains to the ones included
in Table 7.2: Farming and Textile and Clothing
8See http://babelnet.org/search?word=house&lang=EN for an example of the domain annota-
tions of all senses of house in BabelNet.




• AI: Artificial Intelligence
• BOW: Bag of Words
• EL: Entity Linking
• IAA: Inter-Annotator Agreement
• KB: Knowledge Base
• MWE: MultiWord Expressions
• NED: Named Entity Disambiguation
• NLP: Natural Language Processing
• NN: Nearest Neighbours
• OIE: Open Information Extraction
• OOV: Out-Of-Vocabulary
• PoS: Part-of-Speech
• SVM: Support Vector Machine
• VSM: Vector Space Model
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